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Abstract
The growing climate crisis makes it imperative that we reduce our energy consumption through
process optimization and that we develop clean renewable sources of energy. This thesis addresses both
challenges. The first part investigates the possibility of optimizing mechanically driven processes such as
stress-induced phase transitions in the solid state by tuning the applied stresses to reduce reaction barriers.
Computational studies can help elucidate the changes in reaction paths caused by the applied stress, but
accurate calculations are costly because it is necessary to re-optimize the reaction path for every new stress.
Here, we develop a simple model to predict the reaction barrier and enthalpy for any low force from
quantum mechanically calculated parameters. These parameters are calculated from stationary point
structures on the minimum energy path with no force applied. We show how to use this model to obtain the
reaction energetics of a manifold of stresses, thereby allowing the identification of stresses that will most
efficiently lower the reaction barrier and reduce energy consumption. The model’s predictions are assessed
through molecular dynamics simulations.
The second part examines the energetics and possible reaction pathways on NiSe2, NiSe, and Ni3Se2
surfaces using density functional theory. These materials have been demonstrated experimentally as cheap,
efficient catalysts for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) which is a rate-limiting step in the production
of hydrogen from water creating a bottleneck in replacing fossil fuels with hydrogen fuels cells. Our
computational investigation of different Miller index surfaces and surface terminations provide insight into
these materials’ activities and restructurings under OER conditions. Our results show that the (101) surface
of NiSe gives the lowest reaction potential energy; however, owing to the electronic structure of the OER
intermediates, SeO desorption may be a competing reaction. Doping these nickel compounds with cobalt
has been shown experimentally to improve the material’s catalytic activity. Here, we shall discuss the
effects of cobalt levels and surficial symmetry on the stability of NiSe2 and Ni3Se2. We also show how the
dopant levels and distribution affect the energetics of the OER and possible SeO desorption on NiSe2
surfaces.
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Introduction
The overarching theme in this dissertation is to use computational chemistry to improve the
way we consume energy. There are two ways to do this: we can reduce our energy consumption by
increasing efficiency or use clean sources of energy. Chapter 3 explores the former option by
developing a model to predict solid-state transition barriers under stress. This model will not only
allow experimental optimization by determining the most effective stresses; it requires significantly
fewer calculations to establish the relation between energies and applied stress. Chapter 4
demonstrates how the optimal stress tensors obtained in Chapter 3 can be applied to get the desired
transition through molecular dynamics simulations. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 address clean sources
of energy by focusing on pure and doped nickel selenides, respectively, as catalysts for the oxygen
evolution reaction, a necessary half reaction to form hydrogen gas from water. This dissertation
joins two different projects that deal with reactions or transitions involving solid-state systems. This
chapter will therefore offer a brief overview of the solid-state physics that will be referred to in later
chapters, including Chapter 2 where the details of the computational methods used are discussed.
Sections 1.2 and 1.3 discuss mechanochemistry and models used to predict reaction barriers
providing context for Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The context for Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 is given in
Section 1.4 where we briefly review previous research on catalysts developed for the
electrochemical oxidation of water.

1.1 Introduction to the solid state
Crystals are identified by a repeating pattern. The primitive unit cell is the smallest
repeating pattern and is defined by three lattice vectors such that any point in the crystal may be
given as:
1

𝐫 ′ = 𝐫 + n1 𝐚 + n2 𝐛 + n3 𝐜

(1.1)

where 𝐚, 𝐛, 𝐜 are the lattice vectors and ni are integer multipliers (see also Figure 1-1). The volume
of a unit cell is given by the determinant of its 𝐡 matrix:
Ω = 𝐚 ∙ 𝐛 × 𝐜 = ‖𝐡‖.

(1.2)

For each set of lattice vectors, there is a set of reciprocal lattice vectors:
𝐠1 = 2π

𝐡2 × 𝐡3
𝐡3 × 𝐡1
𝐡1 × 𝐡2
, 𝐠 2 = 2π
, 𝐠 3 = 2π
,
𝐡1 ∙ 𝐡2 × 𝐡3
𝐡1 ∙ 𝐡2 × 𝐡3
𝐡1 ∙ 𝐡2 × 𝐡3
𝐡i ∙ 𝐠 j = 2πδij .

(1.3)

(1.4)

The primitive unit cell in reciprocal space, also called k-space, is important for diffraction and
describing electrons as will be shown in Chapter 2. Reciprocal lattice vectors are used to define
lattice planes that create a crystal’s diffraction pattern. A general reciprocal lattice vector Gl,m.n =
lg1 + mg2 + ng3 is normal to planes which are spaced by a distance dl,m,n =

2π

. The integers (l,

|𝐠 l,m,n |

m, n) form the planes’ Miller index. Though these planes all belong to the same crystal, the different
spacing results in different atomic configurations within the planes as well as different electronic
properties. It is, therefore, of interest to study reactions occurring on distinct Miller index surfaces
of a given compound.

Figure 1-1 Example of a lattice and Miller index planes Each point is periodically repeated
according to the lattice vectors, a, b, and c. The point r’ can be given as r + a + b. The (1,0,0) and
(-1,3,0) Miller index planes are shown highlighted in yellow and light blue, respectively.
2

Though there are only seven possible shapes for the unit cell in three dimensions (see Figure
1-2), symmetry considerations expand this number to fourteen Bravais lattices. These Bravais
lattices can be further categorized and separated into groups depending on the symmetry of the
atoms or molecules relative to the unit cell thus forming the crystallographic space group.
Applicable symmetry operations include translation, reflection, rotation, inversion, as well as screw
rotation and glide planes, which are combinations of translation and rotation, and translation and
reflection, respectively.
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

Figure 1-2 The seven crystal systems: a) cubic, b) tetragonal, c) orthorhombic, d) monoclinic, e)
hexagonal, f) trigonal, g) triclinic. Axes that have the same length are labelled with the same letter,
likewise if angles are the same. Note that α typically refers to the angle between the b and c vectors,
β is the angle between the a and c vectors, and γ is the angle between the a and b vectors.
3

There are 230 space groups that are labelled with Hermann-Mauguin symbols. The first
part of the symbol designates the type of centred lattice, P is primitive, F is face-centred, I is bodycentred, R is rhombohedral, and A, B, and C are each base centred along the corresponding 𝐚, 𝐛,
and 𝐜 axes (see Figure 1-3).
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure 1-3 Types of centred lattices a) primitive (P), b) face centred (F), c) body centred (I), d) base
centred (C, or A, B), e) rhombohedral (R)
The numbers following the type of lattice represent the rotational symmetry, rotational
inversion is denoted with a bar, and a numeral subscript indicates a screw axis. Lower case letters
designate glide or mirror planes. A commonly found space group is P21/c which indicates the cell
is primitive and has a two-fold screw axis and a mirror plane perpendicular to the c vector. Different
compounds may belong to the same space group yet have different unit cell dimensions. It is
therefore convenient to define the atomic coordinates as fractions of the lattice vectors, that is as
crystal coordinates:
axx
x
(y) = ( 0
z
0

bxy
byy
0

cxz
u
cyz ) ( v ).
czz w

(1.5)

Crystal or fractional coordinates play a similar role for condensed phase system as the Z-matrix for
a molecule.
Most chemists are familiar with forces acting on atomic coordinates. In the solid state, stress
means forces acting on all crystal coordinates through the lattice vectors. Forces applied on a unit
cell are given as components of a stress tensor, where each σij is defined as the force in the jth
direction over an area whose norm is in the ith direction. The stress tensor is symmetric; otherwise,
4

the unit cell would spin about an axis. As there are only 6 independent elements, a vector notation
can also be adopted:
σxx
σ
𝛔 = ( yx
σzx

σxy
σyy
σzy

σxz
σyz ) = (σxx , σyx , σyy , σzx , σzy , σzz ).
σzz

(1.6)

The pressure on a unit cell is determined from the trace of the stress tensor:
1
p = Tr(𝛔).
3

(1.7)

1.2 Mechanochemistry
Chemical reactions occur in conjunction with changes in energy. Key questions in this
regard include: How much energy is required to initiate a reaction? How much energy is released
over the course of a reaction? Can one alter the energy necessary to induce a reaction and the energy
released by a reaction? Can one predict how these quantities will change under different conditions?
Introductory chemistry textbooks illustrate the answers to these questions with a reaction energy
profile. In this model, a reactant must overcome an energy barrier equal to the difference in the
energies of the transition state and the reactant before the product can be formed. These energetic
features can be changed by using catalysts to alter the barrier or changing the conditions under
which a reaction occurs to potentially alter the barrier and the amount of energy released during a
reaction.
One means of altering the conditions under which a reaction occurs is to subject the system
to mechanical stresses. This approach, called mechanochemistry, has been used since ancient times;
most apparently through processes such as grinding. The use of mechanical stresses can affect the
rates of chemical reactions, with the stress playing a role analogous to a catalyst,1 and can also affect
the thermodynamics of a reaction. Mechanochemistry has recently resurfaced as a green option for
controlling chemical reactions because it greatly reduces the need for solvents and thereby reduces
the waste produced by a chemical reaction.2, 3
5

On the molecular scale, this branch of chemistry is appealing because the application of
external forces provides direct control over the manipulation of a chemical system along degrees of
freedom that may be key for a reaction. Single molecule experiments pull bonds apart or force
rotations about bonds by tethering a molecule to a fixed surface and another that can detect the
molecule's restoring force when an external force is applied.4 For example, atomic force
microscopes (AFM) have been used to measure the force required to stretch and break a polymer
tethered to a surface and the AFM tip through the tip’s deflection.5, 6 Magnetic and optical tweezers
have also been used in a similar fashion to investigate reactions that depend on a polymer’s
configuration, for example the relationship between nucleosome saturation and DNA supercoiling.7
Mechanochemistry also includes pressure and stress-induced transitions in the solid state.
The interest in understanding mechanically activated transitions in the solid state covers a broad
base: from geological studies of mineral formation, to engineering applications such as cold welding
and material fracturing, to cutting-edge physics such as the performance of superconductors.2, 4, 8-10
Despite the simplicity of the experimental set-up for studying stress-induced transformations in the
solid state with devices such as diamond anvil cells or ball mills (see Figure 1-4), among others, the
elucidation of the mechanisms and even structural changes for solid state reactions remains
challenging.11 Forces are easily determined and their effects can be monitored in a diamond anvil
cell, where the stresses are applied along a known direction; however, optimizing the orientation of
those applied stresses with respect to the degrees of freedom along which stress can influence a
reaction is not so easily done. A ball mill set-up offers a range of compressive and shear stresses,
but the constantly moving parts make it difficult to identify which mechanisms are used and which
forces enhance those mechanisms.

6

a)

b)

Figure 1-4 a) diamond anvil cell, b) ball mill. Higher stresses can be achieved with a diamond anvil
cell, but the set-up restricts the direction of applied stress. Many different stresses are applied by
the grinding medium, but there is less control on their direction and impurities from the grinding
medium can be inserted into the material in question. Figure a) taken from 12.

1.3 Models predicting force modified reaction energetics
Bell’s model can also be found in the literature as the Eyring, Bell-Evans, Bell-EvansZhurkov or the Eyring-Bell-Evans model.13-15 For simplicity and consistency, we will continue
referring to it as the Bell’s model. Originally designed to predict the energetics and kinetics of cell
adhesion16, this model has been used to predict reaction energies and kinetics under an external
force. According to Bell’s model, there is a linear relationship between the reaction barrier, ∆E ‡,
and the force, F, applied on a system as given in this equation:
∆E ‡ (𝐅) = ∆E ‡ (𝟎) − 𝐅∆𝐑.

(1.8)

Though the original paper presented the displacement, ΔR, as an empirical parameter16, studies
have since shown this term represents a change in the reaction coordinate.13, 14 This model can only
be used in a qualitative manner because it assumes the reactant and transition state are unaffected
by the applied force and therefore the atomic displacement necessary to go from one state to the
other is unchanged (see Figure 1-5). The atomic displacement is not always one dimensional, as in
the lengthening of a bond up to a breaking point, which complicates experimental interpretation.
7

Figure 1-5 Bell’s model (image modified from Ewell 17), the energies of the stationary states are
linearly altered with external force, while their positions remain the same.
Bell’s model has been extended using a Taylor series expansion around the stationary states
under zero external force.
3N+6 3N+6

∆E

‡ (𝐅)

= ∆E

‡ (𝟎)

1
∂2 E(𝟎)
+ ∑ ∑ δ𝐑Ti
δ𝐑 − 𝐅∆𝐑
2
∂𝐑 i ∂𝐑 j j
i=1

(1.9)

j=1

The second order terms account for the system’s force-induced distortion and changes in the
effective potential energy surface. Generalizing ∆𝐑 to the molecule’s internal coordinates allows
the extended model to capture all distortions, including those not necessarily involved in the
reaction path. This extension has been used to varying degrees of success to study the reaction
barriers for ring opening in simple cyclic molecules13, 18, substitution reactions,19 and binding of
macromolecular complexes.20 Another modification to the Bell’s model is the so-called Bell-Taft’s
model.19 Steric effects are incorporated in an ad hoc manner by simply adding Taft’s steric term to
the Bell’s model. Taft’s steric term originates from the observation of a relationship between two
constants and the difference of reaction enthalpies for different substituents.21 One constant depends
on the substituents causing the steric hindrance while the other depends on the type of reaction.
The tilted potential energy profile improves upon Bell's model by also including the
distorting effect of the external force on the reactant and the transition state. 22, 23 The displacement
8

between the reactant and transition state is explicitly a function of the applied force as shown in this
equation:
F

∆E‡ (F) = ∆E‡ (0) - ∫ ∆R(F)dF

(1.10)

0

If the atomic displacement is independent of force, Bell's model is recovered. Both states shift along
the potential energy hypersurface to coordinates where the internal force is equal and opposite to
the force applied. The potential energy surface is thus tilted along the coordinates to which force is
applied (see Figure 1-6). Though the tilted potential energy profile does include force induced
changes on the reactant and transition state, it only considers those distortions that occur along the
reaction coordinate.23 Its biggest disadvantage, however, is that the displacements are a function of
the applied force. This function may be known for simple reactions such as breaking a diatomic
bond, but, for most systems of interest, the number of internal coordinates involved in the reaction
would require several calculations. Not only does the computational expense increase with the
number of internal coordinates involved, but also with the system size, defeating the purpose of a
simple, computationally inexpensive model. If the function relating changes in coordinates to
applied forces was known, there would be no need to resort to such a crude model.

Figure 1-6 Tilted potential energy profile (image modified from Ribas-Arino

23

) This profile

recognizes, albeit approximately, that the atomic displacement involved in a chemical reaction is a
function of the applied force.
9

1.4 Clean energy: water splitting
Renewable and cost-effective energy sources such as solar and wind power are central to
addressing issues such as climate change and air quality. Unfortunately, these energy sources are
not always available, and the problem becomes one of energy storage. Fossil fuels are convenient
because they store energy chemically and this energy can be released at any time through
combustion but fossil fuel combustion is the largest producer of CO2, a well-known greenhouse
gas.24. CO2 emissions have doubled over the last 40 years reaching over 30 x 109 tons/year.24
Increasing concentrations of CO2 in the atmosphere contribute to rising global temperatures and the
acidification and deoxygenation of bodies of water.25 There is increased urgency in discovering and
improving the feasibility of other forms of chemical energy storage. Hydrogen fuel cells are a
promising environmentally friendly alternative to fossil fuels due to their higher energy density and
the fact that the only combustion product is water. Water-splitting represents a clean source of
hydrogen. This process consists of two half reactions: the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), given
by Equation (1.11), and the oxygen evolution reaction (OER), given by Equation (1.12).
(acidic)
2H + + 2e− → H2
2H2 O + 2e− → H2 + 2OH − (basic)

(1.11)

2H2 O → O2 + 4H + + 4e− (acidic)
4OH − → O2 + 2H2 O + 4e− (basic)

(1.12)

At present, the challenge lies with the OER. With four proton-coupled electron transfers, it
is a kinetic bottleneck. The theoretical potential for the OER is -1.23 V relative to a standard
hydrogen electrode26; however, in practice, the energy supplied is much higher due to the reaction’s
overpotential.27-29 The overpotential may be described as the additional energy required to overcome
a reaction barrier.30 Catalysts are therefore employed to lower the overpotential. The four protoncoupled electron transfers complicate the design of efficient catalysts because of the difficulty in
lowering the overpotential associated with one electron transfer without raising it for another.31 In
addition, computational studies have proposed many different mechanisms.31-37 These mechanisms
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are categorized as single-site or binuclear depending on the number of surface atoms to which the
oxygen atoms from the two water molecules bind. (See Equations (1.13) - (1.16).) In each
mechanism, * indicates the molecule is bound to the catalyst’s surface.
H2 O → H2 O∗
H2 O∗ → OH ∗ + H + + e−
OH ∗ → O∗ + H + + e−
∗
O + H2 O → OOH ∗ + H + + e−
OOH ∗ → O∗2 + H + + e−
O∗2 → O2

(1.13)

2H2 O → 2H2 O∗
2H2 O → H2 O∗ + OH ∗ + H + + e−
H2 O∗ + OH ∗ → H2 O∗ + O∗ + H + + e−
H2 O∗ + O∗ → OH ∗ + O∗ + H + + e−
OH ∗ + O∗ → 2O∗ + H + + e−
2O∗ → O∗2
O∗2 → O2

(1.14)

2H2 O → 2H2 O∗
2H2 O → H2 O∗ + OH ∗ + H + + e−
H2 O∗ + OH ∗ → 2OH ∗ + H + + e−
2OH ∗ → O∗ + OH ∗ + H + + e−
OH ∗ + O∗ → 2O∗ + H + + e−
2O∗ → O∗2
O∗2 → O2

(1.15)

2H2 O → 2H2 O∗
2H2 O → H2 O∗ + OH ∗ + H + + e−
H2 O∗ + OH ∗ → 2OH ∗ + H + + e−
2OH ∗ → H2 O∗2
H2 O∗2 → OOH ∗ + H + + e−
OOH ∗ → O∗2 + H + + e−
O∗2 → O2

(1.16)

∗

∗

∗

Perhaps the biggest practical difficulty preventing the widespread commercial use of OER
catalysts is their cost and availability. Currently, state of the art catalysts are made with expensive
metals such as Ir and Ru which are not naturally abundant. OER catalysts typically involve metals
due to their higher conductivity and ability to adopt more than one oxidation state.38 Compounds of
first row transition metals such as nickel are attractive catalysts because they are both inexpensive
and catalytically active.33, 38 While much attention has been given to nickel oxides and hydroxides,
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very few studies exist on nickel selenides. Selenium is less electronegative than oxygen and nickel
selenides are more conductive than their oxide counterparts.39 There is also a broader range of
known nickel selenide stoichiometries and structures. While nickel selenides have shown superior
OER activity over their oxide/hydroxide counterparts, it is unclear whether the nickel selenide acts
a pre-catalyst or whether the surface oxidation is in competition with OER occurring on the selenide
surface. Some experiments have claimed the selenides remain intact during OER while others have
shown that metal non-oxides undergo surface oxidation and reorganization under OER conditions.
Nickel tellurides have higher conductivity and less surface reconstruction than selenides yet
demonstrate lower OER activity than selenides. This observation suggests the nickel selenide’s
higher activity is not only due to its conductivity but also to its ability to form a core-shell structure
with NiOx.38 A computational study would clarify the role of nickel selenides in the OER.
Altering nickel oxides with p-dopants such as iron or cobalt improves the material’s
catalytic activity. The same effect has been observed in nickel selenides. Bimetallic and trimetallic
oxides and selenides have also shown lower overpotentials than the pure material. Understanding
the p-dopant’s role in the nickel selenides’ catalytic activity or restructuring to an active phase
would guide the design for more efficient nickel selenide-based catalysts.

1.5 Objectives
The general purpose of this thesis is to investigate reactions in the solid state to increase
energy efficiency. Within this broad field, this thesis has two objectives. The first is to study
mechanochemical processes in bulk crystals. We will develop a simple model, expanding on Bell’s
theory, to predict solid-solid phase transitions occurring under applied stress. This model will be
used to scan a manifold of stress tensors to determine which ones are most effective for achieving
a phase transition. The energy expenditure necessary to promote a phase transition can therefore be
minimized. Five compounds have been chosen to test the model’s capabilities: zirconia, lithia,
ammonium formate, glycine, and diiodobutadiyne N,N’ Bis (3-pyridyl) oxalamide co-crystal. These
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systems are representatives of the different types of interactions and transitions occurring in the
solid state. Molecular dynamics simulations are performed on ZrO2, NH4HCO2, and the
diiodobutadiyne N,N’ Bis (3-pyridyl) oxalamide co-crystal to explore the possibility of alternate
reaction paths opening under stresses found to lower the reaction barrier. We will compare the
trajectories created under hydrostatic stress and an optimized stress determined by the model
developed. To determine which stress tensor more efficiently promotes a transition, we shall
introduce an order parameter to measure the similarity between the simulation cell and reference
stationary states. We will also explore how stresses as different functions of time affect the
transitions.
The second objective addresses increasing the energy efficiency of reactions occurring at
the solid-state interface through a computational investigation of nickel selenides as oxygen
evolution reaction (OER) catalysts. Through a computational analysis, we aim to further the
understanding of nickel selenides under OER conditions whether they behave as catalysts
themselves or pre-catalysts and if the latter how they restructure to create the active surface.
Structures corresponding to intermediates for a single-site OER mechanism are optimized using
quantum chemical methods. We will compare the potential energies as well as the atomic and
electronic configurations for intermediates on low Miller index surfaces of NiSe2, Ni3Se2, and NiSe.
The optimized geometries and electronic properties such as the Bader charges will provide insights
into the reactivities of each compound and surface. We shall also show how Co-doping affects the
stability of NiSe2 and Ni3Se2 surfaces. Different surface configurations within a given dopant level
will be optimized to determine the importance of 2D patterns on the surface stability. The same
analysis done on pure nickel selenides will also be applied to determine the effects of Co-doping
on the OER or possible reconstruction on Co-doped NiSe2 surfaces.
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Methods
2.1 Introduction to quantum chemical methods
In quantum mechanics, all of a system’s properties are encoded in a wave function which
can be calculated by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation:40

i

∂Ψ(𝐪, t)
̂ Ψ(𝐪, t)
=H
∂t

(2.1)

where 𝐪 = (𝐫, 𝐬) represents the spatial, (r), and spin, (s), coordinates of all particles in the system
̂ is the Hamiltonian operator in atomic units where ℏ is conventionally set to 1.
and H
1
1
̂ = − ∑ 𝛁i2 − ∑
H
𝛁 2 + V(𝐪, t)
2
2Mα α
i

(2.2)

α

The first and second terms correspond to the electronic and nuclear kinetic energy operators
respectively, where Mα is the corresponding nuclear mass. The last term is the system’s potential
energy operator. If the potential energy acting on a system is independent of time, the stationary
states can found through the time-independent Schrödinger equation where applying the
Hamiltonian operator returns the system’s energy41.
̂ Ψ(𝐪) = EΨ(𝐪)
H

(2.3)

Despite its apparent simplicity, the time-independent Schrödinger equation remains impossible to
solve for all but the simplest systems. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation offers a way forward
by separating nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom on account of the large difference in mass
between these two types of particles, yielding a wave function of the form:41
Ψ(𝐪) = χN (𝐑 N )Ψe (𝐫e ; 𝐑 N )
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(2.4)

In a wave function of this form, couplings between electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom are
ignored. In other words, electrons, having lower mass than nuclei and being therefore faster,
instantaneously adjust to any change in nuclear coordinates. The problem is thus reduced to solving
for an electronic wave function using an electronic Hamiltonian:41
̂ e Ψe (𝐫e ; 𝐑 N ) = Ee Ψe (𝐫e ; 𝐑 N )
H

(2.5)

Zα Zβ
1
1
Zα
̂ e = − ∑ 𝛁i2 + ∑ ∑
H
−∑∑
+∑∑
|𝐑 α − 𝐫i |
2
|𝐫i − 𝐫j |
|𝐑 α − 𝐑 β |

(2.6)

i

i

j>i

α

i

α β>α

where 𝐑 α and 𝐫i refer to nuclear and electronic spatial coordinates, respectively and Zα , Zβ refer to
nuclear charges. The electronic Hamiltonian includes the electronic kinetic energy operator, and the
potential energy operators capturing the electron-electron, electron-nuclear, and the nuclear-nuclear
interactions which correspond to Coulomb operators in all cases. The electronic wave function still
depends parametrically on nuclear coordinates through the electron-nuclear potential and the
nuclear-nuclear potential, although this last term is a constant for a given structure.
Despite these simplifications, the exact wave functions for many-electron systems cannot
be found. The difficulty lies with our inability to describe interactions involving more than two
objects – the many-body problem. This problem plagues both the classical motion of planets and
the quantum motion of electrons; in all systems great and small, the mathematics escapes us all.42
Instead of solving for the wave function exactly, one attempts to optimize a trial wave function that
will approximate the true wave function. Trial wave functions place an upper bound on the system’s
energy according to the variational principle.43

Ee ≤

̂ e |Ψetrial ⟩
⟨Ψetrial |H

(2.7)

⟨Ψetrial |Ψetrial ⟩

Approximating the electrons as independent particles, allowing the separation of the electronic
coordinates, circumvents the many-body problem. The separation of electronic coordinates suggests
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building the total electronic wave function as a product of single electron wave functions or spin
orbitals. Two electrons may occupy the same spatial orbital; however, due to the Pauli exclusion
principle, they must have opposite spin, therefore belonging to different spin orbitals. Another
consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle is that the wave function must be anti-symmetric with
respect to the permutation of any two fermions, in this case, electrons.41 The simplest representation
satisfying this condition is a Slater determinant.
N
ϕ1 (1) ⋯ ϕN (1)
̂ ∏ ϕi
⋱
⋮ |=A
Ψe =
| ⋮
√N! ϕ1 (N) ⋯ ϕN (N)
i=1

1

̂=
A

1
√N!

̂ij + ⋯ )
(1̂ + ∑ P

(2.8)

(2.9)

i,j

Where ϕi represents the set of spin orbitals for an N-electron system. An alternative representation
of a Slater determinant uses an anti-symmetrizing operator (2.9), a linear combination of all possible
̂ij including the identity, acting on the Hartree product of the spin orbitals.40
permutation operators, 𝐏
More accurate representations of the electronic wave function include linear combinations of Slater
determinants using a larger set of spin orbitals.41
The Hartree-Fock method uses a single Slater determinant. The energies, εi , of each spin
orbital are determined by solving the Fock equations.44
F̂i ϕi (𝐫i ) = εi ϕi (𝐫i )

(2.10)

1
Zα
̂ j)
F̂ = ∇2i + ∑
+ ∑(Ĵj − K
|𝐑 α − 𝐫i |
2

(2.11)

α

j

Where F̂, the Fock operator (2.11), includes a core Hamiltonian of one-electron operators, that is,
the kinetic energy and electron-nuclear potential energy operators for one electron as well as the
̂ j , operators. These last two operators arise from the electron-electron
Coulomb, Ĵj , and exchange, K
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potential energy operator in the electronic Hamiltonian. The nuclear potential energy is a constant
and therefore not included. The electron potential energy operator involves two electron
coordinates. The identity part of the anti-symmetrizing operator produces the classical Coulomb
̂ij operator produces the exchange energy (2.13). The exchange energy
interaction (2.12), while 𝐏
has no classical analog and is therefore a purely quantum phenomenon.40
Ĵj |ϕi (1) ⟩ = ⟨ϕj (2)|

1
(1)ϕj (2)⟩
|𝐫1 − 𝐫2 | |ϕi

(2.12)

̂ j |ϕi (1)⟩ = ⟨ϕj (2)|
K

1
(1)ϕi (2)⟩
|𝐫1 − 𝐫2 | |ϕj

(2.13)

For simplicity and ease of implementation, the sum of Coulomb and exchange integrals in Equation
(2.11) goes over all electrons; however, given the definition of the Coulomb operator in Equation
(2.12), an electron can seemingly repel itself when i = j. Fortunately, this unphysical term, called
self-interaction, is cancelled exactly by the exchange operator.
The orbitals are expanded in a set of basis functions.41
ϕi = ∑ cia φa

(2.14)

a

Multiplying Equation (2.10) by a basis function on the left and integrating over all space gives the
following:
∑ cia ⟨φb |F̂|φa ⟩ = εi ∑ cia ⟨φb |φa ⟩
a

(2.15)

a

This can be conveniently rewritten in matrix notation as:45
𝐅𝐂 = 𝐒𝐂𝛆

(2.16)

Where 𝐅 is the Fock matrix, 𝐂 is a matrix containing the coefficients for the basis functions, 𝐒 is the
overlap matrix, and 𝛆 is a diagonal matrix containing the orbital energies. Although this system of
equations resembles an eigenvalue problem, the solution must be found iteratively. Though the
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Fock operator acts on a single basis function, it depends on all the other basis functions through the
Coulomb and exchange operators.45 Solving this set of equations is called a self-consistent field
(SCF) calculation, because the average field created by all of the other electrons must be found selfconsistently. An SCF calculation starts with an initial guess for 𝐂. This guess is used to form the
Fock matrix which, when diagonalized, creates a new vector of basis function coefficients. This
process is repeated until the difference between the new 𝐂 and the previous 𝐂 is below some cutoff level.
The system’s total energy is not the sum of the orbital energies as the Coulomb and
exchange contributions would be double counted and the nuclear potential has not been included.44
Rather the total energy in a Hartree-Fock calculation is41

EeHF

Ne

Ne

i

i,j

Zα Zβ
1
= ∑ εi − ∑(Jij − K ij ) + ∑ ∑
2
|𝐑 α − 𝐑 β |

(2.17)

α β>α

According to the variational principle given in (2.7), the total energy calculated using the HartreeFock method overestimates the true total energy. Hartree-Fock neglects the energy contribution of
electron correlation. The independent electron approximation neglects the dynamic correlation that
exists in a system where electrons do interact with each other. As a single Slater determinant
method, Hartree-Fock also ignores the static correlation that arises from different electronic
configurations. The Hartree-Fock method scales as M4, where M is the number of basis functions
used, due to the two electron integrals. Other methods such as Møller-Plesset perturbation theory
or configuration interaction capture much of the electronic correlation. These methods scale as M5
at least. Though more accurate than Hartree-Fock, the computational cost of wave function-based
methods that include correlation either through perturbation theory or multiple determinants
dissuades from using them for large systems.44
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2.2 Density Functional Theory
Density functional theory (DFT) provides an efficient alternative to wave function-based
methods by optimizing the electron density instead of a wave function. In DFT, a system’s energy
is a functional of the electron density, which is in turn a function of spatial coordinates. Using the
electron density instead of a wave function is appealing because the density corresponds to an
observable.45 It is also intuitively justified as the electron density must integrate to the number of
electrons (2.18) and its cusps contain information on the location and charges of nuclei. The electron
density is given by the integral of the squared wavefunction over the spin coordinates, s, for all
electrons and the spatial coordinates for all electrons save one as in:
ρ(𝐫) = N ∫ … ∫|Ψ(𝐪1 , 𝐪2 , … 𝐪N )|2 d𝐬1 d𝐪2 , … d𝐪N

(2.18)

where qi is the vector containing the spin, si, and spatial coordinates, ri, of the ith electron. The
formal justification for DFT as an alternative to wave function methods lies with the two
Hohenberg-Kohn theorems.46 These theorems show the existence of a one-to-one relationship
between the ground state electron density, the Hamiltonian operator, and the ground state wave
function. Given the correct density functional, the energy found through a trial electron density
represents an upper bound on the true ground state energy.
E0 [ρ0 ] ≤ E[ρ′ ]

(2.19)

Though these theorems hold the promise of significant reductions in computational costs
by reducing the necessary number of coordinates from 3N to 3, they offer no insight into how the
functionals are created.47
The energy functional (2.20), like the electronic Hamiltonian, can be split into the following
component functionals: the electronic kinetic energy, the electron-nuclear potential, the electronelectron potential which is composed of the classical Coulomb potential and the quantum exchange
potential.47
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E[ρ] = T[ρ] + ENe [ρ] + J[ρ] + K[ρ]

(2.20)

Ideally, the kinetic energy functional would be for an interacting electronic system and include the
dynamic electronic correlation, however, its precise form is unknown. The electron-nuclear
potential (2.21) and the Coulomb potential (2.22) can be represented as known functionals of the
electron density. The functional for the Coulomb potential includes the electron self-interaction.47
Zα ρ(𝐫)
d𝐫
|𝐑 α − 𝐫|

(2.21)

1
ρ(𝐫)ρ(𝐫 ′ )
J[ρ] = ∬
d𝐫d𝐫 ′
|𝐫 − 𝐫 ′ |
2

(2.22)

ENe [ρ] = − ∑
α

The exchange functional is unfortunately unknown and therefore cannot be used to cancel the
Coulomb self-interaction as in Hartree-Fock. The functional for the kinetic energy is only known
for a uniform electron gas which forms the basis of the Thomas-Fermi model.40 While the
assumption of a uniform electron gas may be appropriate for valence electrons in metallic systems,
molecules are far from being uniform electron gases, and it is, therefore, unsurprising that this
model fails to describe bonding and is of limited use in chemistry.
Kohn and Sham addressed the issue of kinetic energy by introducing a reference system of
non-interacting electrons designed to have the same density as the true system where electrons
interact. They also reintroduced orbitals to calculate the kinetic energy functional.45 The kinetic
energy of independent electrons is known from the Hartree-Fock method which uses orbitals, and
so a similar approach is used in Kohn-Sham DFT (See Equation (2.23)). Calculating the kinetic
energy of independent electrons is an improvement from a uniform electron gas; however, the
reintroduction of orbitals causes the computational cost of DFT to scale as M3 with basis set size.
N

1
TS = ∑ ⟨ϕi | 2 ∇2 |ϕi ⟩
i
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(2.23)

Kohn-Sham DFT follows the example of the Hartree-Fock method where the orbitals
describe a non-interacting system: that is the electrons interact with an effective potential, Veff, but
not explicitly with each other.47
1
[ ∇2i + Veff (𝐫)] ϕi (𝐫) = ϵi ϕi (𝐫)
2

(2.24)

The effective potential, in this case, not only contains the electron-nuclear potential and the classical
electron repulsion potential but also the exchange-correlation energy.
N

ρ(𝐫) = ∑|ϕi

(2.25)
(𝐫)|2

i

Given Equation (2.24), the Kohn-Sham orbitals can be optimized using the same self-consistent
field procedure used to optimize the orbitals in Hartree-Fock. An important difference between the
two methods is that Kohn-Sham orbitals optimize an electron density, as given by Equation (2.25),
whereas as Hartree-Fock orbitals optimize a single determinant wave function. Unlike HartreeFock, some correlation is introduced through the exchange-correlation functional albeit its precise
form is unknown.
The energy functional is reformulated as in Equation (2.26). The last term, EXC [ρ], defined
in Equation (2.27) is the exchange correlation energy and accounts for the difference between the
kinetic energy of an interacting system, T[ρ], and a non-interacting system, TS [ρ], which is part of
the electron correlation, as well as the non-classical component of the electron-electron interaction
or the exchange. The exchange is given as the difference between the correct electron-electron
interaction, Eee [ρ], and the classical Coulomb interaction, J[ρ].
E[ρ] = TS [ρ] + ENe [ρ] + J[ρ] + EXC [ρ]

(2.26)

EXC [ρ] = (T[ρ] − TS [ρ]) + (Eee [ρ] − J[ρ])

(2.27)

The exact form of the exchange-correlation functional is unknown but its contribution to the total
energy is much smaller than that of the other functionals. A plethora of exchange-correlation
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functionals exists because their form is unknown and there is no systematic way to improve their
performance.
Exchange-correlation functionals can be arranged in a hierarchy based on the variables used
to construct them. The simplest, the local density approximation, depends only on the electron
density at a given point and assumes the electron density is a uniform electron gas.48 This functional
has mostly found use in describing metals where the assumption of a slowly varying density is
appropriate.40 Significant improvement over the local density approximation is made when the
gradient of the electron density is included, which is called generalized gradient approximation
(GGA).49 Hybrid functionals include some fraction of the exact exchange calculated with HartreeFock.50 Calculating the exact exchange through Hartree-Fock with a plane wave basis requires a
much finer k-point grid in order for the exchange energy to converge and scales quadratically with
the basis set size thereby increasing the computational cost.51 All DFT calculations in this thesis
were done using the generalized gradient approximation Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE)52
functional.
While hybrid functionals perform better than GGA in predicting properties such as band
gaps, the computational expense often outweighs the benefit of increased accuracy in certain
properties.51 The Hubbard model, called DFT+U, is an alternative approach that reduces the
electron self interaction. In an ad-hoc manner, certain interactions in atomic orbitals are replaced
by semi-empirically determined Coulomb and exchange integrals.53 DFT+U is often a cost-effective
substitute for hybrid functionals although it does not always improve results.54 DFT also fails to
reproduce long-range dispersion interactions correctly. An easy solution to this problem is to add a
semi-classical attractive term to the energy. Contributions to the dispersion correction made by
55,56
interactions between atoms A and B, both found within a cut-off radius, are proportional to R−6
AB .
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2.3 Basis sets
A basis set is the collection of functions used to form the approximation to the wave
function. Two guidelines govern the choice of a basis set: it must be computationally efficient, and
it should be chemically relevant. Slater functions correctly describe the cusp in the electron
probability density at nuclear positions and the radial decay. They can be represented as follows:40
n−1 −ζr
φSlater
e ,
ζ,n,l,m (r, θ, φ) = NYl,m r

(2.28)

where r, θ, φ are spherical coordinates, n, l. m are quantum numbers, ζ is a constant relating to the
charge of the atomic the function is centred on, N is a normalization constant, and Yl,m are the
spherical harmonics. Slater functions are not computationally efficient because solving the twoelectron integrals must be done numerically.
2n−2−l −ζr
φGaussian
e
ζ,n,l,m (r, θ, φ) = NYl,m r

2

(2.29)

Gaussian functions, shown in Equation (2.29), are much easier to integrate, but they fail to
reproduce the discontinuity found at a nucleus’ position and decay too rapidly at larger distances
from the nucleus44 as shown in Figure 2-1. In addition, the parameter ζ loses its connection to the
atomic charge. Linear combinations of Gaussian functions are therefore used to reproduce the
desirable properties found in Slater functions.

Figure 2-1 Comparing Gaussian and Slater functions. A linear combination of 3 Gaussians better
approximates the Slater function than a single Gaussian.
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Both Slater and Gaussian basis sets become cumbersome when considering an extended
system. Bloch’s theorem shows that the electronic wave function in a periodic potential, as
experienced in a crystal, can be represented by a so-called Bloch function:
φ𝐤 (𝐫) = ei𝐤∙𝐫 u𝐤 (𝐫)

(2.30)

Where 𝐤 is a wavevector and u𝐤 (𝐫) is a function that depends on the periodicity of the lattice, see
Figure 2-2. The lattice periodic function can also be expanded in a set of plane waves that depend
on reciprocal lattice vectors G.
u𝐤 (𝐫) = ∑ C𝐤,𝐆 ei𝐆∙𝐫

(2.31)

𝐆

Plane waves are solutions for a free electron and their periodicity makes them ideal for periodic or
extended systems such as crystals.57 Plane wave basis sets also have the advantage of avoiding basis
set superposition error.51 This error results in the energy of fragments calculated separately being
different from the energy of the fragments calculated together despite being infinitely separated.
Basis set superposition errors occur in localized basis sets because the functions used to describe
the electronic structure of one fragment also contribute to the description of the other fragment’s
electronic structure.40 Plane waves on the other hand are delocalized and only depend on the size of
the unit cell, so provided the unit cell’s size remains constant, the energy of two fragments
calculated together at large distances from each other will be the same as the sum of the individual
fragment energies.

Figure 2-2 A Bloch function (modified from Omar 58): the dashed line gives the plane wave, ei𝐤∙𝐫 ,
and the solid line shows how it is modulated by the lattice periodic function, u𝐤 (𝐫).
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While the valence electrons of a periodic system may be delocalized and plane waves can
accurately describe them, core electrons are not delocalized. High frequency plane waves are
necessary to describe core orbital localization and maintain orthogonality with valence orbitals.
This increases computational cost.59 Any plane wave basis set of practical size fails to describe the
singularity in electronic probability density at nuclear positions. To overcome these serious
drawbacks, pseudopotentials replace nuclei and their core electrons.
The complete basis set is infinite, yet in practice, the basis set is finite. A general rule to
improve a calculation’s accuracy is to increase the basis set’s size. This can be done in many ways,
for example, by adding polarization or diffuse functions for basis sets composed of Gaussian
functions.41 The size of a plane wave basis set depends only on the kinetic energy cut-off and the
size of the unit cell.57 The kinetic energy cut-off represents an upper limit on the plane wave basis
1
2

set’s kinetic energy. A plane wave’s kinetic energy is given by (𝐤 + 𝐆)2 . The size of a plane wave
basis set is therefore defined by assigning a kinetic energy cut-off and including all plane waves
with energies below this cut-off. This simplicity is problematic when optimizing a system’s unit
cell or during molecular dynamics calculations. If there is a fixed kinetic energy cut-off and if the
unit cell expands, more plane waves will satisfy the boundary conditions thereby increasing the
basis set size and the calculation time. If there is a fixed basis set size, the accuracy of the results
varies greatly. To remedy this problem, Bernasconi and coworkers have proposed adding a step
function to the system’s kinetic energy60:
1 2
G − E0
G + A [1 + erf (2
)]
σ
2

(2.32)

where A is the step function’s height and σ is the width. The step function is smoothed and
differentiable because of the error function, erf (

1 2
G −E0
2

σ

2

x

2

), which has the form erf(x) = √π ∫0 e-t dt.

As A→0, the constant basis set size is recovered. In the other limit, where A→∞ or σ→0, plane
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1

waves with 2 G2 > E0 are excluded from the ground state wave function effectively reproducing a
fixed energy cut-off.

2.4 Pseudopotentials and projector augmented wave functions
Pseudopotentials are used to describe core electrons instead of higher energy plane waves,
significantly reducing calculation times. Pseudopotentials are based on an all-electron density
functional calculation for an atom which is then used to build a pseudo-wave function.61 A cut-off
radius is defined in order to distinguish between core and valence electrons. The cut-off radius
should be further away from the nucleus than the last node in the all electron wave function.62 Hard
pseudopotentials have small cut-off radii requiring higher energy plane waves but are more
transferable. The opposite applies to soft pseudopotentials. Inside the core, the pseudo-wave
function is nodeless and has the same norm as the true wave function.63 The all-electron valence
wave function, |ϕv ⟩, is represented as a linear combination of a pseudo-wave function, |ϕv,ps ⟩, and
the core orbitals, |ϕc ⟩ as shown in Equation (2.33).
|ϕv ⟩ = |ϕv,ps ⟩ + ∑ αcv |ϕc ⟩

(2.33)

c

This linear combination can be inserted into the time-independent Schrödinger equation in order to
solve for the pseudo-wave function. The original Hamiltonian in Equation (2.34) is replaced by an
effective Hamiltonian acting on the smooth pseudo-wave function as in Equation (2.35) where εv
and εc are the energies of the valence and core orbitals respectively.
̂ |ϕv ⟩ = εv |ϕv ⟩
H

(2.34)

̂ + ∑(εv − εc )|ϕc ⟩⟨ϕc |] |ϕv,ps ⟩ = εv |ϕv,ps ⟩
[H

(2.35)

c

The effective Hamiltonian in (2.35) does not necessarily behave the same way for core orbitals with
different angular momenta; therefore, we must choose different cut-off radii. The pseudo-wave
function is reinserted into the Schrödinger equation to solve for the screened pseudopotential. At
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this point, the pseudopotential is screened because it contains the valence and core contributions.
Unscreening removes the valence contribution allowing the pseudopotential to be transferred to
non-atomic calculations.61
Good pseudopotentials should have the following properties: a) they should require as small
a basis set as possible, b) they should be transferable between different chemical environments, and
c) the valence charge density should be as close to the all-electron valence density as possible.40
Unfortunately, the first two requirements somewhat conflict resulting in two main types of pseudopotentials: norm-conserving and ultra-soft. Norm-conserving pseudopotentials ensure the total
amount of charge within the cut-off radius is correct. Ultra-soft pseudopotentials relax this condition
and include more reference energies to improve their transferability thus often requiring fewer plane
waves than norm-conserving pseudopotentials.61 Projector augmented wave functions (PAWs, Eq.
(2.36)) are another technique to deal with core electrons. Unlike pseudopotentials, PAWs shadow
the true all-electron wave function through a linear transformation. The true and pseudo wave
functions, |ψ⟩ and |ψps ⟩, are expanded in a set of so-called partial waves, |ϕi ⟩ and |ϕi,ps ⟩
respectively. The transformation consists of a set of projector functions, ⟨p̂i |, representing atomcentred contributions within the augmented or core region.64
|ψ⟩ = (1 + ∑(|ϕi ⟩ − |ϕi,ps ⟩) ⟨p̂i |) |ψps ⟩

(2.36)

i

Like ultra-soft pseudopotentials, PAWs also require fewer plane waves than norm-conserving
pseudopotentials. Pseudopotentials and PAWs should be adjusted when used with different density
functionals although the error associated with the density functional is larger than that associated
with the pseudopotential or PAW parameter variation.62

2.5 K-point grid
Obtaining properties such as energies or densities of states from a wave function or an
electronic density requires integrating over space. In a plane-wave basis set, these integrals are more
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easily computed in reciprocal space or in k-space. Just as the unit cell’s symmetry makes the
irreducible crystallographic basis sufficient to describe all atomic positions, so too is it sufficient to
describe only the irreducible part of a unit cell in reciprocal space, the Brillouin zone. The integrals
are done numerically by sampling the Brillouin zone at a finite set of points which form the k-point
grid. For semiconductors and insulators, the lattice periodic function, u𝐤 (𝐫), is nearly constant in
k-space, therefore, one can choose a smaller set of k-points than in metallic systems where u𝐤 (𝐫)
can vary rapidly. Among the several Brillouin zone sampling schemes that have been developed,
the Monkhorst-Pack method is generally preferred for its flexibility and efficiency.65 This method
defines a grid consisting of N1 × N2 × N3 reducible k-points; a smaller number of k-points is
possible when symmetry is applied. In a Monkhorst-Pack grid, the k-points are located according
to:66
𝐤 = u1 𝐠1 + u2 𝐠 2 + u3 𝐠 3

(2.37)

Where g1, g2, and g3 are the reciprocal lattice vectors defined in Equation (1.3) the coefficients, ui
are defined as follows:
ui =

2ni − Ni − 1
; ni ∈ [1, Ni ]
2Ni

(2.38)

The inverse of the relative ratio of the lattice vectors can be used to determine the best MonkhorstPack grid density. This is a problem when modelling transitions where the lattice vectors change
significantly from the reactant to the product. In these cases, an average of the optimal reactant and
product k-point grids is used. Finer k-point grids are computationally more expensive as they
require more evaluations of the wave function in reciprocal space.67 Integrating periodic functions
over the Brillouin zone for metals is difficult because of their partial occupation, which leads to
discontinuities. The discontinuities cause slow convergence of the integration scheme, which is
made worse by using a finer k-point grid to capture the rapid variation in the lattice periodic function
for metallic systems. The occupation of each band is replaced by a smooth function such as a
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Gaussian thereby weighting or smearing the contribution of each k-point to ensure continuity.68, 69
A Gaussian smearing70 approach was applied in all nickel selenide calculations.

2.6 Optimizing to minima and transition states
Structures corresponding to energy minima are more likely to be observed experimentally;
therefore, multi-variate minimization algorithms are pertinent in computational chemistry. NewtonRaphson and steepest descent are two commonly used minimization schemes.
The Newton-Raphson algorithm is designed to find roots of equations. In the context of
energy minimization, this algorithm locates the roots of the forces acting on the system. Positions
are iteratively updated according to the derivative of a second order Taylor series.
𝐑 n+1 = 𝐑 n − 𝐇 −1 (𝐑 n )𝐅(𝐑 n )

(2.39)

Where 𝐅(𝐑 n ) is a vector containing the forces and 𝐇 −1 (𝐑 n ) is the inverse of the Hessian, a matrix
of partial second derivatives of the energy with respect to all pairs of coordinates. Newton-Raphson
will converge quadratically to the nearest stationary point although convergence is not guaranteed
nor is the stationary point guaranteed to be an energy minimum. An energy minimum is found not
only when the forces are zero, but also when the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix are all positive.
An nth order saddle point occurs when n eigenvalues of the Hessian are negative. First order saddle
points correspond to transition states where the system’s energy is at a maximum along the reaction
coordinate and a minimum along all other directions. The Hessian is the most expensive quantity
to calculate and invert with a maximum of (3N) × (3N) elements or (3N − 6) × (3N − 6)
elements when neglecting the system’s translation and rotation. These elements must in turn be
computed numerically. As such, the Hessian is not usually calculated at every optimization step.
The steepest descent algorithm is a variation on Newton-Raphson, the difference being that
the steepest descent algorithm neglects the Hessian. As with Newton-Raphson, the direction where
the forces are largest is found, that is, where the energy increases most rapidly, and the optimization
proceeds in the opposite direction. The rate of convergence significantly drops as the minimum is
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approached because this method relies on the direction where the forces are largest, and eventually
the forces must disappear. Each line search finding the minimum in along the direction of the largest
gradient is necessarily orthogonal to the previous line search, so the optimization procedure
oscillates about the minimum energy path that leads to the energy minimum.40, 44 The orthogonality
requirement can be neglected when a new gradient is calculated at a point taken along the previous
gradient direction which is not necessarily the minimum. Due to these disadvantages, steepest
descent is typically used at the beginning of a geometry optimization and, after a few iterations, it
is replaced by a method with a more stable rate of convergence.
Transition states are an important concept in chemistry though harder to locate on a
potential energy surface and never observed experimentally. A transition state’s energy relative to
a reactant’s defines a reaction barrier, the minimum amount of energy required to classically
transform a reactant structure into a product. The height of the reaction barrier can give some
indication about the reaction’s kinetics through Arrhenius’ equation for the rate constant, k:
k = Ae−Ea/RT

(2.40)

where A is a frequency factor depending on the ratio of reactant and transition state frequencies, Ea
is the reaction’s energy barrier, also termed the activation energy, R is the gas constant and T is the
temperature.
The many algorithms used to locate transition states can be classified based on the number
of input structures. Newton-Raphson can also be used to find transition states, requiring only one
input structure. This input structure must be close to the actual transition state and, as previously
mentioned, there is no guarantee the stationary point that causes the algorithm to stop will be the
desired transition state. More popular algorithms involve two input structures: namely, the reactant
and product. The transition state is found by interpolating between the two. Common methods are
constrained optimization and synchronous transit-guided quasi-Newton. Constrained optimization
involves calculating the energy of a set of structures where a reaction coordinate, such as a bond
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length or angle, is fixed at values between those of the reactant and the product while allowing all
other coordinates to relax. This method is tedious and impractical when there is more than one
coordinate change between the reactant and product. The synchronous transit-guided quasi-Newton
method combines a synchronous transit algorithm, which searches for a maximum along the linear
or parabolic interpolation between the reactant and product states, and Newton-Raphson.71,72

Figure 2-3 Climbing image nudged elastic band (modified from Schwartz 73). The reaction path
initially consists of three intermediate images placed along the straight line in the two internal
coordinates, RA and RB, shown by the lightest grey line, connecting the reactant and product. The
images are gradually allowed to relax, shown as increasingly darker lines, according to spring forces
parallel to the path and the energy gradient perpendicular to the path until convergence is achieved
as shown by the red line.
The nudged elastic band (NEB) method is a double-ended chain of states method. That is
to say, it requires both the reactant and product and creates a finite set of structures, called images,
which interpolate between these two.73 The images are connected by harmonic potentials termed
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‘springs’ to keep the reaction path continuous. They are simultaneously optimized to achieve the
minimum energy path (MEP). The component of the spring force that is perpendicular to the path,
spring
, as well as the parallel component of the true force, determined from the Born-Oppenheimer
⊥

𝐅i,

potential energy surface −𝛁EBO (𝐫i )| | , are excluded from the optimization procedure. The springs
thus have no effect on the convergence to the MEP and the true force, −𝛁EBO, does not affect the
distribution of images along the MEP. Each image experiences a force according to Equation (2.41)
spring

𝐅i = −𝛁EBO (ri ) + 𝐅i,∥

,

(2.41)

where −𝛁EBO (𝐫i )⊥ corresponds to the true forces acting perpendicular to the reaction path and
spring

𝐅i,∥

are the forces from the springs connecting the images.
The climbing image (CI-NEB) variant locates the transition state more accurately.74 In this

case, after the chain is allowed to relax, the spring constant of the image with the highest energy is
set to zero. This image is forced to climb up the potential energy surface according to the negative
of the parallel component of the true force. As the image climbs, all other images are allowed to
relax due to the spring and true forces that affect them. The research presented here uses the
generalized solid-state nudged elastic band method to calculate the minimum energy path and the
transition state for transitions occurring in the solid state.75,76 This form addresses the distinct
degrees of freedom that exist for periodic systems, that is, atomic and cell variables. To be able to
use the previous NEB forms, the atomic and cell variables are combined into a single vector.76

2.7 Electronic properties: atomic charges and densities of state
Access to the electronic wave function or density provides an opportunity to explore
electronic properties such as atomic charges and densities of state in detail. While atomic charges
are a chemically intuitive quantity, obtaining them is not. There are two main methods to calculate
atomic charges: through population analysis or partitioning the electron density. Mulliken
population analysis is an example of a method that uses basis functions to calculate atomic charges.
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The number of electrons in a system, Equation (2.42), can be obtained by summing the integrals of
the square of occupied orbitals over all space, which can also be written as the product of elements
from the density and overlap matrices defined by Equations (2.43) and (2.44), respectively.77
Nocc

Nocc Mbasis

Mbasis

∑ ∫ ϕ2i (𝐫)d𝐫 = ∑ ∑ cαi cβi ∫ φα∗ (𝐫)φβ (𝐫)d𝐫 = ∑ Dα,β Sα,β = Ne
i

i

α,β

(2.42)

α,β
Nocc

Dα,β = ∑ cαi cβi

(2.43)

i

Sα,β = ∫ φ∗α (𝐫)φβ (𝐫)d𝐫

(2.44)

The number of electrons associated with a given atom (2.45) is then determined by restricting the
sum to basis functions centred on that atom.
Mbasis Mbasis

Ne,A = ∑
α∈A

∑ Dα,β Sα,β

(2.45)

β

The atom’s Mulliken charge is then the difference between the nuclear charge and the number of
electrons associated with the atom.
Q A = ZA − Ne,A

(2.46)

Although Mulliken population analysis is a common method for assigning atomic charges, it suffers
from the following problems: the charges do not necessarily converge with basis set size, and there
is no physical justification for the equal distribution of off-diagonal elements to an orbital’s
population.78
The second type of method relies on the electron density and the partitioning of the
molecular volume into atomic volumes.40 An atom’s charge is then simply the difference between
the nuclear charge and the integral of the electronic density over the volume associated with the
atom.
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Q A = ZA − ∫ ρ(𝐫)d𝐫

(2.47)

ΩA

Bader’s atoms-in-molecules method delimits atomic volumes through zero-flux surfaces.79 Unlike
Mulliken charges, Bader charges will converge to specific values as the description of the wave
function and therefore the electron density improves.78 Bader charges are used to monitor changes
in electron populations in the nickel selenide surfaces throughout the OER.
Partial charges help identify charge transfers and possible reaction sites; however, densities of state
allow a deeper analysis into a material’s electronic structure by showing which orbitals or energy
levels are affected by a given process. The density of states refers to the number of energy levels or
states per energy interval per unit volume. Together with the Fermi level, the energy of the highest
occupied state at 0K, the density of states can be used to distinguish an insulator from a conductor
or semiconductor. If the density of states directly above the Fermi level is not 0, the material is a
conductor. Semiconductors and insulators both have 0 density of states at the Fermi level although
the energy gap for insulators is larger than for semiconductors. Projecting the density of states onto
atoms results in projected densities of states which can serve as a bridge between Bader charges
and densities of states.

2.8 Molecular dynamics
Molecular dynamics shows the time-evolution of the positions and velocities of a set of
atoms. The trajectories created by propagating the atoms in time sample the potential energy surface
and can be used to explore structural characteristics such as dynamic structure factors, equations of
state, time-dependent properties such as viscosity and diffusivity, or non-equilibrium responses.
This work investigates non-equilibrium responses, that is the time evolution of a system under
various stresses. Ideally, one would solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, but that is
impractical for most systems of interest. Most forms of ab initio molecular dynamics operate under
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation where the nuclei are treated as classical particles governed
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by Newton’s equations of motion and electrons are quantum particles subject to the timeindependent Schrödinger equation.
The evolution of atomic positions in time can be calculated by doubly integrating their
acceleration over time. Unfortunately, analytical solutions do not exist so several numerical
approaches have been developed such as the Verlet, velocity Verlet, and Beeman algorithms. 59
These algorithms have the following desirable attributes: they are time-reversible, they are simple
to implement and do not require storing many parameters thus speeding up the calculations.43
𝐑(t + ∆t) = 2𝐑(t) − 𝐑(t − ∆t) + 𝐚(t)∆t 2 + 𝒪(∆t 4 )
𝐯(t) =

𝐑(t + ∆t) − 𝐑(t − ∆t)
+ 𝒪(∆t 2 )
2∆t

(2.48)
(2.49)

The Verlet algorithm shown in Equations (2.48) and (2.49) combines two Taylor series
expansions thereby lowering the truncation error in the positions. The lower truncation error comes
at the expense of the initial conditions required to propagate nuclear coordinates through time. It is
no longer sufficient to have the initial coordinates; the nuclear coordinates of the preceding time
step are also necessary. A lower quality integration technique is usually used to obtain the initial
conditions needed for the Verlet algorithm. Nuclear velocities are also not explicitly included in the
coordinate propagation (see Equation (2.48)), which complicates temperature control.80 The
velocity propagation equation within the Verlet algorithm also suffers from a larger truncation error
which in turn affects the accuracy of velocity dependent properties.
1
𝐑(t + ∆t) = 𝐑(t) + 𝐯(t)∆t + 𝐚(t)∆t 2 + 𝒪(∆t 3 )
2
1
𝐯(t + ∆t) = 𝐯(t) + (𝐚(t + ∆t) + 𝐚(t))∆t + 𝒪(∆t 3 )
2

(2.50)
(2.51)

The velocity Verlet method given in Equations (2.50) and (2.51) corrects many of the Verlet
algorithm’s shortcomings because it is self-starting, and the velocity’s accuracy is improved. As
shown in Equations (2.50) and (2.51), neither the coordinate nor the velocity propagation depend
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on the previous time step. Though not self-starting, a common integration algorithm, and the one
used in this thesis, is the Beeman algorithm81:
1
𝐑(t + ∆t) = 𝐑(t) + 𝐯(t)∆t + (4𝐚(t) − 𝐚(t − ∆t))∆t 2 + 𝒪(∆t 4 )
6
1
𝐯(t + ∆t) = 𝐯(t) + (2𝐚(t + ∆t) + 5𝐚(t) − 𝐚(t − ∆t))∆t + 𝒪(∆t 3 )
6

(2.52)
(2.53)

As can be seen in the truncation errors, positions have the same level of accuracy as those given by
the Verlet algorithm, but velocity is included, facilitating temperature control and improving energy
conservation. Though the Beeman algorithm’s truncation error in the velocity is on the same order
as that found in the velocity Verlet algorithm, it has been shown that it is the more accurate scheme
for velocities.80 In all of these integration schemes, the time step, ∆t, is an important variable. If it
is too big, the integrated nuclear trajectory deviates significantly from the true trajectory and fails
to capture certain nuclear motions. If it is too small, the simulation must be run over extensive
periods of time for us to observe any relevant chemical phenomena, increasing the computational
cost. So, it is prudent to have ∆t small enough to capture the relevant nuclear motions with the
highest frequency.
In each of the propagation algorithms mentioned above, positions and accelerations are
necessary input parameters. While positions can be obtained from the initial input structure, the
acceleration must be computed from the forces acting on the system given in an equation of motion.
The equations of nuclear motion can be derived from a Lagrangian82:
1
̂ e |Ψe ⟩
ℒ = ∑ Mα 𝐯α2 − ⟨Ψe |H
2

(2.54)

α

The first term corresponds to the total nuclear kinetic energy and the second to the quantum
mechanical electronic potential experienced by the system’s nuclei. Using the Euler-Lagrange
relation given in Equation (2.55) one arrives at an expression for the acceleration of nucleus α with
Equation (2.56).
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d ∂ℒ
∂ℒ
=
dt ∂𝐯α ∂𝐑 α

(2.55)

Velocities and positions are considered independent variables and the derivative of the velocity with
respect to time is the acceleration.
Mα 𝐚α = − ⟨Ψe |

∂
∂ ̂
⟨Ψ |Ψ ⟩
H
⟩ − Ee
∂𝐑 α e |Ψe
∂𝐑 α e e

(2.56)

Equation (2.56) provides the link between the classical Newtonian expression of a force acting on
nucleus α and quantum-mechanically calculated gradients of a potential energy surface. The first
term on the right-hand side is the Hellmann-Feynman force which is simply the gradient of the
electronic potential energy surface. The second term gives rise to Pulay forces and non-selfconsistent forces as the electronic wave function depends, parametrically at least, on nuclear
coordinates through the basis functions and the expansion coefficients. The Pulay forces and nonself-consistent forces disappear when the basis functions do not depend on nuclear coordinates, as
is the case with plane waves and when exact self-consistency is reached.
The Lagrangian can be extended to include various constraints that will produce different
statistical ensembles. In this thesis, the desired ensemble is the (N, H, σ) ensemble where the number
of particles, the enthalpy and the stress are kept constant. These constraints are included in the
Parrinello-Rahman formalism83 explained below.
Since the size and shape of the cell are affected by the applied stress, it is convenient to use
crystal coordinates and separate nuclear and lattice motions:83, 84
1
1
1
̂ e |Ψe ⟩ + WTr(𝐡̇T 𝐡̇) − pΩ − Tr(𝐒𝐆)
ℒ = ∑ Mα 𝐬̇ αT 𝐆𝐬̇ α + ⟨Ψe |H
2
2
2

(2.57)

α

where 𝐬̇ is the internal coordinate nuclear velocity, 𝐆 is the metric tensor, W is a fictitious mass
applied to the lattice vectors, p is the externally applied pressure, Ω is the cell’s volume, 𝐈 is the
identity matrix and 𝛔 is the stress applied. 𝐒 is a matrix related to the stress tensor.
−1

T
𝐒 = 𝐡−1
0 (𝛔 − p𝐈)(𝐡0 ) Ω0
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(2.58)

The extended Lagrangian includes the kinetic energy associated with the lattice vectors changing
with time. The last two terms correspond to the cell’s elastic potential energy. Using internal
coordinates produces two sets of equations of motion: one for the nuclear crystal coordinates and
the other for the lattice vectors:
𝐬̈ α = −Mα−1 𝐆−1 𝐆̇𝐬̇ i

(2.59)

1
dEe
−1
𝐡̈ = W −1 ( [∑ Mα 𝐯α 𝐯α − ∑ ∑
𝐑 ij 𝐑 ij ] − p𝐈) Ω(𝐡T ) − 𝐡𝐒
Ω
|𝐑 ij |dR ij

(2.60)

α

i

j>i

where |𝐑 ij | is the vector giving the coordinate difference between atoms i and j.
The deterministic nature of molecular dynamics requires different initial structures to obtain
a statistically meaningful ensemble and to avoid repeating the same trajectory. This is typically
achieved by taking structures that have been allowed to equilibrate under the same initial conditions
at time intervals large enough so that the correlation between a structure and the one taken in the
preceding time interval is lost or negligible. Part of the equilibration process involves controlling
the system’s temperature, by rescaling the nuclear velocities either directly or with a thermostat.
Velocity rescaling was only used as part of the equilibration so as not to obscure any of the effects
of applied stress on the simulation cell.

2.9 Surface calculations
There are two approaches to setting up surface calculations: finite surfaces or twodimensional periodic systems. Unless the system’s surface area is very small and the edge effects
are important, it is usually more efficient to construct a two-dimensional periodic system. But plane
wave codes are periodic in three dimensions. So to simulate a single surface, a large amount of
vacuum space is incorporated between surfaces. The correct amount of vacuum space to use can be
determined by scanning the unit cell’s energy with increasing vacuum space. As the space between
the surface increases, the change in energy should decay as the surfaces cease interacting with each
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other. Some additional vacuum space should be added to the minimum required to prevent the
molecules reacting on one surface from being affected by the surface above.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 2-4 Slab creation cartoon a) bulk, no surface, b) insufficient vacuum space, slabs can still
interact, c) sufficient vacuum space, slabs do not interact.
Another consideration for surface calculations is the thickness. Atoms at the surface are not
coordinated with as many atoms as they would be if they were in the bulk. Some rearrangement
might occur to stabilize the surface atoms. This rearrangement also affects the atoms below the
surface. The rearrangement should gradually decrease going deeper into the slab until the atomic
motif is indistinguishable from that of the bulk. If the slab is too thin, all the atoms are considered
surficial and the rearrangement can be such that the surface in question does not resemble a surface
with bulk below. As with the vacuum space, the energy of the system can be evaluated for increasing
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thickness. Geometry optimization and molecules interacting with the surface may affect the
numerical value of the slab’s thickness; therefore, thickness is usually described in terms of layers.
If the material already has a layered structure, the layers used to give the slab’s thickness are easy
to define. Each atom with a different z-value might constitute a separate layer. For polyatomic
systems with no inherent layer structure, it is best to define a layer as having a stoichiometric
amount of the substance in question, as the different atoms will contribute differently to the energy
of the slab. As the number of layers increases, the energy per layer reaches a constant as most of
the layers resemble the bulk structure.

Figure 2-5 Effects of slab thickness a) bulk, b) two layers, c) five layers, d) 8 layers. As can be seen,
increasing the number of layers reduces the amount of surface rearrangement caused by the lack of
bulk structure underneath.
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Extended Bell Model
According to Bell’s model, reaction energetics are a linear function of the forces applied to
the system. This simple model requires only the zero-force energies and structures to give
qualitatively correct results. The model’s main failing is that it ignores the effect of applied force
on the system’s coordinates which in turn affect the reaction energies. This issue is addressed in
this chapter by extending Bell’s model through a Taylor series expansion around the zero-force
stationary states. This approach has already been used successfully to predict reaction energies and
barriers for mechanochemical processes in molecules.18 Here we show how it may be applied to
solid-state systems. The second order terms introduced by this expansion increase the extended
model’s computational cost compared to the original Bell’s model, however; the cost can be
minimized for solid state transitions. Our model will take advantage of the system’s periodicity and
a macroscopic treatment of the forces on solid state systems. It has come to our attention that an
extended Bell’s model applied to solid state systems has recently been published.85 We hope our
work offers an improvement on this recent publication by exploiting all information offered by the
zero-stress path and demonstrating how the extended model can be used to predict the energies at
any stress.
In this chapter, Section 3.1 develops an extended Bell model adapted for solid-state
transitions under external stress. The systems used to test the model as well as the methods used to
obtain the model’s parameters are presented in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 discusses the reaction paths
under no stress and examines the effect of various stress tensors constructed from images of the
zero-stress reaction path on the reaction barrier and the enthalpy. The transition energetics from
GSS-NEB calculations are compared with those predicted with our model in Section 3.4. We show
how the extended Bell model reproduces certain trends in reaction barriers and enthalpies as the
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applied stress increases. Section 3.5 shows how the model can be used to predict transition
energetics for a manifold of stress tensors allowing the user to optimize the applied stress tensor for
the desired transition.

3.1 Extending the Bell model
This chapter develops and investigates a model for predicting how external stresses, σ, or
equivalently external forces, F, affect the relative energies of the stationary points along the reaction
path for a solid-state transformation. The model will be developed for systems that can be
represented by a periodically repeated unit cell defined by a set of three non-coplanar vectors, a, b,
and c, containing N atoms with the coordinates R. The lattice vectors can be described according
the h-matrix:
ax
𝐡 = (a y
az

bx
by
bz

cx
cy )
cz

(3.1)

For simplification, but without loss of generality, it is assumed that a is aligned with the xaxis and b lies in the xy-plane, which allows h to be defined by the six-element vector:
𝐡 = (ax , bx , by , cx , cy , cz )

(3.2)

Collectively, the coordinates of the system are defined by the vector q = (R, h), which
contains 3N+6 components. When subjected to a stress, a system with coordinates q0 corresponding
to a stationary point on the stress-free energy surface (taken as the Born-Oppenheimer surface in
this work) will adopt a new structure with coordinates q = q0 + δq corresponding to a stationary
point on a stress-modified energy surface of the form:
E(𝐪, 𝐅) = EBO (𝐪) − 𝐅 T δ𝐪

(3.3)

The first term on the right-hand side of Equation (3.3) corresponds to the energy of the
system with coordinates q on the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) potential energy surface (PES) and the
second term is the work performed on the system as it is moved from q0 to q in the presence of an
applied force, F. Approximations to both terms are constructed in what follows.
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Expanding EBO as a Taylor series with respect to changes in q about a stationary point on
the BO-PES yields:
3N+6 3N+6

1
∂2 EBO
E(𝐪0 + δ𝐪, 𝐅) = EBO (𝐪0 ) + ∑ ∑
δ𝐪 δ𝐪 − 𝐅 T δ𝐪
2
∂𝐪i ∂𝐪j i j
i=1

(3.4)

j=1

where first-order terms have been set to zero because q0 is a stationary point and terms higher than
second order have been excluded, which limits this model to circumstances in which the
displacements are small.
At this point, it is convenient to represent the atomic positions using fractional coordinates.
In this coordinate system, the atomic positions are expressed in terms of the positions of the atoms
along each of the lattice vectors. For forces sufficiently small to be compatible with the secondorder expansion in Equation (3.4), the crystal deformation is elastic, and the Cauchy-Born rule can
be applied. According to the Cauchy-Born rule, the atomic displacements are coupled to changes
in the lattice parameters for small forces, therefore the changes in fractional coordinates will be
nearly zero.86 As a result, all terms in Equation (3.4) involving changes in the atomic positions will
be near zero if those positions are represented with fractional coordinates. This coordinate
transformation and the assumption that the changes in the fractional coordinates of the atoms are
zero are what allow Equation (3.4) to be expressed in terms of the changes in the lattice vectors
alone:
6

6

1
∂2 EBO
E(𝐡0 + δ𝐡, 𝐅) = EBO (𝐡0 ) + ∑ ∑
δ𝐡 δ𝐡 − 𝐅 T δ𝐡
2
∂𝐡i ∂𝐡j i j
i=1 j=1

(3.5)

1
= EBO (𝐡0 ) + δ𝐡T 𝐂δ𝐡 − 𝐅 T δ𝐡
2
where the stiffness matrix, C, contains the second derivatives of EBO with respect to changes in h
about a stationary point on the BO-PES. This expression can be simplified by assuming the system
exhibits perfectly elastic behaviour in which case the following relation holds:
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δ𝐡 = 𝐂 −1 𝐅 = 𝛘𝐅

(3.6)

where 𝛘 = 𝐂 −1 is the compliance matrix. Inserting this definition into Equation (3.5) yields the
energy of a stationary point on a stress-modified PES:
1
E(𝐡, 𝐅) = EBO (𝐡0 ) − 𝐅 T 𝛘𝐅
2

(3.7)

Equation (3.7) can be used to predict the energies of two stationary points, i and f along a
reaction pathway for a stress-induced process and the difference yields the relative energies of those
points:
1
fi (𝟎)
∆E fi (𝐅) = ∆EBO
− 𝐅 T ∆𝛘fi0 𝐅 − 𝐅 T ∆𝐡fi0
2

(3.8)

fi (𝟎)
f (𝐡 )
i
where ∆EBO
= EBO
0 − EBO (𝐡0 ) is the difference in the energies of the f and i states at their

respectively stress-free stationary points on the BO-PES and ∆𝛘fi0 = 𝛘f0 − 𝛘i0 and ∆𝐡fi0 = 𝐡f0 − 𝐡i0
are the differences in the compliance matrices and lattice coordinates of structures f and i in their
stress-free configurations. Note that the last term on the right-hand side of Equation (3.8) has been
added to account for the work performed upon moving between the stress-free configurations of i
and f. This term is not captured by Equation (3.7), which accounts for the change in energy due to
deforming each structure separately in the presence of F.
Equation (3.8) is suitable for reactions in which the external force, F, remains constant
throughout the course of the reaction. Many solid-state transformations and simulations are
performed under conditions of constant stress, σ. Stresses correspond to forces applied over areas.
As the applied stress tensor changes the shape of a unit cell and, consequently, the areas of the
simulation cell’s faces, the force, F, must also change to maintain a constant σ. Designating the
forces on i and f as Fi and Ff, respectively, leads to:
1
1
fi (𝟎)
∆E fi (𝐅) = ∆EBO
− 𝐅fT 𝛘f0 𝐅f + 𝐅iT 𝛘i0 𝐅i − Wfi
2
2
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(3.9)

where Wfi is the work performed on the system as it moves from structure i to f in the presence of
constant σ. We approximate this term with the form introduced by Parrinello and Rahman 83 which
is used to model systems under constant stress:
Wfi = p(Ωf (𝛔) − Ωi (𝛔)) + Ωi Tr ((𝛔 − p𝐈)Δ𝐡(𝛔)𝐡−1
i (𝛔))

(3.10)

1

where p = 3 Tr(𝛔) is the pressure, I is the identity matrix, Δh is the difference in the h-matrices of
structures f and i, and Ωi and Ωf are the volumes of structures i and f, respectively. Using Equation
(3.6) allows this equation to be expressed as:
Wfi = det(𝐡i (𝟎) + 𝛘i 𝐅i ) Tr(𝛔(𝐡f (𝟎) − 𝐡i (𝟎) + χf 𝐅f − 𝛘i 𝐅i )(𝐡i (𝟎) + 𝛘i 𝐅i )−1 )

(3.11)

where χF is represented as a 3x3 matrix instead of a vector. Inserting the work term in Equation
(3.11) into Equation (3.9) provides a means of estimating the relative energies of two stationary
points on a stress-modified PES at constant stress. This expression reduces to Equation (3.8) in the
case of a constant force.
The model obtained by combining Equation (3.9) and Equation (3.11) provides a way to
predict the changes in energy during a stress-induced solid state transformation without performing
a large number of intensive calculations. Specifically, the structures of i and f can be obtained
through optimizations of these structures on the stress-free PES. If the structures correspond to
minima on the potential energy surface, a geometry optimization relaxing the lattice vectors and
nuclear coordinates suffices for the purpose of obtaining the structures. Elastic band optimization
techniques can be used to locate saddle points corresponding to transition states. Locating these
structures on the stress-free PES provides access to h0 and EBO(h0). The compliance matrices can
be obtained by numerically differentiating the energies of these structures subject to small changes
in the lattice coordinates. Once these parameters are obtained, the model can be used to predict the
change in energy that occurs when the system is subjected to an arbitrary stress tensor. Of course,
the model is based on the material exhibiting elastic behaviour, and therefore it is unlikely to
perform well for very large stresses.
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3.2 Model systems and methods
The ability of the model presented in Section 3.1 to predict changes in energy during stressinduced solid-state transformations was assessed through calculations of model systems. The details
of these systems and the associated reactions are outlined in subsection 3.2.1 and the methods used
in these calculations are described in subsection 3.2.2. Subsections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 present
alternative methods for selecting an appropriated stress tensor using the stress-free reaction path
and the extended Bell model respectively.

3.2.1 Model systems
The model was tested through calculations of six crystalline systems representing different
types of crystals and different types of transitions. The phase transitions for each of the systems
investigated are outlined in Figure 3-1 – Figure 3-5. Zirconia (ZrO2) and lithia (Li2O) were selected
to represent inorganic ionic material and their phase transitions can be investigated with relatively
small simulation cells (12-24 atoms). The small system size reduces the computational cost
associated with exploring the changes in energy along the stress-modified reaction pathways with
electronic structure methods to compare with the changes predicted by our extended Bell’s model.
Under stress, ZrO2 may transform from a monoclinic to a cubic87 or a tetragonal88 structure (refer
to Figure 3-1 and Table 3-1) and Li2O transforms from a cubic to an orthorhombic structure (refer
to Figure 3-2 and Table 3-2).89-91 As there has been much debate over the last 30 years87, 88, 92-97 as
to whether pressure applied to zirconia's monoclinic form produces the cubic or tetragonal form,
both the monoclinic to cubic and the monoclinic to tetragonal reaction pathways are investigated in
the following sections.
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a)

b)

Figure 3-1 Phase transitions in ZrO2 a) from a monoclinic to a cubic crystal structure b) from a
monoclinic to a tetragonal crystal structure. Stationary states are given as insets where zirconium
atoms are shown in light blue and oxygen atoms in red.
Table 3-1 Calculated and experimental lattice parameters for ZrO2
γ (o)

ZrO2 (P21/c) expt.98

5.1505 5.2116 5.3173 90.0

99.2

90.0

5.3541 5.3833 5.4886 90.0

99.7

90.0

5.1291 5.1291 5.1291 90.0

90.0

90.0

ZrO2 (Fm-3m) GSS-NEB

5.2590 5.2590 5.2590 90.0

90.0

90.0

ZrO2i

5.2597 5.2597 5.3073 90.0

90.0

90.0

ZrO2 (P21/c)ii expt.98

7.3272 5.3173 7.3272 96.5

90.7

96.5

ZrO2 (P21/c) GSS-NEB

7.5911 5.4955 7.5911 96.9

90.2

96.9

ZrO2 (P42/nmc)iii expt.100

7.1896 5.1824 7.1896 90.0

90.0

90.0

ZrO2 (P42/nmc) GSS-NEB 7.4377 5.3040 7.4377 90.0

90.0

90.0

ZrO2 (Fm-3m) expt.

99

|c| (Å)

β (o)

|a| (Å)

ZrO2 (P21/c) GSS-NEB

|b| (Å)

α (o)

system

i) Local minimum observed along the ZrO2 monoclinic-cubic reaction path shown in Figure 3-1 (a).
ii) (1, -1,0) unit cell used
iii) (0, 1, 0) face and 2 x 1 x 2 supercell used
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Figure 3-2 Phase transition in Li2O from a cubic to an orthorhombic crystal structure. The insets
show the stationary states with lithium atoms represented in light purple and oxygen atoms in red.
Table 3-2 Calculated and experimental lattice parameters for Li2O
system

|a| (Å)

|b| (Å)

|c| (Å)

Li2O (Fm-3m) expt.101

4.627

4.627

4.627

α (o)

β (o)

γ (o)

90.0

90.0

90.0

Li2O (Fm-3m) GSS-NEB 4.5193 4.5193 4.5193 90.0

90.0

90.0

Li2O (Pnma) expt.91

4.456

90.0

90.0

90.0

Li2O (Pnma) GSS-NEB

5.0038 3.0640 5.7638 90.0

90.0

90.0

2.7865 5.212

Ammonium formate and glycine represent molecular ionic crystals which are generally
more sensitive to applied external stress than crystals composed of atomic ions. Both undergo a
phase transition that reorders their hydrogen bonding network.102-104 The reactant and product in
ammonium formate’s phase transition are well defined as Pc and P21, respectively.102 Two different
reaction paths were found due to different atom correspondence between the energy minima. In
addition, an isomorphism for the reactant state was also found where the a and b axes switch (refer
to Figure 3-3 and Table 3-3). Each of these three transitions for ammonium formate are explored.
Unlike ammonium formate, glycine’s phase transition does not change the crystal’s space group,
only the reference frame for the two-fold rotational axis, P21/n to P21/a (refer to Figure 3-4 and
Table 3-4).104, 105
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3-3 Phase transitions in NH4HCO2 a) Pc to P21 transformation path 1, c) Pc to P21
transformation path 2, c) ammonium formate isomorphism. The structures shown correspond to
stationary states. Oxygen atoms are represented in red, carbon atoms in grey, nitrogen atoms in
blue, and hydrogen in white.
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Table 3-3 Calculated and experimental lattice parameters for ammonium formate
α (o)

β (o)

γ (o)

system

|a| (Å)

|b| (Å)

|c| (Å)

NH4HCO2 Pc expt.103

4.67

3.61

9.11

91.17

90.0

90.0

NH4HCO2 P21i expt.102

3.46

3.47

10.80

90.0

90.0

90.08

NH4HCO2 Pc, path 1

4.6591 3.6190 9.0093

NH4HCO2 P21

3.4055 3.4282 10.8148 89.9976 89.9961 88.7576

NH4HCO2 Pc, path 2

4.6446 3.5104 9.0434

NH4HCO2 P21

3.4083 3.4251 10.8167 89.9962 89.9965 88.7649

89.9256 90.0403 90.0709

89.9125 89.9634 90.4442

NH4HCO2 Pc isomorphism 3.6220 4.6591 9.0109

89.9283 89.8305 89.9391

NH4HCO2 Pc’

89.9179 89.9715 90.4089

4.6440 3.5113 9.0564

i) system rotated so that a → b’, b → c’, c → a

Figure 3-4 Transition between β (P21/n) and δ (P21/a) polymorphs of glycine The reactant and
product differ mostly in the relative orientation of the amine moiety.
Table 3-4 Calculated and experimental lattice parameters for glycine
system

|a| (Å)

|b| (Å)

|c| (Å)

β-glycine (P21/n)i expt.106

10.154

6.268

10.76

α (o)
90.0

β (o)
113.2

γ (o)
90.0

β-glycine (P21/n) GSS-NEB 10.0891 6.1051 10.8076 89.9603 113.9129 90.0024
δ-glycine (P21/a)ii expt.104

11.156

β-glycine (P21/n) GSS-NEB 10.224

5.8644 10.6834 90.0

125.83

90.0

6.1590 10.7692 89.6403 113.5653 90.7821

i) a 2 x 1 x 2 supercell used
ii) a 2 x 1 x 1 supercell used
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The polymerization of diiodobutadiyne is an example of a reaction in a purely molecular
crystal. Here a N,N’ Bis(3-pyridyl)oxalamide host forms a co-crystal with the diiodobutadiyne
(refer to Figure 3-5 and Table 3-5). The co-crystal is expected to be most sensitive to stress as it is
held together by weak interactions such as dispersion interactions and halogen bonding.
Experimentally, stress has been demonstrated to be effective in controlling polymerization in
certain organic crystals by controlling the distortion of the host molecule keeping the monomers in
place.107 In many cases, X-ray or γ-ray radiation initiates solid-state polymerization although
applying pressure reduces the amount of energy required. Experiments have shown the
diiodobutadiyne co-crystal polymerizes without radiation, purely through applied stress.107

Figure 3-5 Polymerization of diiodobutadiyne Oxygen atoms are represented in red, carbon atoms
in grey, nitrogen atoms in blue, hydrogen in white, and iodine in purple. The structures shown
correspond to stationary states.
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Table 3-5 Calculated and experimental lattice parameters for diiodobutadiyne polymerization
system
Diiodobutatdiyne co-crystal
P-1 expt.108
Diiodobutatdiyne co-crystal
P-1 GSS-NEB
Polyiododiacetylene co-crystal
P-1 expt.109
Polyiododiacetylene co-crystal
P-1 GSS-NEB

|a| (Å)

|b| (Å)

5.1091 8.604

α (o)

|c| (Å)
11.779

96.150

β (o)
99.491

γ (o)
103.281

5.0885 8.5507 11.3791 96.8363

100.2760 103.7405

4.933

82.986

8.4214 12.3642 100.542

4.9659 8.4055 11.9705 100.9892 87.8601

97.144

100.1571

3.2.2 Methods
The model outlined in Section 3.1 requires access to the stress-free structures, energies, and
compliance matrices. These quantities can be obtained through geometry optimization and
numerical differentiation of the energies with respect to changes in structure on the BO-PES. These
quantities were computed through electronic structure calculations using the Quantum-Espresso
software version 5.0.1110. Such calculations were also performed to explore the stress-induced
transformations in detail, thus providing a basis for assessing the ability of the model to predict
changes in energy.
Stationary points corresponding to minima were obtained by optimizing the whole unit cell,
i.e. atomic and lattice coordinates, in the absence of any external stresses. Transition states were
located with the generalized solid-state nudged elastic band (GSS-NEB) model, which is an
extension of the conventional NEB reaction path optimization technique that includes the lattice
coordinates as optimized degrees of freedom.76 The compliance matrices were obtained through
numerical differentiation of the energies of these species with respect to small deviations in
structure on the BO-PES (see appendix A.1 for related programs).
The electronic structure calculations were performed using Kohn-Sham density functional
theory (DFT) with the exchange-correlation functional of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof.52 The
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parameters used in these calculations are summarized in Table 3-6. Valence electrons were treated
with plane wave basis sets and core electrons were replaced with norm-conserving MartinsTroullier pseudopotentials.111 The changes in the shape and size of the simulation cell can lead to
changes in the quality of the plane wave basis set during the calculations. The constant kinetic
energy cutoff of Bernasconi and coworkers.60 was used to compensate for the changes in the plane
waves by modifying G2 using a smooth step function of height A and width σ to impose a constant
kinetic energy cut-off of E0 according to Equation (2.32).
Table 3-6 Computational parameters
parameter

ZrO2 (m-c) ZrO2 (m-t) Li2O

NH4HCO2 glycine

diiodobutadiyne

Ecut (Ry)

90.0

90.0

70.0

70.0

80.0

90.0

E0 (Ry)

80.0

80.0

60.0

60.0

70.0

80.0

A (Ry)

120.0

140.0

70.0

50.0

30.0

70.0

σ (Ry)

11.0

10.0

12.0

11.0

5.0

5.0

Rcut (bohr)

N/A

N/A

N/A

15.0

10.0

10.0

k-point grid

4×4×4

3×4×3

6×7×5

4×4×2

1×2×1

3×2×1

N images*

12

20

12

12

18

12

*The number of images must be a multiple or a divisor of the number of processors used.
The changes in the shape and size of the simulation cell also complicated the selection of
the k-point grids used the calculations. This is particularly true in the case of GSS-NEB calculations,
where a single k-point grid is used for all structures along the NEB path. In those cases, the grid
used corresponds to an average of the optimal grids for the reactant and product structures. This can
account for discrepancies between our calculated lattice parameters and the reported experimental
values, especially for Li2O as it undergoes a larger change in the cell parameters. The experimental
cell parameters for orthorhombic Li2O were also taken at 61.9 GPa91; therefore, it is reasonable that
our calculated cell parameters are larger.
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3.2.3 Selection of external stress from the reaction path
The model developed in Section 3.1 can be used for any applied stress even though not all
stresses will promote a reaction. To induce a reaction, the forces applied should be equal and
opposite to the system's internal forces which can be determined from the slope of a potential energy
surface. The forces applied to solid state systems are also represented in terms of stresses applied
along the lattice parameters. The GSS-NEB method uses a series of discrete structures to locate the
minimum energy path connecting the reactants and products.76 Each of these structures, or images,
has an associated stress tensor which can be used determine which external stresses must be applied
to overcome the internal stresses the system experiences along the reaction pathway. Figure 3-6,
illustrates this concept, where the stress tensors are outlined for each image between the reactants
and transition state for zirconia's transition from a monoclinic to a cubic structure.

0.0
(2) = ( 0.0
−0.1

0.0
0.1
0.0

−0.1
0.0 )
−0.1

0.1
(3) = ( 0.0
−0.6

0.0
0.3
0.0

−0.6
0.0 )
−0.1

0.3
(4) = ( 0.0
−1.5

0.0
0.3
0.0

−1.5
0.0 )
−0.1

0.3
(5) = ( 0.0
−1.6

0.0
0.1
0.0

−1.6
0.0 )
0.2

0.3
(6) = ( 0.0
−1.5

0.0
0.1
0.0

−1.5
0.0 )
0.4

0.1
(7) = ( 0.0
−0.8

0.0
0.0
0.0

−0.8
0.0 )
−0.3

Figure 3-6 Choosing applied stress from a reaction path. Each image along the reaction path has a
stress tensor (shown in GPa), reflecting the internal forces acting on the lattice parameters. The
stress tensor for images corresponding to stationary states should be zero and those between the
transition state and product are unlikely to influence the reaction rate, therefore only tensors
associated with images between the reactant and transition state are of interest. Refer to appendix
A.2 for program calculating fraction of reaction path.
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The data in Figure 3-6 show how the internal stresses change as the system moves along
the reaction coordinate. This information is useful in assigning external stresses that can be applied
to accelerate a solid-state reaction mechanochemically. It is unclear how one should select an
external stress tensor to apply that accelerates a reaction to the greatest extent. We impose two
constraints to guide our choice. First, we will only use a single stress tensor throughout the entire
calculation, that is, all points along the reaction pathway will be subjected to the same stress tensor.
Second, in the interest of relating our results to experiments, we will restrict the components of the
stress tensors to the types of stresses that can be experienced in a mill; namely compressive
(σii (external) < 0),

unless

otherwise

indicated,

and

shear

stresses

(σij (external) =

−σij (internal)). With these constraints in mind, we then develop stress tensors using the
information obtained from the structures interpolating between the reactant and transition state in
the GSS-NEB calculations. Different approaches to creating an optimized external stress are
considered. Three definitions of maximum stress are tested on the ZrO2 and Li2O systems: (i) using
the stress tensor that produces the largest determinant, (ii) using the stress tensor with the largest
length when converted to a 6-element vector, or (iii) creating a new stress tensor by taking the
largest tensor elements from the set of stress tensors. All stress tensor elements are included in the
calculations for the determinant and length. Only those elements with |σij | > 0.5 GPa were
included in the stress tensor applied. Smaller σij are excluded because their effect is negligible, and
they are on the same order as the error in the computed σij.

3.2.4 Selection of external stresses from the model
The GSS-NEB images between the reactant and transition state form a discrete set of stress
tensors from which we construct an applied stress tensor. Since the set is not continuous, it is
possible we have missed the optimal stress tensor or elements. The model developed in Section 3.1
allows us to sample a manifold of stress tensors to determine which most effectively reduce the
reaction barrier and the reaction enthalpy (see appendix A.3 for program). The ratios of stress
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elements are built by scanning each element from -1.0 to 1.0 for shear stress elements and 0.0 to
1.0 for compressive stress elements in steps of 0.1. The stress tensor created from the scan is then
normalized. As with crystal cells, a stress tensor is not unique. Larger multiples of a common stress
tensor are expected to increase the original tensor's effects and stress tensors that have similar
proportions of their respective elements are expected to have similar effects. To eliminate these
possibilities when sampling from a manifold of possible stress tensors, we impose an energetic
limit, Elim, which defines a multiplier used to scale the normalized applied stress tensors such that
the reactant energy is raised by Elim. This limit can be an arbitrary number, but for convenience and
comparison, Elim is set to the energy difference between the reactant under 1.0 σmax and the reactant
under no stress for each system except the diiodobutadiyne co-crystal. No diiodobutadiyne cocrystal reaction path with σ ≠ 0 converged so the energetic limit is set to the energy of the reaction
barrier. Stress tensors can also be represented by vectors, as such one way of measuring the
difference between two stress tensors is to calculate the angle between them.
cosθ =

𝛔1 𝛔2
|𝛔1 ||𝛔2 |

(3.12)

We also impose a cut-off angle, θcut; two stress tensors represented as vectors must differ by more
than θcut. From this set of stress tensors, we will keep only those that reduce the reaction barrier or
the reaction enthalpy.

3.3 Zero stress and GSS-NEB optimized stress reaction paths
Our initial reaction pathway for ZrO2 was for a monoclinic to cubic transformation. As
shown in Figure 3-1 (a), the cubic form does not correspond to a minimum energy structure along
the GSS-NEB reaction path. Instead, the local minimum energy structure is slightly tetragonal as
can be seen by the lattice parameters in Table 3-1. The cubic structure is an intermediate state
between tetragonal structures that differ only slightly in the relative positions of the oxygen atoms
(see Figure 3-1). This has been observed experimentally and was interpreted as indicating either a
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small tetragonal distortion or a small presence of tetragonal zirconia.87 The tetragonal structure is a
minimum along the reaction path mapped out. We take it as the product structure for the remainder
of our results regarding the ZrO2 phase transformation. The local minimum appearing to be a
tetragonal distortion strengthens arguments that experimental observations of a cubic zirconia
structure are due to stabilizing impurities introduced by the milling media.96, 97 Despite finding that
monoclinic ZrO2 transforms to a tetragonal phase under pressure, we shall continue to refer to this
reaction as ZrO2 (m-c) to avoid confusion when discussing results from the reaction where the atoms
were explicitly mapped from a monoclinic to a tetragonal structure, (m-t). This distinction is kept
because while the m-c and m-t ZrO2 reaction profiles are similar, the mapping, the stresses along
the reaction path, and the reaction path length are different. This last point is important as the m-t
transition has double the number of atoms. If the mappings were equivalent, the reaction path should
be twice that of the m-c transition's reaction path, which is approximately 3.9 Å. Instead, it is less
than expected at approximately 5.3 Å. No other local minima were observed along the reaction
paths for any of the other systems.
The GSS-NEB analysis shows that the stress tensor composed of the maximum in each
tensor element is the most efficient at reducing the reaction's energy barrier (refer to Figure 3-7 and
Table 3-7). This is analogous to determining the largest forces along the atomic degrees of freedom
of a molecule's potential energy hypersurface; the largest forces are unlikely to coincide in the same
structure. This is more clearly shown in the Li2O reaction path under stress. There is an order of
magnitude difference in the σyx element between 𝛔max and 𝛔length . In Figure 3-7, lithia's reaction
paths under different definitions of applied stress show the importance of each stress tensor element,
or individual degrees of freedom, in contributing to the reduction of the energy barrier.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3-7 Comparing definitions of maximum stress applied to (a) ZrO2 (m-c), (b) ZrO2 (m-t) and
(c) Li2O. The different applied stress tensors are derived from the internal stresses of each image
along the reaction path with no external stress applied. The values for each stress tensor can be
found in Table 3-7. The stress tensor made up of the largest elements is the most effective at
lowering the reaction barrier.
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Table 3-7 Definitions of applied stress tensors from the ZrO2 and Li2O 0-stress reaction paths.

ZrO2
(m-c)
ZrO2
(m-t)

Li2O

Internal stress

Internal stress

Internal stress

𝛔max (GPa)

𝛔length (GPa)

𝛔det (GPa)

0.277 0.000 −1.633
( 0.000 0.302 0.000 )
−1.633 0.000 0.395

0.261 0.000 −1.633
( 0.000 0.000 0.000 )
−1.633 0.000 0.247

0.277 0.000 −1.486
( 0.000 0.267 0.000 )
−1.486 0.000 0.092

0.202 0.000 0.151
(−0.827 0.332 −1.053)
0.151 −1.053 0.118

0.152 −0.827 0.151
(−0.827 0.251 −1.053)
0.151 −1.053 0.090

0.123 −0.548 0.057
(−0.548 0.050 −0.812)
0.057 −0.812 0.087

0.000 2.293 0.000
( 2.293 6.656 0.000)
0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 −0.558 0.000
(−0.558 6.656 0.000)
0.000 0.000 0.000

N/A

a)

b)

Figure 3-8 Comparing the effects of different maximum stress tensor elements on the monoclinic
to tetragonal phase transformation of ZrO2 for a) the (m-c) mapping and b) the (m-t) mapping. The
elements of 𝛔max are given in Table 3-8. The σzx term is the largest for the (m-c) transformation
while the σzy and σyx terms are the largest for the (m-t) transformation. These larger terms are
expected to contribute the most toward lowering both the transition state and product energies with
respect to the reactant.
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Table 3-8 Maximum element stress tensors
ZrO2
(m-c)

Li2O

NH4HCO2
path 2

Glycine

0.277 0.000 −1.633
( 0.000 0.302 0.000 )
−1.633 0.000 0.395

ZrO2
(m-t)

0.000 2.293 0.000
( 2.293 6.656 0.000)
0.000 0.000 0.000

NH4HCO2
path 1

0.701 −0.419 0.182
(−0.419 0.000 0.082)
0.182 0.082 0.000

NH4HCO2
isomorph

0.000 0.000 0.213
( 0.000 0.180 0.051)
0.213 0.051 0.059

Glycine*

0.202 0.000 0.151
(−0.827 0.332 −1.053)
0.151 −1.053 0.118
0.804 −0.311 0.344
(−0.311 0.110 −0.228)
0.344 −0.228 0.000
0.000 0.132 0.220
( 0.132 0.411 0.153)
0.220 0.153 0.000
−0.245 0.000 0.213
( 0.000 0.180 0.051)
0.213 0.051 0.059

The maximum element stress tensors for each system are given in Table 3-8. For each
system there is at least one stress tensor element that is an order of magnitude larger than the others
coinciding with the lattice parameters that change the most. The largest stress element for the (mc) ZrO2 transition is σzx and as shown in Figure 3-8, contributes the most to lowering the reaction
barrier. Figure 3-8 shows the σyx and σzy elements have a larger stabilizing effect than others on
the product and transition state for the ZrO2 (m-t) system. These elements are approximately equal
and combining them into 𝛔max doubles the stabilization. For all systems, as the multiple of this
maximum stress tensor increases, the reaction's energy barrier is reduced; the transition state is
stabilized with respect to the reactant (refer to Figure 3-9 – Figure 3-12). In general, the product
state is also stabilized with respect the reactant state as the applied stress increases.
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a)

b)

Figure 3-9 Effect of increasing the multiple of the stress tensor on ZrO2 reaction paths a) ZrO2 (mc), b) ZrO2 (m-t).

Figure 3-10 Effect of increasing the multiple of the stress tensor on the Li2O reaction path
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3-11 Effect of increasing the multiple of the stress tensor on NH4HCO2 reaction paths a)
ammonium formate reaction path 1, b) ammonium formate reaction path 2, c) ammonium formate
isomorphism. For each mapping, increasing the multiple of applied stress lowers the reaction barrier
and stabilizes the product.
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a)

b)

Figure 3-12 Effect of increasing the multiple of the stress tensor on glycine a) without tensile stress
elements, b) including tensile stress elements. Including the tensile σxx element reduces the barrier
and stabilizes the product more effectively than excluding it.
The importance of individual stress elements is also demonstrated with glycine (see Figure
3-12). Using a stress tensor composed of the largest elements while omitting the tensile σxx, the
largest stress element overall, has minimal effect on the reaction barrier and even slightly
destabilizes the product. While including the tensile stress for glycine’s phase transition only
marginally stabilizes the product state with respect to the reactant as the multiple of applied stress
increases, its effect on the reaction barrier is much greater. This raises some interesting questions
on the possibility of other viable mappings and the intermolecular forces at play during the milling
of glycine.
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3.4 Comparison with model predictions
Our model is expected to approximate the stationary point energies for low forces, that is,
for small multiples of the maximum stress tensor (see appendix A.4 for program). Though
numerically low, the stress elements examined are very large from an experimental standpoint being
on the order of gigapascals. As can be seen in Figure 3-16, our model increasingly overestimates
the reduction of the reaction barrier and, to a lesser extent, the reaction enthalpies at larger multiples
of applied stress, both positive and negative. At larger stresses, the system behaves inelastically,
and atomic motions must be decoupled from changes in lattice coordinates. Larger multiples of the
stress tensor cause larger changes in lattice parameters in which case higher order terms in the
Taylor series expansion of the stationary points' energies become significant. We have neglected
the effects of stress on the compliance matrix, 𝛘, by using the compliance of the structures under
no stress. The deviation between our model's predictions and the GSS-NEB results appears to be an
even function of the stress multiple applied which supports the possibility the error is caused by the
effects of stress on the compliance matrix.
As shown in Figure 3-13 – Figure 3-16, the model produces a suitable approximation for
the stationary point energies at low stresses. Gaps in the GSS-NEB results occur because the
reaction path failed to converge for that stress multiple. The ionic crystals involve larger changes
in lattice parameters and larger applied stresses elements than for other systems. It is reasonable,
therefore, that the ZrO2 (m-c), ZrO2 (m-t), and Li2O energies given by our model should deviate
from those given by the GSS-NEB calculations at lower multiples of the maximum stress tensor
than for the molecular ionic crystals. The reaction energies predicted by the model fit those given
by the GSS-NEB calculations much more closely. This suggests that deviations between our
model's reaction energy barriers and those given by GSS-NEB at larger stresses can be attributed
to the transition state and the work associated with it. The errors in the transition state’s energy and
compliance matrix cause the model to predict an increase in glycine’s transition reaction barrier as
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the milling stresses are increased in contrast with the GSS-NEB results which show a modest
decrease. The larger deviations for glycine’s forward reaction with both a milling and a general
stress are not only caused by the transition state, but also by a greater cancellation of error between
the transition state and the product.
a)

b)

Figure 3-13 Effects of varying the multiple of the applied stress tensor on ZrO2 reaction barriers
and enthalpy a) ZrO2 (m-c), b)ZrO2 (m-t). The curves with the circle markers show the forward
reaction barrier under various stress. The triangle markers give the reverse reaction barrier and the
square markers show the reaction’s enthalpy at various multiples of the maximum stress tensor.
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Figure 3-14 Comparing the energies predicted by GSS-NEB and the model for the Li2O transition
under various multiples of applied stress.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 3-15 Effects of increasing the multiple of the applied stress tensor on the forward and reverse
reaction energy barriers and the reaction's enthalpy for a) ammonium formate reaction path 1, b)
ammonium formate reaction path 2, c) ammonium formate isomorphism
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a)

b)

Figure 3-16 Comparing the energies predicted by GSS-NEB and the model for the β-δ glycine
transition under various multiples of applied stress. a) without tensile stress elements b) including
tensile stress elements.
Large multiples of the applied stress tensor are required to lower the transition barriers
significantly for ammonium formate’s isomorphism and glycine transition with or without tensile
stresses. Though larger multiples are related to the magnitude of the stress elements found along
the zero-stress reaction path (refer to Table 3-8), unlike other systems, the energetics of these three
transitions are largely unaffected by the stress applied. Along with errors in the compliance matrix,
this can cause the model to incorrectly predict how the energetics change with stress. This is the
case for glycine’s forward reaction barrier under milling conditions and the reaction energy when
tensile stress is included. In both cases, the GSS-NEB results show the energies decreasing slightly
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as the applied stress increases, while the model predicts the energies increase. The decoupling of
internal and lattice motions is, perhaps, the most important reason for glycine’s lack of response to
applied stress. Though the glycine molecules change configurations, the lattice vectors do not
change in such a way as to promote that configurational change as seen for example in the (m-c)
ZrO2 transition. Energy is not easily transferred through stress applied on the lattice vectors to the
internal coordinates for glycine’s phase transition suggesting other sources of energy found in a ball
mill, such as heat cause the phase transition.
In general, the extended Bell model reproduces the trends in the GSS-NEB results. showing
that increasing the factor by which the base applied stress tensor is multiplied reduces the energy
barrier and the reaction enthalpies for the phase transitions. Excepting glycine, the reaction paths
examined follow the Hammond postulate where the structure corresponding to a transition state
more closely resembles the structure of the highest minimum.112 For negative multiples of the stress
tensor, both the model and the GSS-NEB calculations show that the reaction enthalpy approaches
the value of the reaction barrier, that is, the transition state's energy approaches the product's energy.
At the other limit, that is, for large positive multiples of the stress tensor, the reaction enthalpy
approaches the reverse reaction barrier, ΔEP−TS and the transition state's energy approaches the
reactant's energy.

3.5 Manifold sampling
The GSS-NEB method produces a discrete set of images from which one can extract the
largest stress elements; as such, it may miss the true maximum in stress experienced by the material
along the reaction path. It is possible that the most efficient stresses are not all captured by the string
of images. We can use our model to quickly sample a manifold of stress tensors where the elements
are in different proportions with each other. The graphs shown in Figure 3-17 - Figure 3-21 show
trends in the relative proportions of stress tensor elements as lower reaction barriers are reached.
Generally, the stress elements follow expected proportions based on the changes in the lattice
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parameters. All stresses are scanned, that is, tensile stresses are included. A cut-off angle of 30.0o
as calculated through Equation (3.12) was used for each system to best illustrate trends in ratios of
stress tensor elements with reaction barrier energies while not overwhelming the distribution with
similar stress tensors.
In zirconia's (m-c) phase transition, the largest change in lattice parameters corresponds to
the angle between the 𝐚 and 𝐜 vectors from 99.7o to 90.0o. Naturally, to facilitate this change one
would expect a shear stress along these directions would be the largest component of any applied
stress tensor. This is shown in Figure 3-17 (a) where the σzx element goes to 1 as the reaction energy
barrier is reduced. All other shear elements reach 0. Zirconia’s (m-t) reaction barrier is most
efficiently reduced with a larger positive σzy shear stress agreeing with the GSS-NEB results (see
Figure 3-17 (b)). Interestingly, the reaction barrier can also be lowered for σzy < 0, however these
stress tensors are not as effective as those with σzy > 0.
a)

b)

Figure 3-17 Distributions of ZrO2 reaction barriers with varying ratios of stress tensor elements. a)
ZrO2 (m-c), σzx, b) ZrO2 (m-t), σzy. Stress tensor elements with the most distinctive trends are shown.
The reaction barrier under no stress is given by a solid black line. A dotted black line indicates the
reaction barrier or enthalpy at 1𝛔 for all systems, where 𝛔 is the maximum stress tensor as given in
Table 3-8.
The largest change in the lattice parameters for lithia's phase transition is a shortening of
the 𝐛 vector, thus large compressive σyy elements are expected to be most effective. Our model
reproduces this trend as clearly shown in Figure 3-18.
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Figure 3-18 Distributions of Li2O reaction barriers with varying ratios of stress tensor elements.
The extended Bell model scan shows tensile stresses σzz are more effective in lower the
transition barrier than compressive stresses for ammonium formate’s reaction path 2 and
isomorphism (see Figure 3-19). Increasing the compressive σxx stress for ammonium’s reaction path
1 to lower the reaction barrier also agrees with the GSS-NEB results.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 3-19 Distributions of NH4HCO2 reaction barriers with varying ratios of stress tensor
elements. a) NH4HCO2 reaction path 1, σxx, b) NH4HCO2 reaction path 2, σzz, c) NH4HCO2
isomorphism, σzz.
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While a tensile stress σxx is expected to lower glycine’s transition (see Figure 3-20), unlike
stress elements in any of the other system, no compressive stress is recorded as lowering the
transition barrier from its zero-stress value. Beyond this, there is no trend with respect to the
proportion taken by the σxx element in the stress tensor. This also supports the suggestion this
transition is largely unaffected by applied stress and uses alternated sources of energy such as heat.

Figure 3-20 Distributions of glycine reaction barriers with varying ratios of stress tensor elements.
Though no converged reaction path under stress was achieved for the diiodobutadiyne cocrystal, the model scan predicts large σzx will promote the transition accomplishing the change in
the β angle (see Figure 3-21). In general, the lattice parameters that change the most give a good
indication of which stresses to apply. Smaller stresses in other directions must also be included in
the applied stress tensor.

Figure 3-21 Distributions of diiodobutadiyne co-crystal reaction barriers with varying ratios of
stress tensor elements.
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From the sampling, we can also make qualitative statements about the potential energy
surface around the reaction path. For example, though the cut-off angle for ZrO2 and Li2O are the
same. There is a wider variety of stress tensors that lower zirconia's reaction. This shows that lithia's
phase transformation is more sensitive to the types of stresses applied and perhaps that the reaction
path is narrower than zirconia's. The wider variety or absence of any trend in any stress element for
a system can indicate the internal coordinates that change over the course of the transition are not
as coupled to the lattice vectors, or that the potential energy surface’s topology is relatively flat.
This can be helpful in determining how important it is to tune the applied stress carefully to promote
the desired reaction. Low coupling between the lattice vectors and the atomic coordinates suggests
energy sources other than applied pressure cause the reaction to occur, while a flat potential energy
surface points to the existence of many energy equivalent reaction paths. A selection of stress
tensors was taken from the manifold scan and tested with the GSS-NEB methods. The stress tensors
were chosen at energy intervals from the zero-stress reaction barrier to test stress tensors that would
not lower the reaction barrier as much as σmax, but also those that would lower it further. The model’s
predicted reaction barriers for stress tensors applied to the ZrO2 (m-c) and (m-t) transitions were
within 1 kJ/mol of the corresponding reaction barriers calculated with the GSS-NEB method. The
predicted transition barriers for all other systems were within 5 kJ/mol of the corresponding GSSNEB transition barriers.

3.6 Conclusion
We have investigated the effects of external stress on the energetics for phase transitions in
five solid state systems. Reaction paths and transition states were found using GSS-NEB for phase
transitions in ZrO2, Li2O, NH4HCO2, glycine, and a diiodobutadiyne co-crystal. The reaction path
under no external stress provided the structures and energies for the stationary points used in the
extended Bell model and showed which stresses would be most effective. The second order terms,
given by the stationary point’s compliance matrix, were obtained numerically through a series of
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single point energy calculations. We have shown that the extended Bell model gives suitable
approximations to reactions barriers and energies for atomic and molecular ionic crystal
transformations in the bulk. In most cases, the model reproduced the trends given by the GSS-NEB
calculations showing a decrease in the reaction barrier as the applied stress increased. The
agreement with the GSS-NEB results for low stresses validates the assumptions made in the model
namely a series expansion of the potential energy surface and using only collective motions through
changes in lattice parameters. The expansion in terms of the lattice parameters rather than the atomic
coordinates reduces the computational cost which would otherwise more greatly depend on the
crystal system size.
In general, the stress tensor manifold sampling performed using our model shows trends in
the stress elements that can be expected based on the change in lattice parameters. Simply
maximizing these elements, however, does not necessarily make the resulting tensor reduce the
reaction barrier more efficiently; the smaller elements must also be included. The spread of results
in the manifold scan reflect the topology of the potential energy surface around the relevant
stationary points. There was acceptable agreement between reaction barriers predicted for stress
tensors from the manifold scan and the corresponding GSS-NEB results.
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Molecular Dynamics Under Stress
This chapter builds on the previous one by addressing an intrinsic problem with using
double-ended string approaches to determine how systems and transitions behave under applied
stress. Double-ended string approaches such as the GSS-NEB method can be misleading, not only
due to the possibility of incorrect atomic correspondence between reactant and product states, but
also because these methods consider only a single known reaction path. The previous chapter has
shown that an optimized stress effectively reduces the barrier for a known transition. Here, we
explore the possibility of alternate reaction paths becoming more accessible with applied stress
through molecular dynamics.
This chapter is divided into five sections. Section 4.1 outlines the computational methods
used as well as the metrics developed to identify the occurrence of a phase transition. Most previous
molecular dynamics studies only examine uniaxial or hydrostatic stress.113-117 Section 4.2 compares
the effectiveness of hydrostatic stress and the optimized stress in causing a phase transition. To
study how stress as a function of time affects the transitions examined herein, three different
piecewise linear stress functions are compared in Section 4.3 while Section 4.4 examines the effect
of varying the rate at which stress is applied to the system. Conclusions are offered in Section 4.5.

4.1 Computational details
All calculations were performed within the Quantum-Espresso software version 5.0.1110.
Experimental bulk structures were optimized using the GGA-PBE52 functional and a plane-wave
basis set. Martins-Troullier norm-conserving pseudopotentials111 represent the core electrons for all
atoms. Calculations on the ammonium formate and diiodobutadiyne systems include a dispersion
correction.55 Reference stationary states are identified from the zero-stress GSS-NEB76 reaction
path. A tensor is constructed from the stress elements associated with images interpolating between
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the reactant and transition states. While the largest elements act on the lattice parameters that change
the most (for example, the shear stress σxz element in zirconia’s monoclinic to distorted cubic
transformation), other smaller elements also help lower the reaction barrier. This optimized stress
tensor defines the rate of applied stress. The constraint on the system’s stress is accounted for in the
Parrinello-Rahman Lagrangian.83, 84 For each stress function, five molecular dynamics trajectories
are calculated. Each trajectory is equilibrated at 300 K for 1-5 ps prior to applying stress and
proceeds with a 1 fs time step. The simulation cell is converged within 10-10 Ry. Five molecular
dynamic trajectories are averaged and smoothed using a moving average with a period of 200 fs
and natural cubic splines. Further calculation details are given in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1 Computational parameters for molecular dynamics simulations
ZrO2 (m-c) ZrO2 (m-t) NH4HCO2 diiodobutadiyne
Ecut (Ry)

90.0

90.0

70.0

90.0

E0 (Ry)

80.0

80.0

60.0

80.0

A (Ry)

120.0

140.0

50.0

70.0

σ (Ry)

11.0

10.0

11.0

5.0

k-point grid

4x4x4

3x4x3

4x4x2

3x2x1

Rcut (bohr)

N/A

N/A

15.0

10.0

It is possible that the simulation under external stress introduces a constant error as the
system of crystal coordinates shifts with respect to the lattice vectors. An average shift is calculated
as follows:
N

δ𝐫

avg

1
= ∑ 𝐫i − 𝐫iref
N

(4.1)

i=1

where 𝐫i is the vector of crystal coordinates for the ith atom in the simulation cell and 𝐫iref represents
the crystal coordinates of the same atom in a reference stationary state (refer to Figure 4-1 and
Figure 4-2 for the reference stationary states of each system investigated), that is the reactant,
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transition state or product. The reference structures are the stationary points identified along the
zero-stress reaction path calculated using the GSS-NEB method.

(m-c) ZrO2

(m-t) ZrO2

Reactant

Transition
state

Product

Figure 4-1 Reference stationary states for (m-c) ZrO2 and (m-t) ZrO2 Zirconium atoms are
represented in light blue, oxygen in red.
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NH4HCO2

Diiodobutadiyne co-crystal

Reactant

Transition
state

Product

Figure 4-2 Reference stationary states for NH4HCO2 and diiodobutadiyne N,N’ Bis(3pyridyl)oxalamide co-crystal. A 2 x 2 x 1 supercell is shown for NH4HCO2 to show the change in
the hydrogen bonding network. Nitrogen atoms are represented in blue, carbon in grey, iodine in
purple and hydrogen in white.
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The coordinates of each atom in the simulation cell are then adjusted by the shift factor
given in Equation (4.1) before determining an average absolute displacement with respect to a
reference stationary state.
N

1
∑‖𝐫iref + δ𝐫 avg − 𝐫i ‖
N

(4.2)

i=1

This equation treats all atoms equally. This introduces noise caused by lighter and more mobile
atoms such as hydrogen in NH4HCO2. Another way of determining the difference between crystal
structures weighs each atomic displacement by the corresponding fraction of the total mass:
N

∑
i=1

mi
‖𝐫 ref + δ𝐫 avg − 𝐫i ‖
Mtot i

(4.3)

where mi is the mass of the atom and Mtot is the total mass of the unit cell (refer to appendix A.5
for the program)
For ammonium formate, this weighted absolute difference accentuates the difference
between displacement with respect to the reactant and the product after the transition. For zirconia,
the collective motions of the Zr atoms are amplified prior to the transition (see Figure 4-3). This
can offer some insight into the evolution of certain phonons as the phase transition progresses.
a)

b)

Figure 4-3 Defining displacement from a reference cell. a) average, ZrO2, b) weighted, ZrO2.
A critical stress tensor is identified as the stress at which the simulation cell becomes more
product-like than reactant-like. All systems reach a critical stress, becoming more product-like than
reactant-like. The displacement with respect to the product, however, does not decrease beyond the
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critical stress. Though this casts doubt on whether the product state has formed or whether a
transition has occurred at all, there are two points to consider. First, the simulation cell is under
applied stress while the reference product state is not. It is unsurprising that the displacement with
respect to the product does not reach the levels initially seen by displacement with respect to the
reactant as the stress increases. The relative displacements indicate the system is more product-like
than reactant-like past the crossing point. Secondly, the sudden increase in the displacement with
respect to the reactant is accompanied by a discontinuity in a derivative of one of the system’s
thermodynamic properties.
According to Ehrenfest, an nth order transition occurs when a discontinuity is observed in
the nth derivative of the Gibbs free energy.118 For example, a first order transition would be marked
by a discontinuity in the volume as the pressure increases, the first derivative of the Gibbs free
energy with respect to pressure. The terms first or second order transition are often used
interchangeably with the terms discontinuous or continuous transition, respectively. Phase
transitions are classified as continuous or discontinuous depending on whether the entropy and an
order parameter change continuously or not. An order parameter is broadly defined as any
measurable quantity that can account for differences between phases. Within this framework, the
displacement with respect to a known phase is an acceptable order parameter and shows both
systems undergoing a continuous phase transition. For ZrO2 and ammonium formate, there is a
discontinuity in the change of volume with respect to applied stress indicating a second order phase
transition. The point at which the reactant and product displacement curves cross corresponds to a
critical stress.

4.2 Hydrostatic stress vs optimized stress
In order to compare the effects of hydrostatic and optimized stress, the hydrostatic stress
rate is adjusted so that it has the same length as the optimized stress (see Table 4-2). The optimized
stress generates a transition more efficiently than hydrostatic stress for each system. Under
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optimized stress rates, ZrO2 (m-c) undergoes a phase transition around 3 ps, ZrO2 (m-t) at 4 ps,
NH4HCO2 at 5 ps, and the diiodobutadiyne and N,N’ Bis(3-pyridyl)oxalamide co-crystal at 2 ps.
Table 4-2 Optimized and hydrostatic stress rates
Optimized stress rate

Hydrostatic stress rate

(GPa/ps)

(GPa/ps)

ZrO2 (m-c)

0.277
( 0.000
−1.633

0.000 −1.633
0.302 0.000)
0.000 0.395

0.998
( 0.000
0.000

0.000
0.998
0.000

0.000
0.000)
0.998

ZrO2 (m-t)

0.202 −0.827 0.151
( −0.827 0.332 −1.053 )
0.151 −1.053 0.118

0.813
( 0.000
0.000

0.000
0.813
0.000

0.000
0.000)
0.813

0.701 −0.419
( −0.419 0.000
0.182 0.082

0.182
0.082)
0.000

0.486
( 0.000
0.000

0.000
0.486
0.000

0.000
0.000)
0.486

0.792 −0.381 0.000
( −0.381 0.620 −0.324 )
0.000 −0.324 −0.360

0.681
( 0.000
0.000

0.000
0.681
0.000

0.000
0.000)
0.681

NH5CO2 (Pc-P21)

Diiodobutadiyne
co-crystal

The extended Bell’s model developed in the previous chapter predicts the effective reaction
barrier vanishes when the optimized stress tensor is approximately doubled for ZrO2 and tripled for
NH4HCO2. As shown in the previous chapter, the Bell model overestimates the reduction in the
effective reaction barrier. It stands to reason that a transition is observed at larger stresses. The
crossing of the reactant and product displacement curves can indicate the desired transition has
taken place. An exponential increase in the reactant displacement that is not matched with a
corresponding decrease in the product displacement suggests an alternate transition occurring or
simply the difference caused by the zero-stress reference product structure. Under hydrostatic
conditions, neither of these scenarios occur for any of the systems studied. The desired phase
transition does not occur, nor is any other transition observed.
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a)

b)

Figure 4-4 Comparing hydrostatic and optimized stress for (m-c) ZrO2 a) hydrostatic stress, b)
optimized stress. The insets show the structure of the unit cell at the point circled on the time axis.
The dotted lines represent the raw weighted displacements.
For both (m-c) and (m-t) ZrO2 systems, the Zr and O atoms simply oscillate about their
equilibrium position under hydrostatic stress. This is also initially the case under optimized stress,
however, at approximately 3 ps for (m-c) ZrO2 and 4 ps for (m-t) ZrO2, the oxygen atoms shift
towards positions corresponding more to the product state. In both systems, this occurs as the
product displacement shows a modest decrease while the reactant displacement shows a
significantly larger increase (refer to Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5). The unequal changes in the
displacement with respect to the reactant and product state indicate another rearrangement is
occurring within the simulation cell that does not lead to the desired product. Increasing the
optimized stress beyond that reached at 3 ps for (m-c) ZrO2 and 4 ps for (m-t) ZrO2 does not further
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alter the displacements with respect to the reference stationary states. The oxygen atoms experience
the largest displacement near the end of the simulation changing the coordination around the
zirconium atoms. This change in the oxygen atoms’ relative positions can be seen in the insets given
in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5, and suggests both ZrO2 systems have been over-sheared.
a)

b)

Figure 4-5 Comparing hydrostatic and optimized stress for (m-t) ZrO2 a) hydrostatic stress, b)
optimized stress. The insets show the structure of the unit cell at the point circled on the time axis.
The optimized stress causes a phase transition for ammonium formate more efficiently than
hydrostatic stress (see Figure 4-6). Although the displacement curves for the reactant and product
approach each other under hydrostatic stress, the phase transition would take more than double the
time required for the transition under optimized stress. As the stress increases over time, more
energy would be expended under hydrostatic stress than under optimized stress. Ammonium
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formate’s slow approach to a transition under hydrostatic stress can be attributed to the σ xx
component of the stress rate tensor. This element is the largest in the optimized stress rate tensor
and appears in the hydrostatic stress rate. In contrast, σzx constitutes the largest optimized stress
tensor element for (m-c) zirconia’s phase transition. It is at least four times larger than any of the
diagonal elements and is not included in the hydrostatic stress tensor. As shown in the previous
chapter, the larger stress tensor elements determined from the reaction path are the most important
for lowering the reaction barrier. Due to its greater efficiency in achieving a transition, further
investigations on the effects of stress as a function of time use the optimized stress rate.
a)

b)

Figure 4-6 Comparing hydrostatic and optimized stress on NH4HCO2 a) hydrostatic stress, b)
optimized stress. The insets show the structure of the unit cell at the point circled on the time axis.
A 2x1x1 supercell is shown to show the evolution of the hydrogen bonding network.
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Increasing the hydrostatic stress on the diiodobutadiyne N,N’ Bis(3-pyridyl)oxalamide cocrystal does not cause polymerization or any other phase transition. While polymerization is not
observed under optimized stress conditions either, a phase transition corresponding to a change in
the N,N’ Bis(3-pyridyl)oxalamide’s conformation is observed (see Figure 4-7). There are two
increases in the reference displacement curves under optimized stress. The first expands the N,N’
Bis(3-pyridyl)oxalamide along the c-axis and shears it in the xy plane as expected from the stress
tensor elements applied (refer to Table 4-2). The other contribution to the displacement curves’ first
increase is the rotation of the pyridyl moieties so that the plane of the ring is parallel with the a-c
plane. The second increase is caused by the rotation of the oxalamide moiety so that the whole N,N’
Bis(3-pyridyl)oxalamide molecule is approximately planar. As the N,N’ Bis(3-pyridyl)oxalamide
molecule is undergoing these conformational changes, the diiodobutadiyne does not polymerize but
shifts to maintain the halogen bonding interaction between the iodine and the pyridyl moiety. Only
the first transition is kept for further discussion on the effects of various stress functions and rates
of applied stress for easier comparison with the other systems examined.
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a)

b)

Figure 4-7 Comparing hydrostatic and optimized stress on diiodobutadiyne a) hydrostatic stress, b)
optimized stress. The insets show the structure of the unit cell at the point circled on the time axis.

4.3 Comparing stress functions
Three different piecewise linear stress functions are considered (see Figure 4-8). Each
function increases the applied stress at the same rate until the critical stress is achieved. The first
stress function then decreases the applied stress at the same rate forming a peak. The second stress
function equilibrates the system at the critical stress for an amount of time no less than it took to
reach the critical stress. Both ZrO2 systems were equilibrated at their critical stress for 4 ps, while
ammonium formate was equilibrated for 5 ps and the diiodobutadiyne co-crystal was equilibrated
for 2 ps. The third stress function removed all external stress. Each system was simulated without
any applied stress for the same amount of time taken to reach the critical stress, that is, 3 ps for
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ZrO2 (m-c), 4 ps for ZrO2 (m-t), 5 ps for NH4HCO2, and 2 ps for the diiodobutadiyne N,N’ Bis(3pyridyl)oxalamide co-crystal. Given their shapes, the stress functions described will be referred to
as the peak, plateau, and cliff stress functions, respectively.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 4-8 Types of stress functions examined a) peak, b) plateau, c) cliff.

4.3.1 Effect of stress functions on (m-c) ZrO2 and (m-t) ZrO2
Increasing the applied optimized stress until the critical stress is reached and then gradually
releasing it does not give significantly different weighted displacements compared to continuing to
increase the stress for either ZrO2 systems (refer to Figure 4-4 (b), Figure 4-5 (b), and Figure 4-10).
Although the applied stress decreases after reaching the critical stress, both ZrO2 systems continue
to shift in the direction of the shear stress suggesting the system has not had time to equilibrate at
the higher stress. Some time is required for the energy applied to the lattice vectors to propagate to
the relevant atomic modes.
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a)

b)

Figure 4-9 Peak stress function applied to ZrO2 a) (m-c), b) (m-t).
This suggestion that the energy has not had enough time to propagate to the atomic modes
is supported by the displacements for the cliff stress function. Once the stress is completely released,
the ZrO2 (m-c) system gradually returns to the reactant state. The ZrO2 (m-t) system offers a very
different displacement with respect to the reference reactant and, to a lesser extent, the reference
transition state as the applied stress is completely removed (see Figure 4-10). Under a cliff stress
function, the (m-t) system shows dampened oscillations between a reactant-like structure and
another non-reference structure. Unlike the first sudden increase in the displacement with respect
to the reactant, there are no corresponding changes in other thermodynamic properties for the
subsequent sharp oscillations in the displacement. These oscillations are the result of the system’s
increased kinetic energy as evidenced by the higher temperature; 500 K compared to (m-c) 400 K
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approximately. The changes in the total energy over the course of the simulation, however, are
approximately 0.20 Ry and 0.08 Ry for the (m-t) and (m-c) ZrO2 systems, respectively. These
energy differences are expected as the (m-t) system has double the number of atoms and the critical
stress is slightly larger than for the (m-c) system. The oscillations in the displacement along with
the larger kinetic energy indicate an easier transfer of energy from the lattice vectors to the atoms.
While this situation is ideal for a phase transition and would suggest the (m-t) system has a better
atomic correspondence, there is no conclusive evidence that the simulated cell transforms to the
reference product, tetragonal ZrO2.
a)

b)

Figure 4-10 Cliff stress function applied to ZrO2 a) (m-c), b) (m-t).
The plateau stress function prevents the oscillations in the displacements with respect to the
reactant for (m-t) ZrO2. Equilibrating at the critical stress does not decrease the displacement with
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respect to the product for either ZrO2 system (see Figure 4-11). At the end of the plateau stress
function, the (m-c) structure shows the oxygen atoms shifted in the direction of applied shear stress,
but the zirconia atoms appear to have shifted in the opposite direction (see Figure 4-11 (a), inset).
At the end of the equilibration period, however, the Zr appeared to have shifted too far in the
direction of the applied shear stress. The displacement with respect to the (m-t) ZrO2 product at the
end of the simulation is caused by the positions of the oxygen atoms. Though the displacement
curves for both ZrO2 systems are similar for the plateau stress function, the crystal structures show
they respond differently to the applied stress.
a)

b)

Figure 4-11 Plateau stress function applied to ZrO2 a) (m-c), b) (m-t).
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4.3.2 Effect of stress functions on NH4HCO2
Applying a peak stress function to NH4HCO2 not only causes a phase transition, but a
transition towards the desired product as shown by the corresponding marked decrease in the
displacement with respect to the reference product state (see Figure 4-12). Although the product
displacement does not reach the same levels initially observed for the reference reactant, this can
be attributed to the difference between the product under stress and the reference product which is
taken at zero-stress. Another contributing factor is the mobility of the H atoms on the NH4+ ion. The
displacements calculations also rely on a correspondence between atoms in the simulation cell and
the reference state.

Figure 4-12 Peak stress function applied to NH4HCO2.
The cliff stress function displaces the NH4HCO2 system away from any the reference states
as the stress is completely released (see Figure 4-13). Although the NH4HCO2 simulation cell
diverges from the three reference stationary states, it is nevertheless more product-like when all
externally applied stresses are removed. The divergence in the displacements can be attributed in
part to the rotation of the formate ion. The ammonium ions rotate as well, but as their rotation is
mostly observed through the position of the H atoms, it is a minor contribution to the overall
displacement. As shown by the inset of Figure 4-13 the formate ions have rotated such that the
system appears to have been reflected in the a-b plane.
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Figure 4-13 Cliff stress function applied to NH4HCO2.
A high stress equilibration period in the plateau stress function does not affect
displacements with respect to reference stationary states for ZrO2, although it does affect the
ammonium formate system (see Figure 4-14). The displacement with respect to the NH4HCO2
product gradually returns to its initial values, yet the system remains more product-like than
reactant-like. The structure at the end of the simulation shows the increased displacements are
because the system has been over-sheared. The plateau stress function disrupts the hydrogen
bonding network and causes one NH4HCO2 layer to slip past the other. For the purposes of
promoting a transition from the reactant to the product phase, the peak function is the most efficient.

Figure 4-14 Plateau stress function applied to NH4HCO2Effect of stress functions on
diiodobutadiyne N,N’ Bis(3-pyridyl)oxalamide co-crystal
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Similar to the ammonium formate system, different stress functions have different effects
on the diiodobutadiyne system as shown by their respective displacement curves (see Figure 4-15).
Interestingly, the plateau function shows the displacements decreasing throughout the high stress
equilibration period and during the gradual decrease in applied stress. Unlike the cliff and peak
stress functions, the displacements under a plateau stress nearly return to their initial values. A
closer inspection of the structures throughout the simulation reveals the difference between the
stress functions is caused by the conformation of the N,N’ Bis(3-pyridyl)oxalamide moiety, in
particular, the orientation of the planes formed by the pyridine rings with respect to one another.
The peak function shows the largest change in the angle between the pyridine rings starting at
approximately 150o and finishing at 105o while the cliff and plateau functions finish with angles of
145o and 180o respectively. Despite the pyridyl moieties returning to approximately the same
orientation with respect to each other under a cliff stress function, the displacements do not
approach their initial values at the end of the simulation as seen with the plateau stress function.
The larger displacement at the end of the cliff function is due to the orientation of one of the pyridine
rings with respect to the oxalamide moiety. Under the cliff function, the angle decreases over the
course of the simulations whereas it increases for a peak stress function and stays approximately
the same for a plateau function. In each case, the diiodobutadiyne does not polymerize but shifts
position within the unit cell. Unlike ZrO2 and NH4HCO2, the diiodobutadiyne N,N’ Bis(3pyridyl)oxalamide co-crystal is held together by weak molecular interactions such as van der Waals
and π-π stacking. Different, large-weighted displacements depending on the stress function are
therefore expected.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 4-15 Various stress functions applied to the diiodobutadiyne N,N’ Bis(3-pyridyl)oxalamide
co-crystal. a) peak, b) cliff, c) plateau.
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4.4 Comparing rates of applied stress
We chose the peak stress function to examine the effects of different rates of applied stress
because it made for computational efficiency. The alternatives are computationally more expensive
as is the case for the plateau function or do not lower the product’s displacement compared to the
peak function. The original rates of applied stress determined from the GSS-NEB zero-stress
reaction path (see Table 4-2) are halved or doubled. Though each system behaves differently at
lower rates of applied stress, there are similarities in behaviour when the original rate is doubled.
At a higher rate of applied stress, the onset of the transition occurs later in the simulation when the
stress decreases as shown by the displacement with respect to the reactant (see Figure 4-16). This
demonstrates the existence of a critical rate of stress where the stress is applied and released too
quickly for the supplied energy to be transferred from the collective modes to the transition modes
and vice versa.
a)

b)

Figure 4-16 Effect of applied stress rate on displacements for ZrO2 a) ZrO2 (m-c), b) ZrO2 (m-t)
The time axis is scaled to show the system’s displacements with respect to the reference states under
the same value of applied stress.
As shown in Figure 4-16 (a) and (b), both ZrO2 transitions appear to have a logarithmic
relationship with the rate of applied stress. If the stress is applied more slowly, the transition is
observed at lower values of applied stress. Higher rates of applied stress not only cause the transition
to occur later when the stress is released, but the system also returns to being more reactant-like as
the stress is gradually released. Interestingly, this relationship only applies to the displacement with
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the reactant and transition states. The invariability of the displacement from the reference product
state under different rates of applied stress could indicate the transition observed does not proceed
towards the expected product. This is supported by the structure of the unit cell at the end of the
simulation and the weighted displacements.
The effect of varying the rate of applied stress on ammonium formate is not as clearly
defined as with ZrO2 (see Figure 4-17). While the reactant and product displacement curves cross
later in the simulation when the stress is released at a higher rate, no similar shift is observed when
the rate of applied stress is lowered. The invariability of the transition point as the rate of applied
stress decreases is likely the combined result of the weaker hydrogen bonding interactions and a
high degree of coupling between the lattice modes and the modes necessary for the transition.

Figure 4-17 Effect of applied stress rate on displacements for NH4HCO2
The diiodobutadiyne N,N’ Bis(3-pyridyl)oxalamide co-crystal and ZrO2 show similar
logarithmic relationships between the rate of applied stress and when the transition occurs (see
Figure 4-18). Varying the rate of applied stress for the co-crystal drastically changes the
displacement curves. As with the previous systems, doubling the original rate of stress causes the
increase in the reactant displacement to occur as the stress is released. The co-crystal is also not as
displaced from its original coordinates as under the original rate of applied stress. Examining the
structure near the end of the simulation at the higher stress rate, where the displacement appears to
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reach a maximum, suggests the lower displacement is due the time required for energy to be
transferred from the collective to the individual motions. Both molecules have shifted in response
to the shear stress applied, but no significant conformational change has occurred. As seen in Figure
4-18, lowering the rate of applied stress reduces the displacement overall and the system does not
become more product-like for any significant period of time. More importantly, at a lower rate of
applied stress, the displacement curves are nearly symmetric, returning to their initial values as the
stress is gradually removed. The symmetry in the displacements matches the symmetry in the stress
function demonstrating experienced by the co-crystal are reversible for lower rates of applied stress.
The pyridyl groups are chromophores and the reversible change in the pyridyl moieties’ orientation
agrees with the experimental finding of reversible colour change when stress is applied.107

Figure 4-18 Effect of applied stress rate on displacements for diiodobutadiyne N,N’ Bis (3-pyridyl)
oxalamide co-crystal

4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have developed a simple order parameter that demonstrates how
different the simulation cell’s crystal coordinates are from a reference structure. The weighted
displacements have been used to show how different types of stress and the rates at which they are
applied affect the ionic and molecular crystals examined and their possible phase transitions. The
optimized stress rates built from stress tensors associated with images along the zero-stress reaction
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path promoted a transition more efficiently than hydrostatic stress. The shear stress elements, which
are absent in the hydrostatic stress, largely contribute to the transitions observed with the optimized
stress.
Three stress functions, peak, cliff, and plateau were applied to investigate the effects
different stress functions of time on the transitions. Each system behaves differently under each
stress function. Though the displacement curves appear to be similar, the crystal structures show
remarkably different motions occur as seen with the cliff and plateau functions applied to the
NH4HCO2 system. The displacement observed with a cliff stress function is caused by the formate
ions changing orientation, whereas a plateau stress function shears one layer of ammonium formate
past the other. For all systems, equilibrating at the critical stress or simply releasing all stress once
the critical stress was achieved, did not lower the systems’ displacements with the corresponding
product states compared to the peak stress function.
The peak stress function was, therefore, selected to examine the effects of varying the rate
of applied stress, that is, the slope of the stress function. While each system shows similar behaviour
at higher stress rates, suggesting a limit, lowering the rate has different effects. When the stress rate
is doubled, each system undergoes a transition after the critical stress is reached and then returns to
a reactant-like structure. While there appears to be a logarithmic relationship between the rate of
stress and the stress at which the transition occurs for both zirconia systems and the diiodobutadiyne
co-crystal, the ammonium formate transition is invariable with respect to halving the original stress
rate. Although the stress applied to the diiodobutadiyne did not induce polymerization, the N,N’
Bis(3-pyridyl)oxalamide host was reversibly distorted. As the displacement profiles for the cocrystal greatly vary with the rate of applied stress, it is possible that the polymerization occurs for
a lower rate of stress and reaching a higher critical stress.
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Oxygen Evolution Reaction on Nickel Selenides
The previous two chapters showed how to lower the energy consumption of mechanically
driven solid-state transitions. This chapter addresses another strategy for improving energy
consumption, that is, the clean production of hydrogen gas to use in fuel cells through the
electrocatalytic splitting of water. We will now turn our focus to our second objective: investigating
nickel selenides as oxygen evolution reaction (OER) catalysts. Experimental work on nickel
selenides has shown these materials catalyze the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) efficiently.39, 119
Certainly, selenides have properties that are advantageous for OER catalytic activity such as
increased conductivity due to selenium’s lower electronegativity.39 But it is unclear whether the
OER takes place on a pure nickel selenide surface or on a surface where the selenium has been
leached out and restructured as NiOx.29, 39, 120 Here, we discuss the results of calculations performed
to explore the OER on three nickel selenides: NiSe2, Ni3Se2, and NiSe. A single-site binding
mechanism is used for each compound and each Miller index surface. Due to their internal
symmetry, the number of low Miller index surfaces, that is where indices are 0 or 1, for NiSe2 and
Ni3Se2 decreases to three, specifically, the (100), (110), and (111) surfaces. NiSe does not share the
same symmetry; therefore the (001), (010), (011), and (101) surfaces of NiSe are also investigated.
In this chapter computational and mechanistic details are given in Section 5.1. Results are
discussed in the next two sections. Section 5.2 examines OER energetics of each nickel selenide
compound individually. The structural and electronic properties of different Miller index surfaces
are discussed within the subsection for the corresponding nickel selenide. Section 5.3 compares the
compounds to each other through adsorption sites, surface termination, and the possibility of SeO
desorption. Conclusions are in Section 5.4.
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5.1 Computational details
All calculations were performed using the Quantum-Espresso software version 6.2.1110, 121.
Each structure was calculated using spin-polarized density functional theory. The GGA-PBE52
functional was used in combination with a plane wave basis set and Kresse-Joubert PAW
pseudopotentials.122 The kinetic energy cut-offs for the wave functions and the charge density were
set to 45.0 Ry and 360.0 Ry respectively. A dispersion correction55 with a cut-off radius of 15.0
bohr was used. Energies and forces were converged to a threshold of 10-6 Ry and 10-3 Ry/bohr
respectively. The Brillouin zone was integrated using a Gaussian smearing approach with a width
of 0.01Ry. The dimensions for the supercell slab area and the corresponding Monkhorst-Pack kpoint grid66 are given in Table 5-1. Experimental bulk crystal structures123-125 were optimized then
used to create slabs. Lattice parameters in all slab calculations were fixed to their bulk optimized
values to mimic bulk conditions. All slabs, excepting the (100) Ni3Se2 surface, have a thickness of
five layers where the bottom three layers are fixed to mimic bulk conditions. Due to the large
thickness of a single (100) Ni3Se2 layer defined by stoichiometry, this surface has only three layers
where the bottom two are fixed. Each surface includes approximately 15 Å of vacuum space and a
dipole correction126 to prevent any interaction between their periodic images.
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Table 5-1 Supercell areas and k-point grids
Compound Surface

NiSe2

Ni3Se2

NiSe

Supercell
dimensions

k-point grid

(100)

2×2

2×2×1

(110)

1×2

3×2×1

(111)

1×2

3×2×1

(100)

2×2

3×3×1

(110)

2×2

2×3×1

(111)

2×2

2×2×1

(001)

3×3

2×2×1

(010)

3×2

2×2×1

(100)

3×2

2×2×1

(011)

2×3

2×2×1

(101)

3×2

2×2×1

(110)

2×2

2×2×1

(111)

2×2

2×2×1

A single-site associative mechanism for the OER was used and the energies of each
mechanistic step calculated as follows:
H2O + M → H2O-M

E(H2 O-M) − E(H2 O) − E(M)

(5.1)

H2O-M → HO-M + H+ + e-

1
E(HO-M) + E(H2 ) − E(H2 O-M)
2

(5.2)

HO-M → O-M + H+ + e-

1
E(O-M) + E(H2 ) − E(HO-M)
2

(5.3)

H2O + O-M → HOO-M + H+ + e-

1
E(HOO-M) + E(H2 ) − E(O-M) − E(H2 O)
2

(5.4)

HOO-M → O2-M + H+ + e-

1
E(O2 -M) + E(H2 ) − E(HOO-M)
2

(5.5)

O2-M → M + O2

E(O2 ) + E(M) − E(O2 -M)

(5.6)
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where M refers to the material in question, in this case nickel selenides. Different water adsorption
sites, such as on top of a nickel or selenium atoms or a bridging site, were considered. Those with
the lowest energies were used for the remaining OER steps.

5.2 Oxygen evolution reaction on NiSe2, Ni3Se2, and NiSe
The following subsections discuss the activity of each nickel selenide separately. The
reaction step with the highest potential energy, or potential determining step, is identified for each
surface. Differences in reaction energies between Miller index surfaces are explained through
structural and electronic features such as coordination, interatomic distances, Bader charges and
projected densities of state. In general, large changes in the interatomic distances are accompanied
by changes in the Bader charges which are confirmed through the densities of state.

5.2.1 OER on NiSe2

Figure 5-1 Energies of OER steps on NiSe2 low Miller index surfaces. Step 4, the formation of the
peroxide, is the potential determining step for each surface.
All NiSe2 surfaces that we investigated show the same potential determining step, that is,
forming the adsorbed peroxide species from the oxide. As shown in Figure 5-1, the (110) surface
has the lowest potential determining step. This is due to the increased stability of the peroxide on
the (110) surface compared to the (100) and (111) surfaces. On the (110) surface, the peroxide lies
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parallel to the surface and hydrogen bonds with the selenium that was previously bonded to the
oxide (see Figure 5-2). The initial adsorbed oxygen returns to the original nickel adsorption site.
The peroxide species on the (100) and (111) surfaces, however, lie perpendicular to the surface so
no hydrogen bonding occurs. The absence of hydrogen bonding on the (100) and (111) surfaces is
likely caused by the surface structure itself, specifically the distance between the Ni-Se pair
involved in adsorbing both oxide and peroxide species. There is a greater distance of 3.764 Å,
between the Ni and Se on the (110) surface compared to 2.553 Å and 2.409 Å on the (100) and
(111) surfaces respectively, which allows the peroxide to adopt a conformation where hydrogen
bonding is possible. The (110) surface also distinguishes itself from the (100) and (111) surfaces
through the coordination around the nickel atom most involved in adsorbing the oxygen species.
On the (110) surface, the nickel is tetragonally coordinated. The oxygen species transforms this into
a distorted square pyramid or a trigonal bipyramid. In contrast, the nickel atoms on the (100) and
(111) surfaces are initially square pyramidally coordinated and the oxygen species completes the
octahedral coordination. The under-coordination around the nickel atom has also been shown to
improve the catalytic activity of γ-NiOOH.127
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 5-2 Structures of the OER mechanism on the (110) NiSe2 surface along the a axis (top) and
the c axis (bottom). a) bare surface b) adsorbed H2O c) hydroxide d) oxide e) peroxide f) oxygen
molecule. Nickel atoms are shown in blue, selenium in yellow, oxygen in red and hydrogen in
white.
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a)

b)

Figure 5-3 a) Interatomic distances and b) Bader charges of surface Ni and Se atoms interacting
with the adsorbed O atom on NiSe2 surfaces. Both the (100) and (110) surfaces show a significant
change with respect to Se at the oxide structure. For the (111) surface, the change in distance and
charge of the selenium atom begins at the hydroxide structure and persists to the peroxide structure.
Despite the difference in coordination, the (100) and (110) surfaces have similar structural
and electronic behaviours with respect to the adsorbed oxygen species (see Figure 5-3). Both
surfaces exhibit a significant reduction in the interatomic distance between a surface selenium and
the adsorbed oxygen at the oxide intermediate. The distance between the selenium and oxygen
atoms at the oxide intermediate is approximately 1.8 Å, only slightly larger than a Se-O single bond
found in selenic acid of 1.751 Å.128 The changes in the Se-O distance at the oxide intermediate are
mirrored by changes in the selenium atom’s Bader charge. At this structure, the selenium atom loses
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an electron to adopt a net positive charge suggesting a bond forms between the surface selenium
and the oxygen atoms. This change in electronic structure for the oxide intermediate is also reflected
in the densities of states projected onto the selenium atom. Although the projected density of states
on the nickel atom shifts to lower energies relative to the bare surface when an oxygen species is
adsorbed, a more significant splitting to higher and lower energies occurs in the projected density
of states for the selenium atom at the oxide intermediate.
Both (100) and (110) surfaces form a Se-O bond, which is disrupted by the peroxide as seen
by the interatomic distances and the Bader charge on the selenium atom (see Figure 5-3). The (110)
surface has a lower potential determining step than the (100) surface by 30 kJ/mol. The lower
potential determining step on the (110) surface can be attributed to a hydrogen bond that forms
between the hydrogen and a surface selenium. The Se-H interatomic distance is 2.298 Å on the
(110) surface compared to 3.068 Å on the (100) surface. The increased stability of the peroxide
intermediate on the (110) surface is also due to the larger Ni-Se distances of 3.764 Å on the (110)
surface compared to an Ni-Se distance of 2.553 Å on the (100) surface. The larger distance not only
allows the hydrogen bonding to occur but prevents electrostatic repulsion between the second
oxygen atom and a surface selenium atom.
The structural feature that stabilizes the peroxide on the (110) surface compared to the (100)
surface is also behind the change in sign for the charge on selenium atom on the (110) surface at
the oxygen molecule intermediate (see Figure 5-3). The selenium atom’s partial loss of charge at
the oxygen molecule intermediate is also reflected in its partial density of states where there is some
splitting to higher and lower energies (see Figure 5-4). The loss of charge is like that observed at
the oxide intermediate except that, in that case, it is due to a weaker interaction with the second
adsorbed oxygen. The partial loss of charge and the longer Se-O distance of 2.170 Å at the
molecular oxygen intermediate compared to a 1.780 Å at the oxide intermediate supports the
suggestion of weaker van der Waals interactions instead of bond formation. The O2 desorption
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energy for the (110) surface is higher than on the other NiSe2 surfaces investigated (see Figure 5-1),
because of the weak interaction between the surface selenium atom and the second adsorbed oxygen
atom.
a)

b)

Figure 5-4 NiSe2 (110) densities of states projected onto Ni and Se atoms closest to adsorbed
oxygen. a) Ni b) Se.
Despite the similar coordination around the nickel atoms on the (100) and (111) surfaces,
the (111) surface has different structural and electronic features throughout the OER. Only the oxide
species forms a bond with a selenium atom on the (100) and (110) surfaces while the hydroxide and
peroxide species on the (111) surface also have a short Se-O interatomic distance. The changes in
interatomic distance are also mirrored in the selenium atom’s Bader charge for these three
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intermediates. The selenium atom adopts a positive charge for the hydroxide, oxide, and peroxide
structures, with the largest positive charge found at the oxide structure. This suggests a strong SeO bond forms at the oxide intermediate on the (111) surface as well as on the (100) and (110)
surfaces. Though the peroxide shows a similar Se-O distance to the hydroxide structure, the loss of
charge on the selenium is not as great indicating a weaker interaction rather than a bond forming.
The electronic difference between the selenium atom interacting with the oxygen on the (111) and
the selenium atoms on the (110) or (100) surface is also shown through the projected density of
states (see Figure 5-5). On the bare (111) surface, there is a higher density of states near the Fermi
level projected onto the selenium atom indicating that an electron transfer or excitation is more
easily achieved. This explains the large shifts and splitting in the projected density of states and the
changes to the Bader charge at the hydroxide, oxide, and peroxide intermediates instead of only at
the oxide intermediate as seen for the (100) and (110) surfaces. The density of states projected onto
a Ni atom on the (100) and (110) surfaces shift to lower energies and some broadening and splitting
in its distribution occurs when oxygen species are adsorbed. The NiSe2 (111) surface experiences a
smaller shift, and the distribution of states for adsorbed oxygen species does not change as much as
on the (100) and (110) surfaces. The smaller changes in the Ni atom’s density of states on the (111)
surface show that, despite its proximity, the Ni atom does not contribute much electronically to the
OER on the (111) surface.
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a)

b)

Figure 5-5 NiSe2 (111) densities of states projected onto Ni and Se atoms closest to adsorbed
oxygen. a) Ni b) Se.

5.2.2 OER on Ni3Se2

Figure 5-6 Energies of OER steps on Ni3Se2 low Miller index surfaces. The peroxide formation,
step 4, is the potential determining step for all 3 surfaces.
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Like NiSe2, the potential determining step for all Ni3Se2 surfaces investigated is the
formation of the peroxide (see Figure 5-6). Though the (100) surface produces the lowest potential
determining step, the energy difference between the surfaces with the lowest and highest potential
determining steps is much smaller than observed in NiSe2. This is easily explained as the oxide and
peroxide intermediates interact differently with the Ni3Se2 surfaces. In both the (100) and (111)
Ni3Se2 surfaces, the initial adsorbed oxygen coordinates to two Ni atoms in both the oxide and
peroxide forms. On the (110) surface, the oxygen adsorbs to a Ni and a Se atom in the oxide form
and only to the Ni atom in the peroxide form. For each Ni3Se2 surface, the peroxide formation
weakens or disrupts the two bonds the oxide has with the surface as can be seen with the interatomic
distances in Figure 5-7.
a)

b)

Figure 5-7 a) Interatomic distances and b) Bader charges of surface Ni and Se atoms interacting
with the adsorbed O atom on Ni3Se2 surfaces. Only the (110) surface shows a significant change in
the selenium atom’s properties similar at the oxide structure, similar to Figure 5-3. The Bader charge
for the Ni atom on each surface suggest the Ni is oxidized by the OER.
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Though the three Ni3Se2 surfaces investigated are nearly energetically equivalent with
respect to the potential determining step, the same cannot be said of other OER steps. There are
larger energy differences between the surfaces in step 2, the hydroxide formation, and in step 6,
desorption of the oxygen molecule (see Figure 5-6). The energy difference between the surfaces for
the formation of the hydroxide species is caused by the configuration of the water molecule on the
respective surfaces. Both hydrogens point towards the (110) surface, while the water molecule is
approximately parallel to the (100) surface and the hydrogens point away from the (111) surface.
The hydroxide on the (110) surface undergoes greater reorientation which requires more energy
than on the (100) surface, which in turn reorients the hydroxide more and requires more energy than
the (111) surface.
In the last step of the OER cycle, where the oxygen molecule desorbs from the surface, the
energy differences can be attributed to the electrostatic interaction accompanying changes in the
Ni3Se2 surface configuration rather than that of the oxygen molecule. The initial oxygen atom is
bonded to two nickel atoms on both the (100) and (111) surfaces. This creates a much larger
disruption on the (100) surface as one of the nickel atoms involved is displaced by approximately
1.8 Å relative to its position on the bare surface. As can be seen in Figure 5-8, two nickel atoms
approach each other to bond with the oxygen causing larger electrostatic repulsion between them.
There is a similar yet smaller displacement of about 1.5 Å of a Ni atom on the (111) surface, but
this nickel atom is not one of the two bonding with the oxygen atom. Whereas oxygen desorption
on the (100) surface is exothermic to relieve the electrostatic repulsion of two nickel atoms,
desorption on the (111) surface simply breaks two Ni-O bonds and is, therefore, endothermic.
Oxygen desorption is only slightly endothermic at 0.4 kJ/mol on the (110) surface, the value may
be a result of the tendencies of GGA exchange-correlation functionals to underbind. The trend in
the context of the other surfaces is important. Desorption on the (110) surface demands less energy
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than desorption on the (111) surface because the oxygen molecule is bonded through only one nickel
atom which is displaced relative to its bare surface position by only 0.6 Å.
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 5-8 Structures of the OER mechanism on the (100) Ni3Se2 surface along the b axis (top) and
the c axis (bottom). a) bare surface b) adsorbed H2O c) hydroxide d) oxide e) peroxide f) oxygen
molecule.
The structural disruptions to the (100) surface caused by the various oxygen species are
well reflected in the projected densities of states (see Figure 5-9). The differences in the projected
densities of states between the bare and hydrated surfaces are negligible, indicating adsorption
through weaker van der Waals interactions. This is supported by the larger distances between the
water molecule and the surface. The projected densities of states for both nickel and selenium atoms
on the (100) surface at the oxide intermediate decrease significantly compared to those for the bare
surface. This coincides with another surface nickel being displaced to bond with the initial oxygen
atom. This displacement is maintained throughout the remaining OER steps. While the densities of
states projected onto the selenium atom for the peroxide and diatomic oxygen intermediates differ
little from the oxide intermediate, the same cannot be said for the density of states projected onto
the nickel atom. The density of states projected onto the nickel atom show not only the effect of
another nickel atom coming into proximity, but also the effects of the peroxide and oxygen
molecule. Compared to the oxide structure, the density of states for the peroxide are shifted to higher
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energies whereas the dioxygen shifts to lower energies. These changes in electronic structure
accompany changes in relative atomic positions. In the oxide form, the two nickel atoms are 2.961
Å apart. In the peroxide form, this distance increases to 3.193 Å and decreases to 2.437 Å with the
oxygen molecule.
a)

b)

Figure 5-9 Ni3Se2 (100) densities of states projected onto Ni and Se atoms closest to adsorbed
oxygen.a) Ni b) Se.
The (110) surface experiences small shifts in the density of states projected onto the nickel
in the hydroxide and oxide forms compared to that of the bare surface (see Figure 5-10). For the
adsorbed peroxide and diatomic oxygen structures, the nickel atom’s density of states shifts to lower
energies. The density of states for the adsorbed molecular oxygen structure also becomes noticeably
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asymmetric indicating at least a local change in the magnetic properties. These changes to the
electronic structure follow changes in the nickel atom’s position. From the oxide to the adsorbed
diatomic oxygen structure, the nickel bonded to the oxygen atom is increasingly pulled away from
the surface which disrupts its coordination with another selenium atom. The oxide structure is the
only one to cause noticeable shifts in the density of states projected onto the surface selenium atom
closest to the adsorbed oxygen. Compared to the bare surface, selenium’s density of states in the
oxide structure, is split to higher and lower energies. Along with the Bader charges and interatomic
distances, this further confirms the formation of a Se-O bond on the (110) surface.
a)

b)

Figure 5-10 Ni3Se2 (110) densities of states projected onto Ni and Se atoms closest to adsorbed
oxygen. a) Ni b) Se.
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The differences between the selenium atom’s density of states for each OER structure on
the (111) Ni3Se2 surface are minimal. The nickel atom’s density of states shifts to lower energies
for each oxygen species except for adsorbed water. These shifts are the result of changes in the
relative position of three surface nickel atoms. The bare surface has a three-fold rotational symmetry
where three surface nickels form an equilateral triangle, each 2.61 Å away from the other. The
adsorbed oxygen species breaks this symmetry. When water is adsorbed, the Ni-Ni distances
expand to 2.96 Å, 3.26 Å, and 3.63 Å. The oxide structure has the largest shift to lower energies
and the Ni-Ni distances are 2.51 Å, 3.60 Å, and 4.20 Å. The energy lowering of nickel’s density of
states can, therefore, be attributed to a combination of two nickel atoms getting slightly closer and
a third nickel atom moving much farther away from the pair.

5.2.3 OER on NiSe

Figure 5-11 Energies of OER steps on NiSe low Miller index surfaces. The peroxide formation,
step 4, represents the potential determining step for most surfaces, except for the (110) surface
where it is the oxide formation, step 3, and the (111) surface with step 6, the desorption of the
oxygen molecule. The (101) surface has the lowest potential determining step, see Figure 5-12 for
structures.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 5-12 Structures of the OER mechanism on the (101) NiSe surface along the b axis (top) and
the c axis (bottom). a) bare surface b) adsorbed H2O c) hydroxide d) oxide e) peroxide f) oxygen
molecule.
As shown in Figure 5-11, not all NiSe surfaces that we have investigated have the same
potential determining step. While most surfaces have the formation of the peroxide as the potential
determining step, the potential determining steps are releasing the O2 molecule for the (111) surface
and forming the oxide for the (110) surface. Another feature in the OER energies distinguishing
NiSe from NiSe2 and Ni3Se2 is that many NiSe surfaces have another OER step that is energetically
close to the potential determining step. The NiSe surfaces can be grouped according to how the
oxygen bonds to the surface, particularly in the oxide form, according to the Bader charges and
interatomic distances. The oxygen atom bonds to a selenium atom at the oxide intermediate on both
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the (001) and (101) surfaces, while on the (111) and (010) surfaces, the oxygen atom bonds to a
nickel atom (see Figure 5-13). Although the (100) and (110) surfaces show similar behaviour to the
(111) and (010) surfaces with respect to interatomic distances and Bader charges, the oxide species
bonds to two nickel atoms on the (100) and (110) surfaces.

Figure 5-13 Interatomic distances between surface Ni and Se atoms and the adsorbed O atom on
NiSe surfaces. The Se-O distances for the (001), (011), and (101) surfaces are like those observed
in Figure 5-3.
Despite their similar oxide bonding configuration, the (100) and (110) surfaces have
different potential determining steps. As seen in Figure 5-11, it is the peroxide formation for the
(100) surface and the oxide formation for the (110) surface, although the peroxide formation on
(110) surface is lower in energy by less than 15 kJ/mol. Electronically, the two surfaces are also
different; whereas little change is observed in the density of states projected onto the (110) nickel
atoms throughout the OER cycle, the density of states projected onto the (100) nickel atoms
decrease and shift to lower energies. These differences are attributable to differences in the
configuration around the nickel atoms adsorbing the oxygen species. The nickel atoms on the bare
(110) surface are tetrahedrally coordinated. Two selenium atoms are shared between the nickel
atoms to which the oxygen species bond. The oxygen species is placed in such a way that the nickel
atoms both have a square pyramidal coordination, sharing a facet composed of two selenium atoms
and the oxygen species. The (100) surface is ridged, composed of rows of square planar nickel
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atoms sharing two coordinating selenium atoms with the neighbouring nickel atom. Unlike the
(110) surface, the square pyramidal coordination formed by the oxygen species is more symmetric
and points away from the surface. The peroxide formation on the (100) surface is much higher than
the oxide formation, in contrast to the same OER steps on the (110) surface due to the symmetry
breaking in the (100) surface’s peroxide form. The fact that the oxygen species bonds to two nickel
atoms on both surfaces offers the possibility of the OER proceeding via a two-site mechanism.
Considering the orientation of the square planar coordination seen in the oxide forms of both
surfaces, a two-site mechanism would be easier on the (110) surface as additional oxygen species
could complete an octahedral coordination around one of the nickel atoms.
The (011) surface is unique within the NiSe surfaces examined because the oxide bonds to
both a nickel and a selenium atom. The surface nickel atoms have a distorted tetrahedral
coordination on the bare surface. At the oxide intermediate, the nickel adsorption site rearranges to
form a flattened square pyramidal coordinate and a neighbouring nickel becomes square planar.
The oxygen species interact mainly with the central nickel atom except at the oxide intermediate
where the oxygen bridges between the central nickel and a selenium atom from the layer below.
This bridging position explains the incomplete electron transfer from the selenium atom as seen
from the Bader charges as well as the limited changes in the selenium’s projected density of states.
The potential determining step for the (001) and (101) surfaces is the peroxide formation.
The higher energy associated with this step is caused by the weakening of the short Se-O bond
found in the oxide species. The hydroxide formation is the next most energetically demanding
reaction step on the (001) surface being only 26 kJ/mol lower than the formation of the peroxide.
Both steps involve the first loss of a hydrogen atom on a water molecule. The high energy cost
associated with the peroxide formation is expected. Not only is there the loss of a hydrogen atom,
but the Se-O bond is disrupted. As can be seen in Figure 5-14, the Se-O distance in the oxide species
had reached the same distance observed in an SeO molecule. This interaction is weakened in the
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peroxide form. The hydroxide bonds to a selenium atom as observed by the Se-O distance, as well
as the partial loss of charge experienced by the Se atom like that observed for the peroxide
intermediate. The selenium atom in the hydroxide species is coordinated by five atoms, four nickel
and one oxygen. This unusual configuration accounts not only for the hydroxide and peroxide being
so close in energy, but also explains why the hydroxide formation on the (001) surface is more
energetically demanding than on any other surface examined.
At 154 kJ/mol, the (101) surface has the lowest potential determining step, the peroxide
formation, among all the nickel selenide surfaces investigated here. Forming the peroxide on the
NiSe (101) surface is 15 kJ/mol lower than on NiSe2 (110) and 25 kJ/mol lower than on Ni3Se2
(100). Though the peroxide formation is the potential determining step on the (101) surface, it is
only 10 kJ/mol higher than the oxide formation which in turn is only 20 kJ/mol higher than the
formation of the hydroxide. Increasing efficiency on the (101) surface could be a challenge as
merely decreasing the potential energy for the peroxide formation will have limited effect if the
hydroxide and oxide formations are not also lowered. The electron transfer occurring on the (101)
surface at the hydroxide structure confirms the experimental suggestion that an oxidation peak on
the (101) surface is due to the formation of NiSeOH (see Figure 5-14).129

Figure 5-14 Bader charges of surface Ni and Se atoms interacting with the adsorbed O atom on
NiSe surfaces. The Bader charges show only the Ni on the (001) and (101) surfaces are not oxidized
throughout the OER.
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Our Bader charge analysis shows that the charge is transferred from a Se atom and not due
to the Ni (II) oxidizing to Ni (III).129 The same experimental observation was also made for the
(110) and (111) surfaces. The loss of charge on from the nickel atom on the (110) and (111) surfaces
is not as significant as with the Se atom on the (101) surface. The ratio between the hydroxide
intermediate and the bare surface for the nickel atom’s charge on the (110) and (111) surfaces
supports not only the oxidation occurring at the hydroxide structure, but also the oxidation of Ni
(II) to Ni (III).
The (111) and (010) surfaces have similar interatomic distances and Bader charges although
the energetics and the densities of state projected onto the nickel atom that bonds with the adsorbed
oxygen species show marked differences between the surfaces (refer to Figure 5-12 and Figure
5-13). These differences are likely caused by the configuration of atoms coordinating with the nickel
atom. Though the nickel atom on both the (111) and (010) surfaces adopts a distorted tetrahedral
geometry, two coordinating selenium atoms are found below the (111) surface compared to only
one on the (010) surface. The greater broadening of the (010) surface nickel’s projected density of
states and the higher energies in steps with polarizing oxygen species such as the oxide and peroxide
are caused by the configuration of the selenium coordination with respect to the surface. More Se
atoms coordinating the Ni adsorption site are found at the (010) surface and are displaced by the
oxygen species adsorbed. The potential determining step for the (111) surface can easily be
understood from the conformation of O2 on the surface. While the oxygen atoms are bonded
together, each is also bonded to a different nickel atom. So desorption breaks two bonds with surface
atoms instead of one as observed with other surfaces. This structure is possible not only because of
the rearrangement of the top layers exposing nickel atoms that are within a shorter distance of each
other but also because of the conformation of the product of the previous mechanistic step, the
peroxide intermediate. Though the peroxide is bound to the surface through only one oxygen atom,
it lies approximately parallel to the surface at an angle less than 10o. The adsorption of the oxygen
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molecule to the surface through both atoms may suggest a fluidity between proposed mechanisms,
that is, the OER may start according to a single adsorption site mechanism and finish according to
a double adsorption site mechanism or vice versa if arrangement of the surface allows it.
a)

b)

Figure 5-15 Projected densities of states for the NiSe (100) surface at OER intermediatesa) Ni (100),
b) Se (100). The Ni and Se atoms are those closest to the oxygen species.
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a)

b)

Figure 5-16 Projected densities of states for the NiSe (011) surface at OER intermediates a) Ni
(011), b) Se (011). The Ni and Se atoms are those closest to the oxygen species.
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a)

b)

Figure 5-17 Projected densities of states for the NiSe (101) surface at OER intermediates a) Ni
(101), b) Se (101). The Ni and Se atoms are those closest to the oxygen species.

5.3 Comparing NiSe2, NiSe, Ni3Se2
This section compares each nickel selenide through features that are tangential to the OER,
that is, surface termination, adsorption sites and a possible competing reaction, selenium monoxide
desorption. We show how each of these aspects influence the OER occurring on the nickel selenide
surface or contributes to its restructuring to an active NiOx form.

5.3.1 Surface termination
The surface termination affects the material’s stability as well as its OER catalytic ability.
Terminating with Ni or Se can also offer insight into the mechanisms of surface deselenization.
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Ni3Se2 (100), NiSe (001), (010), and (110) lack a clear layered structure therefore termination with
nickel and selenium were both tested. Like their oxide counterparts,130 selenium terminated surfaces
are more stable and undergo less rearrangement. The termination can also affect which OER step
is the potential determining step as is the case with the NiSe (110) and Ni 3Se2 (100) surfaces. The
energies for other OER steps such as the hydroxide formation on NiSe (010) and the oxide
formation on both NiSe (010) and NiSe (001) (refer to Figure 5-18) are also significantly altered by
the surface termination.

Figure 5-18 Comparing OER energetics for Ni and Se-terminated surfaces. Ni termination gives
produces a lower potential determining step for the (001) and (010) NiSe surface while the (110)
NiSe and (100) Ni3Se2 surfaces have a lower potential determining step when terminated with Se.
For the latter two surfaces, the termination also changes which reaction step, the oxide or peroxide
formation, is the potential determining step.
The NiSe (001) and Ni3Se2 (100) Ni-terminated surfaces completely restructure in the
presence of water to be effectively terminated with Se (see Figure 5-19). For the NiSe (001) surface,
the coordination around the surface Ni changes from trigonal bipyramidal to tetrahedral. The change
in termination is maintained throughout the rest of the OER cycle and reaction energies have
therefore been calculated using this switched termination surface instead. While the Se-terminated
Ni3Se2 (100) surface does not restructure during the OER cycle, this is not the case for the Seterminated NiSe (001) surface. In the presence of a single water molecule, the nickel atoms in the
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second layer from the surface shift along the a lattice vector. Initially, the Ni atoms in the top layer
are octahedrally coordinated with Se atoms and oriented such that one triangular facet is parallel to
the surface. The layer of Ni atoms below are tetrahedrally coordinated. In the presence of an oxygen
species, the second layer of nickel atoms become octahedrally coordinated. The second layer of
nickel atoms maintain this coordination for all other OER intermediate structures. The termination
also affects the energetics of forming SeO on the surface and its desorption from the surface. While
SeO formation was observed on both Ni and Se-terminated NiSe (001) surfaces, desorption is only
energetically favoured for the Se-terminated surface.

Ni-terminated
Pre-H2O
Post-H2O
adsorption
adsorption

Se-terminated
Pre-H2O
Post-H2O
adsorption
adsorption

NiSe (001)

NiSe (010)

NiSe (110)

Ni3Se2 (100)

Figure 5-19 Effect of Ni vs Se termination on select surfaces. All four surfaces undergo some
rearrangement in the presence of water when terminated with Ni. The NiSe (001) surface, however,
is the only surface to restructure in the presence of water even when terminated with selenium.
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The NiSe (010) and (110) Ni-terminated surfaces become disordered in the presence of a
water molecule and the disordering persists throughout the rest of the OER cycle (see Figure 5-19).
Initially, on both surfaces, nickel atoms have an unstable trigonal bipyramid coordination, as well
as some square planar coordination on the (110) surface. The restructuring changes the coordination
around some Ni to tetrahedral and square planar. The remaining surface Ni have no clear
coordination. When these surfaces are terminated with selenium, the surface order and crystallinity
are maintained for the entire OER cycle. In a Se-terminated (010) surface, the surface Ni atoms are
octahedrally coordinated while on the Se-terminated (110) surface, Ni atoms have tetrahedral and
square pyramidal coordinations. SeO desorption is only observed on the (010) Se-terminated
surface where it is energetically competitive with the peroxide formation.

5.3.2 Adsorption sites
For many surfaces we investigated, water will adsorb to a surface nickel atom despite the
surface being terminated with Se either initially or through rearrangement described in the previous
section. The Ni-O distances for certain surfaces are 2.04-2.29 Å, typical of hydrated nickel
complexes131-133 compared to Se-O distances of 3.02-3.55 Å. Water is weakly adsorbed onto NiSe2
(100) surface with a Ni-O distance of 2.95 Å. On other surfaces such as NiSe (001), (010), (011),
and (101), the smallest Ni-O distance is over 3 Å, indicating water is unlikely to be an oxygen
species adsorbed to these surfaces during the OER. The oxygen atom will often occupy a position
bridging a nickel and selenium, not necessarily dictated by periodicity. For example, the preferred
adsorption site on the NiSe2 (100) surface follows the periodicity along the c vector, but the
adsorption site on the NiSe2 (111) surface does not. In all cases, except NiSe (001), adsorption at
the most probable site is exothermic. Both Ni and Se-terminated (001) NiSe surfaces undergo highly
exothermic structural changes when water is present. For a given nickel selenide, larger adsorption
distances correspond to more positive adsorptions energies and smaller differences in the projected
densities of states compared to the reference bare surface. This suggests that water is adsorbed onto
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the surface through weak van der Waals interactions, or physisorbed, rather than through
electrostatic interactions or covalent bonding, that is to say, through chemisorption.

5.3.3 Selenium monoxide desorption
Many nickel selenide surfaces discussed in the previous sections exhibit a single Se-O bond
forming with interatomic distances of 1.70-1.81 Å. This opens the possibility that deselenization of
nickel selenide surfaces occurs on some Miller index surfaces through SeO desorption. The
calculated bond length for a SeO molecule is 1.673 Å, comparable to the experimental value of
1.639 Å.134 The calculated SeO desorption may be in competition with the formation of the peroxide
which is the potential determining step of the OER cycle on many of the surfaces examined.
Intuitively, SeO desorption is entropically favoured over forming the peroxide; more disorder is
created by releasing a gas molecule causing a surface defect than tethering an aqueous species to
the surface. The formation of SeO at the surface is related to the material’s stoichiometry and the
surface configuration. Nickel in NiSe2 has the highest oxidation state among the three nickel
selenides studied. All NiSe2 surfaces show the oxide shifting from its initial Ni adsorption site to
bond to a Se, preventing the Ni from being further oxidized. NiSe has an intermediate stoichiometry
and the oxide bonds to a selenium atom or one or more nickel atoms depending on the surface. The
(110) Ni3Se2 has the largest number of Se atoms at the surface out of three Ni3Se2 surfaces studied.
The energy differences between SeO desorption and the peroxide formation, across all
surfaces and stoichiometries, can be understood by comparing the coordination of nickel atoms
bonded to the desorbing selenium in the oxide form and after SeO desorption. As shown in Figure
5-20, SeO desorption is energetically close to or favoured over the peroxide formation on all NiSe2
surfaces investigated. The SeO formation is observed at the oxide intermediate on only four NiSe
surfaces. The (010) and (101) NiSe surfaces show the SeO desorption is energetically competitive
with the peroxide formation being within less than 10 kJ/mol of other. Selenium monoxide
desorption is not energetically favoured on the (001) and (011) NiSe surfaces. Though an Se-O
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bond forms on the (110) Ni3Se2 surface, forming the peroxide is energetically favoured over SeO
desorption. For the NiSe2 (100), (110), and NiSe (101) surfaces where both processes are within 10
kJ/mol of each other, the deselenization changes the nickel atoms’ original square pyramidal
configuration into a distorted tetrahedral coordination. The NiSe2 (111) surface favours
deselenization by approximately 42 kJ/mol. Prior to SeO desorption the two nickel atoms involved
have an octahedral and square pyramidal coordination. After desorption, the coordination changes
to square pyramidal and tetragonal, respectively. The remaining surfaces, NiSe (011), (001), and
Ni3Se2 do not favour SeO desorption because the nickel atoms involved are tetragonal or, for one
Ni on the (011) NiSe surface, square planar. Deselenization destabilizes the nickel atoms because
of the resultant coordination around the nickel atom: only three coordinating selenium atoms.

Figure 5-20 Comparing energies of peroxide formation and selenium monoxide desorption.
Selenium desorption is energetically comparable or favoured over forming the peroxide on most
surfaces where a short Se-O distance was observed at the oxide structure.
Experiments have demonstrated nickel selenides deselenize to form an active oxide
layer.135, 136 The energetics shown in Figure 5-20 suggest that deselenization is an entropically
driven process. The electron transfer from a selenium to an oxygen on the surfaces listed in Figure
5-20 may indicate that these surfaces form an active layer through SeO desorption more easily than
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other surfaces. Alternatively, it suggests forming the active oxide layer on other nickel selenide
surfaces is more complicated, necessitating the presence of multiple oxygen species.

5.4 Conclusion
The energetics of the OER on low Miller index surfaces of NiSe2, Ni3Se2, and NiSe have
been investigated. The potential determining step for most surfaces is the formation of the peroxide
intermediate in agreement with studies done on nickel oxides and oxyhydroxides.36, 37, 137 Despite
this similarity, there are still some clear differences between the nickel selenides with respect to the
OER energetics. While the formation of the peroxide is significantly higher than other OER step
for both NiSe2 and Ni3Se2 systems, the OER energetics are less sensitive to the Miller index surface
for Ni3Se2. In comparison, several NiSe surfaces have other OER steps that are energetically close
to the potential determining step. In general, the oxide intermediate, which corresponds the reactant
state in the formation of the peroxide, has the largest effect on each system’s electronics as shown
through the Bader charges and the densities of states. The orientation of the oxygen species relative
to the surface and the coordination around the adsorption site also create energetic differences
between surfaces and materials.
Investigating surfaces terminated with Ni or Se has shown that Se-terminated surfaces
maintain crystallinity or undergo less surface rearrangement than Ni-terminated surfaces. Some Niterminated surfaces became amorphous, while others restructured to be terminated with Se again.
This can offer insight into surface restructuring as selenium is removed as well as possible
mechanisms for the loss of Se from more than one layer below the surface. Comparing the energies
of SeO desorption with the formation of the peroxide showed deselenization through loss of SeO is
energetically competitive with the potential determining step or at least an entropically driven
process.
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Effects of Co-Doping on Ni3Se2 and NiSe2 and the Oxygen Evolution
Reaction on Co-Doped NiSe2
Substituting a certain percentage of metal atoms with a dopant offers a conceptually simple
method for tuning the electronic properties of a substance. Doping nickel oxides with electron
deficient metals such as iron and cobalt improves the OER activity of these materials.38, 138-141
Experiments on finite structures such as nanoparticles and nanosheets suggest bimetallic and
trimetallic selenides offer improved catalytic activity towards OER over pure nickel selenides. 138141

Despite these promising experimental findings, few studies show what dopant level is more

stable or more catalytically active. Furthermore, among these studies, none investigate the
importance of symmetry and coordination around the dopant atoms, especially those at the surface.
Here, we build on the results from the previous chapter to explore the stability of dopant
configurations and the effect of Co-doping on the OER.
This chapter has five sections. Computational details are given in Section 6.1. Section 6.2
examines different dopant configurations on the NiSe2 and Ni3Se2 surfaces. Co-dopant levels of
25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% are investigated on the (100), (110), and (111) surface for both NiSe2
and Ni3Se2. The presence of a dopant breaks the symmetry of the surface. Many configurations are
possible for a given dopant level. Section 6.3 discusses the effect doping has on the energies and
electronic properties of intermediate structures for the OER on Co-doped NiSe2 surfaces. Owing to
the distinct surface structure of each of the three NiSe2 surfaces examined, this section is divided
into three subsections according to their Miller index. A single-site binding mechanism was used
in each case to compare with previous results on the pure surfaces. Section 6.4 examines how Codoping affects the deselenization observed in nickel selenides. As deselenization is known to occur
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under OER conditions,135, 136 the energetics of Se loss as SeO are compared to a possible competing
OER reaction step, the peroxide formation. Conclusions are in Section 6.5.

6.1 Computational details
All calculations were performed within the Quantum-Espresso software version 6.2.1.110,
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All structures were calculated using spin-polarized density functional theory. The GGA-PBE52

functional was used in combination with a plane wave basis set and Kresse-Joubert PAW
pseudopotentials.122 The kinetic energy cut-offs for the wave functions and the charge density were
set to 45.0 Ry and 360.0 Ry respectively. A dispersion correction55 with a cut-off radius of 15.0 Å
was used. Energies and forces were converged to a threshold of 10-6 Ry and 10-3 Ry/bohr,
respectively. The Brillouin zone was integrated using a Gaussian smearing approach with a width
of 0.01Ry. The dimensions for the supercell slabs and their corresponding Monkhorst-Pack k-point
grid66 are given in Table 6-1. Experimental bulk crystal structures123, 125 were optimized then used
to create slabs. Lattice parameters in all slab calculations were fixed to their bulk optimized values
to mimic bulk conditions. All slabs, excepting the (100) Ni3Se2 surface, have a thickness of five
layers where the bottom three layers are fixed to mimic bulk conditions. Due to the larger thickness
of a single (100) Ni3Se2 layer defined by stoichiometry, this surface has only three layers where the
bottom two are fixed to the bulk optimized structure during the calculations. Each surface includes
approximately 15 Å of vacuum space and a dipole correction to prevent any interaction between
their periodic images.
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Table 6-1 Supercell and k-point grid dimensions
Compound Surface

NiSe2

Ni3Se2

Supercell
dimensions

k-point grid

(100)

2×2

2×2×1

(110)

1×2

3×2×1

(111)

1×2

3×2×1

(100)

2×2

3×3×1

(110)

2×2

2×3×1

(111)

2×2

2×2×1

The doping energy is calculated using the pure surface as a reference in the following
equation:
Edoping = E n doped + n(ENi ) − Epure − n(ECo )
m

(6.1)

where n is the number of surface nickel atoms substituted by cobalt and m is the total number of
substitutable surface nickel atoms. A Boltzmann factor (see Equation (6.2) was used to reduce the
number of Co-dopant configurations on NiSe2 surfaces used in OER calculations. In this instance,
the probability of a given configuration is compared to the probability of the lowest energy
configuration through the following:
Emin −Ei
Pi
= e− RT
Pmin

(6.2)

where Pi and Ei refer to the probability and energy of ith configuration while Pmin refers to the
probability of the lowest energy configuration and Emin refers to the lowest energy configuration.
The temperature was set at 298.15K. Within a given dopant level, only configurations giving ratios
of 0.9 or higher were kept for OER calculations because these configurations are the most likely to
be formed.
A single-site associative mechanism for the OER was used and the energies of each
mechanistic step calculated as follows:
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H2O + M → H2O-M

E(H2 O-M) − E(H2 O) − E(M)

(6.3)

H2O-M → HO-M + H+ + e-

1
E(HO-M) + E(H2 ) − E(H2 O-M)
2

(6.4)

HO-M → O-M + H+ + e-

1
E(O-M) + E(H2 ) − E(HO-M)
2

(6.5)

H2O + O-M → HOO-M + H+ + e-

1
E(HOO-M) + E(H2 ) − E(O-M) − E(H2 O)
2

(6.6)

HOO-M → O2-M + H+ + e-

1
E(O2 -M) + E(H2 ) − E(HOO-M)
2

(6.7)

O2-M → M + O2

E(O2 ) + E(M) − E(O2 -M)

(6.8)

where M refers to the material in question. Only Ni atoms in the top layer were substituted
for cobalt (see Figure 6-1). Given the different layering structure for the (100) Ni3Se2 surface eight
Ni atoms out of the twelve found in the topmost layer were considered for substitution. Cobalt
atoms substituted 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the selected Ni atoms.
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 6-1 Substitutable surface nickel atoms on the a) (100), b) (110), and c) (111) NiSe2 surfaces,
the d) (100), e) (110), and f) (111) Ni3Se2 surfaces. Nickel atoms are shown in blue and selenium
in yellow. Substitutable nickel atoms are shown in cyan and numbered for easier reference to the
combinations.
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6.2 Surface symmetry considerations for different dopant levels
While it is common to use multiples of unit slab cells to refine dopant levels, there is little
research into the effects of dopant surface symmetry. In a bulk unit cell, symmetry affects its
magnetic and electronic properties. Therefore, it is reasonable that symmetry should influence
reactions at the surface.26 Of course, with an infinitely large surface, the possible configurations are
also infinite, the research presented here is restriced to investigating the influence of symmetry on
NiSe2 and Ni3Se2 surfaces with areas between 70-145 Å2. As shown in Figure 6-1, the (100) and
(111) NiSe2 surfaces as well as the (100) and (110) Ni3Se2 surfaces have eight substitutable nickel
atoms. A simplistic approach would be to evaluate all combinations of the eight atoms that give the
desired dopant level: for example, a total of 70 possible combinations for 50% surface doping.
Periodicity and surface symmetry significantly reduce the number of calculations required. The
(100) and (110) Ni3Se2 surfaces have no symmetry beyond being a 2x2 unit slab, however the (100)
NiSe2 nickel atoms are all equivalent through a glide plane, and the number of symmetrically nonequivalent combinations is halved. The (111) NiSe2 surface, however, has a threefold rotational
symmetry which also reduces the number of combinations, but not as much as seen with the (100)
surface. The (111) Ni3Se2 also has a threefold rotational surface symmetry (see Figure 6-1). There
are twelve atoms in total which greatly increases the total number of combinations therefore making
it difficult to eliminate symmetry equivalent configurations. The substitutable nickel atoms are
divided into four groups of three nickel atoms. Each group of three atoms is treated as one atom
which produces combinations similar to the (110) NiSe2 surface. The Ni3Se2 (111) surface has
greater symmetry than the NiSe2 (110) surface. Fewer combinations of the triatomic groups are
symmetrically unique.
On the (100) NiSe2 surface, most surface configurations for a given percent dopant are
energetically close (see Figure 6-2), within 3 kJ/mol, which is somewhat expected given that all
sites are symmetrically equivalent. The cobalt atoms on the surface have the same square pyramidal
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coordination as the nickel atoms on the pure surface. There is one notable difference in energy, seen
at 50% cobalt doping; the [1, 3, 5, 7] configuration is approximately 20 kJ/mol less stable than other
surface configurations. By referring to Figure 6-1, one can see this configuration corresponds to
placing all four cobalt atoms on one side of the unit cell and the remaining surface nickel atoms on
the other side. In nickel selenides, cobalt is a p-dopant, creating an electron hole in the material, in
this case at the surface. Some alternation between nickel and the cobalt, more apparent in the 50%
doping level, helps stabilize the electron hole. Interestingly, from the energies of the 50% doping
level, it appears that maximizing the alternation between surface Ni and Co is unnecessary;
otherwise, the [3, 4, 7, 8] configuration would be the most stable. Instead, Figure 6-3 shows this
configuration to be within fractions of a kJ/mol of other configurations with intermediate alternation
between the cobalt atoms.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 6-2 Stabilization energies of dopant configurations on NiSe2 (100) surfaces for a) 25%
substitution, b) 50% substitution, c) and 75% substitution. The legends indicate the atoms that have
been substituted for cobalt according to the numbering shown in Figure 6-1. The legend for 75%
doping indicates which atoms are still nickel. The most and least stable configurations are given as
insets where cobalt atoms are given in green, nickel in blue, and selenium in yellow.
The surface configuration energies for the (111) NiSe2 surface at all dopant levels can be
split into three groups (see Figure 6-3). Referring to Figure 6-1, one can see these groups depend
on the number of nickel atoms at the centre of the hexagonal motif (atoms 6 and 8) that have been
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replaced with cobalt. Substituting both positions is more stable than one which is more stable than
no position. These two positions are coordinated with six selenium atoms, whereas the other
positions have only five coordinating selenium atoms. More selenium atoms can better stabilize the
electron deficient cobalt atoms.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 6-3 Stabilization energies of dopant configurations on NiSe2 (111) surfaces for a) 25%
substitution, b) 50% substitution, c) and 75% substitution. The legends indicate the atoms that have
been substituted for cobalt according to the numbering shown in Figure 6-1. The legend for 75%
doping indicates which atoms are still nickel.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 6-4 Stabilization energies for dopant configurations on Ni3Se2 (100) surfaces: a) 25%
substitution, b) 50% substitution, and c) 75% substitution. The legends indicate the atoms that have
been substituted for cobalt according to the numbering shown in Figure 6-1. The legend for 75%
doping indicates which atoms are still nickel. The most and least stable configurations are given as
insets.
Like the NiSe2 (111) surface, the energies at 25% and 75% doping on the (100) Ni 3Se2
surface can be split into three groups (see Figure 6-4). These groupings are also due to the presence
of two types of non-symmetrically equivalent positions: one position has four coordinating
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selenium atoms whereas the other has only three. Combinations that maximize the number of
selenium atoms coordinating the cobalt atoms and the distance between cobalt atoms are more
stable. There are more distinct groups of combinations at 50% doping on the (100) Ni3Se2 surface
than on the (111) NiSe2 surface (see Figure 6-5). The five groups seen on the (100) Ni3Se2 surface
are due to the equal number of each of the two types of symmetry non-equivalent positions.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 6-5 Stabilization energies for dopant configurations on Ni3Se2 (111) surfaces: a) 25%
substitution, b) 50% substitution, and c) 75% substitution. The legends indicate the atoms that have
been substituted for cobalt according to the numbering shown in Figure 6-1. The legend for 75%
doping indicates which atoms are still nickel.
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Taking the lowest surface configurations across dopant levels and Miller indices, as shown
in Figure 6-6 gives insight into which percent doping is most stable. For each NiSe2 surface studied,
a 100% surface doping is the most stable configuration. In a nanoparticle context, this suggests that
a core-shell structure would be more stable. This is not true for Ni3Se2, where there appears to be
an optimal dopant level after which increasing the percent cobalt becomes less energetically
favoured. For both NiSe2 and Ni3Se2, there appears to be a critical percent of doping above which
the energy relationship is linear, and the slope depends on the surface and on the stoichiometry.
Whether the slope is positive or negative can be attributed, in large part, to the stoichiometry. As
previously explained, the electron hole created by cobalt’s presence is stabilized with a greater
number of coordinating selenium atoms. NiSe2 has a higher Se content available to stabilize the pdopant than Ni3Se2 and can therefore stabilize higher Co concentrations. The Miller index and
surface termination determine the magnitude of the slope as these parameters control the selenium
concentration at the surface within stoichiometric limits.
a)

b)

Figure 6-6 Stabilization energies as a function of dopant levels across surfaces for a) NiSe2 and b)
Ni3Se2. The energies are calculated according to Equation (6.1). The most stable surface dopant
level for all NiSe2 surfaces is 100%. For Ni3Se2, the most stable dopant level is 50% for the (110)
surface whereas it is 25% for both the (100) and (111) surfaces.

6.3 Oxygen evolution with 0-100% surface cobalt
The following subsections discuss the effects of Co-doping on the OER occurring on each
Miller index surface of NiSe2 separately. Through structural and electronic features, we show how
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the dopant level affects the potential determining step as well as other OER reaction step energies.
Nickel and cobalt adsorption sites are also compared. We also show that the most catalytically
active level of Co-doping does not necessarily coincide with the most stable Co-doping level
determined in the previous section.

6.3.1 (100) NiSe2

Figure 6-7 Energies of OER steps on NiSe2 (100) at various dopant levels.
The formation of the peroxide is the potential determining step on the pure and 100% Codoped NiSe2 (100) surfaces (see Figure 6-7). The gradual decrease in reaction energy until 100%
surface coverage for this mechanistic step can be attributed, in part, to the dopant level and the
adsorption site. The 50% Co-doped surface is the only surface where a Ni adsorption site gives an
OER cycle with a lower potential determining step than a Co site on the same surface, by
approximately 20 kJ/mol. The configuration of the oxide marks another significant difference
between surfaces with a Co site, the 25%, 75% and 100% Co-doped surfaces and those with a Ni
site, the 0% and 50% Co doped surfaces (see Figure 6-8).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure 6-8 The oxide form for 0-100% Co-doped (100) NiSe2 a) pure surface, b) 25%, c) 50%, d)
75%, e) 100% Co-doped surfaces. Left figures view down the c axis, right figures view along the b
axis. The octahedral coordination around the metal atom is more distorted around a Ni site due to
the Se-O bond formed. For easier viewing, some atoms have been translated along either the a or b
lattice vectors or both.
As shown in Figure 6-10 at a Co site, the oxide bonds only to the Co atom, not a surface Se
atom as seen with the 0% or 50% Co-doped surface, at a Ni site. The energy required to break the
oxide’s Se-O bond and reform a metal-oxygen bond for the peroxide form seen on the pure (100)
surface is not necessary for the 25%, 75%, and 100% Co-doped surfaces where the binding site is
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a Co atom. The peroxide on the 50% Co-doped (100) surface is bonded to a Ni atom instead of a
Co atom. The Ni binding site on the 50% Co-doped surface explains why the Bader charges and
distances between the oxygen species and the surface are similar to the 0% Co-doped surface. There
are subtle differences: the direction of the O-O bond, relative to the Se coordinating with the Ni,
and the density of states projected onto the Ni of the 50% doped surface is slightly higher and more
localized than on the pure surface. These differences are small, and the 60 kJ/mol stabilization of
the peroxide formation on the 50% Co-doped surface can be attributed to the presence of Co. The
electron hole created by the Co is more stable with a peroxide adsorbed to the surface because the
peroxide is not as electron withdrawing as the oxide. This reasoning can also be used to explain
why the oxide formation on a surface with any level of Co-doping is higher than the 0% Co-doped
surface. Another correlation with the dopant site is the angle the peroxide’s O-O bond makes with
the surface. For Ni sites on the 0% and 50% Co-doping the angle is approximately 51o and 48o,
respectively. The angles at 25%, 75%, and 100% Co-doping are approximately 26o, 23o, and 33o.
a)

b)

Figure 6-9 Interatomic distances for intermediates on NiSe2 (100) at various dopant levels a) Co
adsorption site, b) Ni adsorption site.
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a)

b)

Figure 6-10 Bader charges on NiSe2 (100) for various dopant levels at OER intermediates a) Co
adsorption site b) Ni adsorption site.
The 70 kJ/mol difference between the 100% Co-doped surface and other (100) surfaces for
the desorption of the oxygen molecule cannot be explained by local parameters such as interatomic
distances and Bader charges (see Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10). The diatomic oxygen’s distance to
the surface and the Bader charges for surface atoms closest to the oxygen are similar across dopant
levels. The density of states projected onto a cobalt atom on the bare 100% Co-doped surface shows
less splitting than the 25% Co-doped surface although the difference with the 75% Co-doped
surface is negligible (see Figure 6-11).
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a)

b)

Figure 6-11 Projected density of states for adsorbed O2 intermediate a) projected onto the Ni and
Co adsorption sites, b) projected onto the adsorbed oxygen atom. The density of states projected
onto the Co are shifted to higher energies compared to Ni. The spin up density on the adsorbed
oxygen atom is also shifted to higher energies at a Co site. The dopant level has an insignificant
effect of the projected density of states of the metal and oxygen atoms for the O2 intermediate.
It is possible that the higher energy for the O2 desorption is caused by the well-defined layer
structure of the (100) surface as well as the 100% surface coverage. As the Co substitution in the
top layer increases, this layer becomes slightly thinner and flatter as the axial Co-Se bonds in the
square pyramidal configuration are shorter at 2.32 Å than their Ni-Se counterparts at 2.40 Å. While
both are shorter than bulk experimental values, 2.44 Å for Co-Se and 2.48 Å for Ni-Se in pure
CoSe2 and NiSe2, respectively, there is a greater difference between the calculated and experimental
Co-Se bond lengths.123, 142 For each of the 3 configurations kept for 50% Co-doping on the (100)
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NiSe2 surface, O2 desorption from a Co-site is approximately 35 kJ/mol higher than its Ni
counterpart. The apparent correlation between the Co-dopant levels and their increase in O2
desorption energy is related to the magnetism of the adsorbed molecular oxygen intermediate. For
the diatomic oxygen intermediate on the pure, 25%, and 75% Co-doped surfaces, the ratio of the
absolute and total magnetization of the cell is approximately 1.3, indicating these surfaces are
ferromagnetic. The 50% and 100% Co-doped surfaces become more antiferromagnetic as this ratio
increases to at least 1.6. The densities of states for spin up and spin down electrons are
approximately equal for each bare Co-doped surface indicating they are diamagnetic. The higher
energy is likely associated to the electronic restructuring caused both by the binding site and the
dopant level on the surface.
The surface configuration also explains why the formation of the peroxide at a Ni-site on
the 75% Co-doped surface is less energetically favoured than on the pure surface (see Figure 6-10).
Regardless of the dopant levels, when the binding site is a Ni atom, local properties such as the
distance between the oxygen and the surface and Bader charges throughout the OER cycle are
similar to those of the pure surface. At the oxide intermediate, a bond forms between the oxide and
a surface Se coordinating the Ni site. The Se in question coordinates with another surface Ni atom
until 75% doping when it coordinates with a Co atom. Not only is an Se-O bond formed on the 75%
Co-doped surface, but the SeO can stabilize the electron hole to which it also coordinates. The
environment around the Se atom created by the dopant configuration explains why the oxide
formation at 75% Co-doping is energetically more favourable and the peroxide formation is less
favourable than on other doped surfaces.
Doping the (100) surface does lower the potential determining step, but whether it is the
formation of the oxide or the peroxide depends on the binding site, Ni or Co. The most significant
difference between Ni and Co as binding sites on the (100) surface is seen at the oxide intermediate.
All Ni sites will recover some electron density lost in the previous hydroxide form as shown by the
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Bader charges (see Figure 6-10). A Se coordinating with the Ni-site loses an electron and forms a
bond with the adsorbed oxygen as indicated by the Se-O distance and the Bader charge on the Se
for the oxide intermediate. The Bader charge on the Co reaches a maximum at the oxide
intermediate, nearly four times larger than the charge of a Se atom. The maximum in the charge on
the cobalt atom corresponds to the minimum in the distance between the cobalt and the adsorbed
oxygen species.

6.3.2 (110) NiSe2

Figure 6-12 Energies for OER steps on NiSe2 (110) at various dopant levels.
The energies for each OER mechanistic step on the (110) surface do not vary with the
dopant level until the formation of molecular oxygen (see Figure 6-12). For each Co-doped surface,
a Co site gives the lowest potential determining step. Unlike the (100) and (111) surfaces, the OER
energetics on the (110) surface appear to depend mostly on the binding site. This is easily
understood through the surface’s structure, particularly through the density of metal atoms within
the layer that forms the surface. The (110) surface has a lower surface metal atom density than the
(100) surface; 1 atom per 25 Å2 vs 1 atom per 18 Å2. The surface has also optimized such that there
is little connection between the metal atoms along the b vector (see Figure 6-13). Both factors limit
the increased doping’s effect on the OER energies.
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a)

b)

Figure 6-13 100% Co-doped (110) NiSe2 a) view along the c axis above, b) along the a axis below.
Connection between surface metal atoms involves atoms in the next layer down.

Figure 6-14 Interatomic distances of (110) Ni and Se atoms interacting with the O atom of the
adsorbed oxygen species.
Small variations in the configuration of the oxygen species account for the differences in
energy between dopant levels for the formation and the desorption of molecular oxygen. As with
the (100) surface, doping with cobalt changes the potential determining step from the peroxide
formation to the formation of the oxide species. The 50 kJ/mol increase in energy compared to the
pure surface is caused by the Co binding site. Whereas the formation of the oxide species on the
pure surface shifts the oxygen atom to bond with a surface Se (see Figure 6-14), thereby preventing
further loss of charge for the Ni, at a Co binding site. The oxide does not bond to a Se and the Co
achieves a maximum positive charge (see Figure 6-15). The charge on the Co in the oxide form is
nearly twice that found on the bare surface, suggesting it adopts a [Ar]3d5 configuration.
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Figure 6-15 Bader charges on NiSe2 (110) at various dopant levels at OER intermediates.
This is supported by the density of states projected onto the cobalt’s d orbitals which show
a significant reduction and asymmetry at the oxide intermediate (see Figure 6-16). The density of
states corresponding to spin up electrons is shifted to lower energies while the density of states
corresponding to spin down have shifted to higher energies.
a)

b)

Figure 6-16 Density of states projected metal atoms for OER intermediate structures a) Ni atom on
0% Co-doped (110) NiSe2, b) Co atom on 50% Co-doped (110) NiSe2.
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The 50% Co-doped surface differs from other Co-doped surfaces in the energies for the
formation and desorption of molecular oxygen. This difference is due to the oxygen species on the
50% Co-doped surface interacting with a different Se atom than on other Co-doped surfaces. For
other Co-doped surfaces, the density of states projected onto the Se atom shifts to higher energies
relative to the bare surface, with the oxide species experiencing the largest shift (see Figure 6-17).
a)

b)

Figure 6-17 Densities of state projected onto (110) Se atoms for OER intermediates at a Co site a)
25% Co-doped surface, b) 50% Co-doped surface.
The distribution of the states is kept throughout the OER cycle. The density of the states
projected onto the Se atom closest to the oxygen species on the 50% Co-doped surface behaves
differently for several OER intermediates. The adsorbed water intermediate shows little change
with respect to that of the bare surface. The hydroxide intermediate decreases at lower energies
around -3 eV in favour of energies near the Fermi level. Unlike the other (110) Co-doped surfaces,
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the oxide intermediate for the 50% Co-doped surface causes significant asymmetric change in the
Se atom’s density of states. The density associated with spin up electrons is further increased near
the Fermi level. Some density of states corresponding to spin down electrons in the oxide
intermediate is recovered from the reduction seen around -3 eV for the hydroxide intermediate. The
peroxide and molecular oxygen intermediates give projected densities of states that are shifted to
higher energies compared to bare surface. The different Se atom explains the different energies for
the last two OER steps. The different electronic behaviour of the Se at other OER steps, however,
contributes to energies of the 50% Co-doped surface being within a few kJ/mol of other Co-doped
surfaces.

6.3.3 (111) NiSe2

Figure 6-18 Energies of OER steps on NiSe2 (111) at various dopant levels.
The (111) surface differs from both the (100) and (110) in that the potential determining
step remains the formation of the peroxide intermediate even with a cobalt adsorption site (see
Figure 6-18). Another difference is that a Se-O bond forms even when the metal centre is Co (see
Figure 6-19). Though the initial metal site is a Co atom, the oxygen species can shift to bind to a Ni
atom at a later stage in the OER cycle. The shift to a different metal centre is due to the metal atom
coordination at the surface. The (111) surface has two metal atoms that are octahedrally coordinated
while the other six have square pyramid coordinations with the base tilted towards the surface. The
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most stable initial binding site is the octahedrally coordinated Co atom. A Se-O bond forms at the
hydroxide intermediate with one of the octahedrally coordinating Se atoms. Though the selenium
atom to which the hydroxide bonds is shared between two metal centres, a more stable
configuration, or a less distorted coordination geometry, is achieved when the oxide species shifts
to bond with another metal atom that is also adjacent to the initial octahedral Co. The adjacent metal
atom is Ni for 25% and 50% Co-doping and Co for 75% and 100% Co-doping. This shift to another
metal centre explains the low energies associated with the formation of the oxide. Unlike the (100)
and (110) surfaces and except the 100% Co-doped (111) surface, the oxide formation on the Codoped (111) surface is within a few kJ/mol of the pure (111) surface. Part of the energy required to
break the O-H bond is compensated by the Ni-O or Co-O bond that forms at the surface. Only on
the 75% Co-doped surface does the oxide species complete an octahedral coordination around the
metal atom, in this case, a Co atom. For all other Co-doped surfaces, the oxide creates a trigonal
bipyramidal coordination around Ni for the 25% and 50% Co-doped surfaces and around Co for the
100% Co-doped surface. In these cases, oxide indirectly disrupts a Ni-Se or Co-Se bond that is
recovered in the peroxide formation. The oxide form on the 50% Co-doped surface is most distorted,
not merely around the Ni bonded to the oxygen species, but neighbouring square pyramidal Ni and
Co are distorted as well. The higher energy is attributed to the greater rearrangement that removes
the distortion as the peroxide forms on the surface.

Figure 6-19 Interatomic distances for intermediates on NiSe2 (111) at various dopant levels.
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The bonding site and the dopant level is also reflected in the projected density of states. For
the 25% and 50% Co-doping levels, a Ni atom becomes the adsorption site for the oxide species
and the remaining OER mechanism steps. For both Co-doped surfaces, the density of states
projected onto the nickel atom for the adsorbed water and hydroxide form are nearly identical to
that of the corresponding bare surface (see Figure 6-20). The nickel atom that becomes the
adsorption site later in the OER mechanism for the doped surfaces has the same immediate
coordination as the one on the pure surface. The projected density of states for the pure surface,
however, only exhibits a decrease in the projected density of states for the oxide suggesting a partial
loss of charge or an electron transfer occuring at that structure. The 25% and 50% Co-doped
surfaces also show the distribution of the projected densities of state broadening and shifting to
higher energies. The projected density of states for the peroxide intermediate decreases and splits
to higher energies compared to the bare surface for both the 25% and 50% Co-doped surfaces. The
distribution and energy for the projected density of states for the peroxide intermediate on the pure
surface are like those of the bare surface. The adsorbed oxygen molecule creates some asymmetry
in the density of states projected onto the Ni atom on the 25% and 50% Co-doped surfaces. While
some of these differences can be attributed to the distances with the oxygen species, they indicate
the dopant’s influence on the OER even though the reaction does not occur at a Co-site. For the
peroxide intermediate on the 25% and 50% Co-doped surfaces, the oxygen species is 0.4 Å closer
to the Ni than on the 0% Co-doped surface. This difference drops to 0.1 Å for the oxide and adsorbed
molecular oxygen intermediates.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 6-20 Densities of states projected onto metal atoms for OER intermediates on the (111)
NiSe2 surface a) Ni on 0% Co-doped surface, b) Ni on 50% Co-doped surface, c) Co on 100% Codoped surface. The presence of cobalt on the surface introduces some asymmetry in the density of
states projected on Ni binding sites.
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An octahedrally coordinated cobalt is still the initial adsorption site for the OER cycle with
the lowest potential determining step on the 75% and 100% Co-doped surface. As seen on surfaces
with lower levels of Co-doping, the oxygen species shifts to a square pyramidally coordinated metal
centre. For 75% and 100% Co doped surfaces the oxygen shifts to a cobalt atom. The Bader charges
and the projected density of states show negligible change with respect to the corresponding bare
surface until the formation of the oxide intermediate. There is a reduction in the density of states
projected onto the cobalt atom for the oxide and peroxide intermediates like that observed with the
nickel atom at 25% and 50% Co-doping levels (see Figure 6-20). This coincides with a decrease in
the atom’s Bader charge suggesting a partial electron transfer to the oxygen species for those
intermediates. For the adsorbed molecular oxygen intermediate, the cobalt’s projected density of
states is more asymmetric than the nickel’s projected density of states. Rather than a shift in the
density of states associated to spin up electrons to lower energies, the spin up density of states
projected onto the cobalt atom is lower for the molecular oxygen intermediate than the bare surface
(see Figure 6-16). Another noticeable difference for the 75% and 100% Co-doped surfaces
compared to the 25% and 50% Co-doped surfaces concerns the electronic behaviour of the Se atom.
In general, as seen in Figure 6-21, as the dopant level increases, less charge is lost to the
oxygen species at the oxide and peroxide intermediates. The effect of a cobalt adsorption site for
the 75% and 100% Co-doped levels is especially marked for the peroxide intermediate where the
Bader charge nearly returns to its bare surface value. This is also seen in the Se atom’s projected
density of states. The difference between the projected density of states for the peroxide and the
bare surface are negligible for 75% and 100% Co-doped surfaces unlike the 25% and 50% doped
surfaces.
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Figure 6-21 Ni, Co, and Se Bader charges at OER intermediates on NiSe2 (111) for various dopant
levels.

6.4 Selenium monoxide desorption on doped NiSe2 surfaces
Experiments have shown nickel selenides lose selenium atoms as various selenium oxides
under OER conditions.38, 39, 119 So, it is interesting to compare the energy of two possibly competing
reactions with the oxide intermediate as a reactant, that is, the SeO desorption and the formation of
the peroxide intermediate. The energetics of selenium monoxide desorption were calculated for
surfaces that showed the formation of a Se-O bond at the oxide intermediate both through the
interatomic distances and an electron transfer experienced at the oxide intermediate (see Figure
6-10 and Figure 6-21). Although the formation of SeO was observed on the pure (110) surface, it
was not seen on any of the Co-doped (110) surfaces. This is due both to the presence of cobalt and
the coordination around the dopant atom. On the (110) surface, the metal to which the oxygen
species adsorbs is tetrahedrally coordinated with Se. The inclusion of the oxygen species in the
metal atom’s coordination makes the coordination a distorted square pyramid or trigonal
bipyramidal. The SeO desorption on the pure (110) NiSe2 surface causes some rearrangement where
neighbouring square pyramidal Ni atoms also become tetrahedrally coordinated. As previously
shown, cobalt preferentially occupies positions that maximize the number of coordinating anions.
The formation and desorption of SeO near a Co-site for all Co doped (110) surfaces decreases the
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number of coordinating Se potentially creating an unstable coordination around the electron hole
caused by the Co atom.
While SeO desorption is energetically favoured or at least competitive with the formation
of the peroxide intermediate on the pure (100) and (111) surfaces, the same cannot be said, in
general, for the Co-doped counterparts. For the (100) surface, SeO formation is only observed when
the oxygen species is at a Ni site. Different surface configurations have also been tested as well and
SeO still only forms at a Ni site. No SeO formation was observed for the 100% Co-doped surface.
In the oxide form, the Co-O bond is approximately 0.3 Å shorter than the Ni-O bond, suggesting
that it stabilizes the undercoordinated electron hole at the surface. Intriguingly, the energy of the
peroxide formation on 25% and 50% Co-doped surfaces decreases compared to the pure surface
while the corresponding SeO desorption energies are largely the same, within 5 kJ/mol of each
other. Increasing the Co content to 75% increases the energies of both reactions; however, the
energy increase for the SeO desorption is greater. We can understand the significant increase in
energy for the 75% doped surface compared to lower dopant levels when we consider the Se atom
that desorbs as SeO. For lower Co-dopant levels, the Se is part of the square pyramidal coordination
for two Ni atoms that distort to adopt a more tetrahedral coordination when the Se leaves the surface
as SeO. The Se atoms desorbing as SeO on the Co-doped (100) surface would all be symmetrically
equivalent on the pure surface. At 75% Co-doping, the Se is also shared with a Co which does not
undergo a tetrahedral distortion when the Se leaves. The larger energy for SeO desorption is
therefore caused by lowering the coordination around the Co thereby destabilizing the electron hole.
Figure 6-22 not only shows the effect of increasing the surface Co concentration, but also the surface
configuration on the energies of the peroxide formation and the SeO desorption. The higher
desorption energies on the 75% Co-doped (100) surface suggests deselenization is increasingly
entropically driven as the Co-doping increases. The local concentration of Co on nickel selenide
surfaces may affect the type and structure of the oxide/oxyhydroxide that forms after deselenization.
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a)

b)

Figure 6-22 Comparing energies of peroxide formation and selenium monoxide desorption on the
a) (100) and b) (111) NiSe2 surfaces.
As previously discussed, a Boltzmann factor reduced the number of configurations that
were examined in the calculations. For the (111) surface only the lowest energy configuration was
investigated. The different SeO desorption energies for a given dopant level correspond to different
binding sites. Unlike the (100) surface, Ni atoms on the pure (111) surface are not all equivalent,
likewise the surface Se atoms are also not all symmetrically equivalent. Some Se are shared between
three surface metal atoms, other with only two. The position of the oxide species on the surface
therefore can affect the energies for both the peroxide formation and the SeO desorption. In each
case, the SeO desorption removes a Se that was part of the octahedral coordination around a Co
atom and shared with only one other surface metal atom. As demonstrated with the (100) surface
and the surface dopant configuration, decreasing the number of coordinating anions around the Co
is not energetically favoured.
Decreasing the number of anions coordinating a Co atom on the (111) surface through SeO
desorption is also not energetically favoured. The corresponding energies on the Co-doped surfaces
are all higher by at least 40 kJ/mol than the SeO desorption from the pure surface. Despite the
increase in SeO desorption energy relative to pure surface, it does not necessarily mean the
desorption is less energetically favoured than the peroxide formation. The differences in the
desorption energy within a given dopant level appear to depend on the rearrangement of the surface
and the orientation of the square pyramidal Co created by the desorption. The lowest energy SeO
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desorption on the 25% Co-doped surface removes a Se shared between the octahedral Co a square
pyramidal Ni. The lowest desorption energy on the 50% Co-doped surface is from the loss of a Se
shared between two Co atoms. For both dopant levels, the lowest desorption energy is achieved by
rearranging the surface to maintain the square pyramidal coordination around the Ni or Co atom.
The surface rearranges so the metal atom shares an edge with the remaining octahedral Co. This
distorts the surface so that another Ni is left with four coordinating Se. The higher energy for 25%
Co-doped surface with the Se vacancy near Ni-7 is due to the distortion that leaves 2 Ni tetrahedrally
coordinated instead of one. For the 50% Co-doped surface, the vacancy near Co-2 changes the
octahedral Co to square pyramidal and the square pyramidal Co to tetrahedral. Both 50% and 75%
surfaces have the highest desorption energy when the Se vacancy creates a tetrahedrally coordinated
Ni atom. This is also the case for the lowest energy of desorption on the 75% Co-doped surface.
The 70 kJ/mol difference is caused by the orientation of the new square pyramidal Co. In the higher
energy case, the base of the new square pyramid is parallel to the base of another square pyramidal
Co. For the lowest energy on the 75% Co-doped surface, the square bases are angled towards each
other. Significant shortening of Se-O interatomic distances and charge transfer from Se have been
observed on the (100) and (111) surfaces, suggesting the possibility of selenium monoxide
desorption. As can be seen in Figure 6-22, a comparison of the energies for the formation of the
peroxide species and selenium monoxide desorption indicates desorption is less enthalpically
favoured for most doping levels.

6.5 Conclusions
In general, the local configuration of an adsorption site on a doped surface has a greater
effect on its stability and OER catalytic activity. Maximizing the Se coordination around the
electron hole caused by Co stabilizes the surface. Optimal surface doping depends on the
stoichiometry of the nickel selenide and the Miller index. These two factors control how many Se
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are available at the surface and explain NiSe2 surfaces reaching maximum stability with 100% Co
doping whereas increasing the dopant level beyond a certain point destabilizes Ni3Se2 surfaces.
Doping with cobalt can also change the identity and energy of the potential determining
step depending on the NiSe2 Miller index and the adsorption site. Whereas the peroxide formation
is the potential determining step on the pure (100) and (110) NiSe2 surfaces, the formation of the
oxide is the potential determining step at Co adsorption sites on the Co-doped surfaces. The doped
surfaces also differ from each other. The dopant level not only affects the energy of the potential
determining step on the (100) surface but can alter the surface magnetization for other OER
intermediates. Increasing the dopant level beyond 25% does not significantly alter the overall
energetics of the OER on the (110) surface because of the low surface density of the metal atoms
and the ridged structure of the surface which restricts lateral movement of electrons. The potential
determining step and the Bader charges on the Co-doped (111) surface are more like those of the
pure surface in part because of the octahedral coordination around two of the surface Co atoms.
While Co-doping lowers the energy for the potential determining step in the OER in most
cases, the same is not true for deselenization. The deselenization through SeO desorption is not
energetically favoured on the (100) and (111) surfaces. The formation of a Se-O bond was not
observed on any of the doped (110) surfaces. Deselenization destabilizes Co-doped NiSe2 surfaces
because it lowers the coordination around surface metal atoms. The selenium loss that accompanies
the formation of an active NiOx layer must either be entropically driven or proceeds via a different
mechanism.
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Conclusions and Future Directions
The overarching purpose of this thesis is to investigate reactions in the solid state to increase
energy efficiency. This can be achieved through optimization of processes occurring in the bulk and
through clean renewable sources of energy. We have addressed process optimization by developing
a model to predict reaction energies under any applied stress based on parameters obtained from
the zero-stress stationary points. The effectiveness of stresses predicted by the model to promote a
phase transition was tested against that hydrostatic stresses using molecular dynamics simulations.
Conclusions and future directions with respect to that part of the thesis are given in Section 7.1. The
second part of this thesis addressed the development of renewable energy sources, by investigating
the electrocatalytic efficiency of pure and doped nickel selenides towards water splitting. Section
7.2 offers conclusions on the OER activity and restructuring of nickel selenides, and presents
avenues for further research.

7.1 Extended Bell’s model and stress-induced solid-state transitions
We have extended Bell’s model to include second order terms of a Taylor series expansion
in terms of the lattice vectors around the zero-stress stationary states. These second order terms
account for the distortions experienced by the stationary states when stress is applied. The GSSNEB and numerical methods were used to obtain the model parameters for transitions in five
different systems. The zirconia, lithia, ammonium formate, glycine, and diiodobutadiyne co-crystal
systems were chosen to represent the different types of transitions occurring in the solid state.
Though the GSS-NEB reaction path can provide ratios of stress elements that will effectively lower
the reaction barrier, the extended Bell model has the advantage of being able to scan a manifold of
stress tensors quickly. The model can find more effective stress tensors that may have been missed
due to the discrete number of images along the GSS-NEB reaction path. Acceptable agreement
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between GSS-NEB and predicted barriers was found for stress tensors sampled from the manifold
scan and built from the zero-stress reaction path. We have demonstrated the model agrees with
GSS-NEB results for low multiples of an applied stress. Although qualitative trends as the multiple
increases are reproduced, divergence at higher stress is expected as one of the implicit limitations
of the current extended Bell’s model. The distortions are assumed to be elastic, and atomic motions
are coupled to changes in lattice parameters.
These assumptions offer opportunities for future research. For example, higher order terms
could be included to include anharmonicity of the potential energy surface around the stationary
states. The effectiveness and computational cost of this third order model could be compared with
applying the current extended Bell’s model in a piecewise manner, taking stationary states at higher
stresses as the new reference points. The increased computational expense that accompanies
calculations on larger systems is an obvious advantage the extended Bell’s model has over
calculating several reaction paths under various stresses. Other directions could include further
investigations into the model’s performance in solid-state transitions where polymers undergo
conformational changes or covalent bonds are formed or broken. Although a second order extension
to Bell’s model for solid state phase transitions has recently been published,85 we have improved
upon it. The model is based on the zero-stress stationary states, but the GSS-NEB can create several
interpolating images. We have shown how the stresses calculated for each image along the zerostress path can effectively lower the reaction barrier. The zero-stress path gives a rough guide for
the ratios of stress elements that will most effectively lower the reaction barrier. We have
demonstrated how to use the extended model to scan a manifold of stress tensors. The ability to
quickly scan a multitude of stress tensors can refine the results given by the GSS-NEB reaction path
as well as provide alternative stress tensors should an experimental set-up such as a diamond anvil
cell required it.
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Through molecular dynamics simulations, we have shown the stress tensor created by the
zero-stress GSS-NEB reaction path promotes a transition more effectively than hydrostatic stress.
To demonstrate the occurrence of a transition, we have developed a simple order parameter based
on the weighted displacements of atoms’ crystal coordinates from a reference structure. This order
parameter allowed the identification of a critical stress where the displacement with respect to the
reference reactant increased exponentially. The molecular dynamic simulations not only probed the
possibility of alternate reaction pathways becoming available under stress, but also demonstrated
how stress as a function of time could influence the transitions. Three different types of piecewise
linear stress functions were tested, and a peak stress function was deemed the most effective.
Excepting the diiodobutadiyne co-crystal, the peak stress function results in the systems being more
product-like at the end of the simulation. Only the ammonium formate’s transition profile gave
convincing evidence of having formed the desired product. Alternate transitions are a possibility,
another is the explicit atomic correspondence in the order parameter. Though the issue of lighter
atoms’ mobility is partially solved through weighting the displacements, some error is introduced
when atoms trade places as with the hydrogen atoms on the ammonium ion. The order parameter
can be improved to the extent that it loses its dependence on atomic correspondence. A difference
in predicted X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns would remove the necessity of atomic
correspondence potentially giving a better indication whether the expected product state has been
formed. This could be achieved by modifying XRD prediction codes, such as Mercury,143 to analyze
structures given in the molecular dynamics output files of Quantum-Espresso.110, 121 Many of the
transitions observed are irreversible on the time scales examined. Future work can study longer time
scales and periodic stress functions. More sophisticated stress functions are also an interesting
avenue for future research. As the maximum in each stress element does not occur in the same GSSNEB image, it would be interesting to separate the contributions of stress temporally as overlapping
Gaussian signals.
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7.2 Nickel selenides as oxygen evolution catalysts
The energetics for a single adsorption site OER mechanism were calculated for low Miller
index surfaces of NiSe2, Ni3Se2, and NiSe. The potential determining step for all NiSe2, Ni3Se2, and
many NiSe surfaces is the formation of the peroxide intermediate from the oxide. Energetically, at
least, the nickel selenides have similar behaviour to nickel oxides for the same mechanism. There
are some NiSe surfaces, however, that have a different potential determining step demonstrating
the necessity to consider all OER intermediates. The NiSe2 (110), Ni3Se2 (100), and NiSe (101)
surfaces gave the lowest potential determining step for their respective compounds, with the NiSe
(101) surface having the lowest potential determining step overall. The Ni3Se2 surfaces are
energetically close to each other in terms of the potential determining step indicating it may not be
necessary to optimize this catalyst’s synthesis for a particular Miller index surface. Despite similar
energies for the potential determining step, closer examination of the atomic configuration and
electronic properties on the various nickel selenide surfaces show marked differences. We have
shown that Ni-terminated surfaces restructure to terminate with Se or form an amorphous layer.
This is a step in understanding how Se is leached from the surface and how an oxide layer of
unknown crystallinity and stoichiometry (NiOx) can form on nickel selenide surfaces.
Our calculations on doped NiSe2 and Ni3Se2 surfaces show the extended two-dimensional
patterns are not as important as the coordination around the dopant atom. Although the electron
hole caused by Co is stabilized with more coordinating Se, this can limit its effectiveness as an
adsorption site. The available coordinating Se determines the stability of the surface for various
dopant levels. While each NiSe2 surface showed 100% Co-doped surface was the most stable,
stability as a function of dopant level on Ni3Se2 surfaces depended on the Miller index surface. In
general, Co-doping lowered the energy for the peroxide formation and increased it for the formation
of the oxide making it the potential determining step instead. Most energies for the potential
determining step were lowered compared to the pure surface. Phonon calculations would confirm
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whether the OER steps occur more spontaneously on the doped surfaces. Immediate future work
should extend the exploration of dopant effects on the OER for Ni3Se2 and NiSe surfaces. Alternate
doping strategies offer many possibilities for future work as for example, trimetallic catalysts have
been reported to have experimentally better OER activity than bimetallic catalysts. Most
experiments and theoretical analyses have focused on substituting the cation in OER nickel-based
catalysts with a p-dopant, such as Co or Fe. It may be of value to study the effect n-dopants such as
Cu or anion substitution, for example, replacing a given number of Se with O. Substituting selenium
with oxygen could give a simple example of how the OER affects the inclusion of oxygen atoms in
the crystal structure.
A single bond between Se and the adsorbed oxygen species, usually the oxide, formed on
many surfaces, especially those with higher concentrations of surface Se. Our calculations show
SeO desorption can be energetically competitive with the peroxide formation on pure surfaces but
is not generally favoured on doped NiSe2 surfaces. Through the comparison of reaction energies
associated to the peroxide formation and the SeO desorption, we propose SeO desorption is an
entropically driven process. To confirm this possibility, future work would perform phonon
calculations on these surfaces. As the systems are large and the relevant entropic differences affect
a few atoms around the adsorption site, it is suggested these calculations be done numerically
considering only the oxygen species and a few surface atoms near the adsorption site. Future studies
on multiple adsorption site mechanisms would shed some light on the formation of different SeOx
species, such as the SeO4-2 ion, and whether they form on the surface or in solution. Nevertheless,
we have demonstrated a possible mechanism for the formation of a Se vacancy, a surface defect.
Further work is required to determine how Se vacancies affect the OER or promote the formation
of an active oxide layer.
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Appendix A
Fortran Programs
A.1 Stiffness and Compliance
C2345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901
2
C
C
This program creates copies of a sample PWSCF single point
C
calculation file that differ in the position of one or two
C
atoms/lattice vectors that have been shifted slightly in x,
C
y,z. The copies are then supposed to be submitted as an
C
array of jobs.
C
C2345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901
2
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
character*40 file1
character*60 lines
character*5 nat,c5
character*4 c4
character*3 c3
character*2 c2,sym
character*1 c1
dimension lines(54),cellv(3,3)
allocatable R_ATOM(:),sym(:),dr_atom(:)
C
C

coordinates and changes for cell vectors are included in
R_ATOM and dr_atom
write(6,*)'Give sample SCF file:'
read(5,*)file1
open(20,file=file1,status='old')
write(6,*)'give displacement choice:'
write(6,*)'1. all coordinates 2. cell vector elements'
read(5,*)ins
if(ins.EQ.1)then
write(6,*)'Give atomic strain'
read(5,*)dr
endif
write(6,*)'Give lattice strain'
read(5,*)dc
l_index=1
DO
read(20,600,end=300)lines(l_index)
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1
1

1
1

if(lines(l_index).EQ.
'
nosym=.true.,
then
read(20,601,end=300)N_ATOMS
write(nat,'(I3)')N_ATOMS
lines(l_index+1)='
nat='//nat//','
l_index=l_index+1
endif
if(lines(l_index).EQ.
'ATOMIC_POSITIONS bohr
GO TO 301

')

l_index=l_index+1
ENDDO
301

allocate(R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+6))
allocate(sym(N_ATOMS))
if(ins.EQ.1)then
ncoords=3*N_ATOMS+6
else
ncoords=6
endif
lines(l_index)='ATOMIC_POSITIONS crystal'
allocate(dr_atom(ncoords))

1

DO i=1,N_ATOMS
read(20,*,end=300)sym(i),R_ATOM(3*i-2),
R_ATOM(3*i-1),R_ATOM(3*i)
if(ins.EQ.1)then
dr_atom(3*i-2)=dr
dr_atom(3*i-1)=dr
dr_atom(3*i)=dr
endif
ENDDO
read(20,600,end=300)lines(l_index+1)
read(20,*,end=300)R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+1)
dr_atom(ncoords-5)=dc*R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+1)
read(20,*,end=300)R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+2),R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+3)
dr_atom(ncoords-4)=dc*R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+3)
dr_atom(ncoords-3)=dr_atom(ncoords-4)

1

')

read(20,*,end=300)R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+4),R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+5),
R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+6)
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dr_atom(ncoords-2)=dc*R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+6)
dr_atom(ncoords-1)=dr_atom(ncoords-2)
dr_atom(ncoords)=dr_atom(ncoords-1)
read(20,600,end=300)lines(l_index+2)
read(20,600,end=300)lines(l_index+3)
300

close(20)
CALL CONVERTER(N_ATOMS,R_ATOM)
icount=0
DO i=1,2
DO i1=1,ncoords
i2=3*N_ATOMS+6-ncoords+i1
R_ATOM(i2)=R_ATOM(i2)+dr_atom(i1)*(-1.d0)**i
icount=icount+1
CALL COPIER(icount,l_index,N_ATOMS,sym,lines,R_ATOM)
DO j=1,2
DO j1=i1+1,ncoords
j2=3*N_ATOMS+6-ncoords+j1
R_ATOM(j2)=R_ATOM(j2)+dr_atom(j1)*(-1.d0)**j
icount=icount+1
CALL COPIER(icount,l_index,N_ATOMS,sym,lines,R_ATOM)
R_ATOM(j2)=R_ATOM(j2)-dr_atom(j1)*(-1.d0)**j
ENDDO
ENDDO
R_ATOM(i2)=R_ATOM(i2)-dr_atom(i1)*(-1.d0)**i
ENDDO
ENDDO
deallocate (R_ATOM)
deallocate (sym)
deallocate (dr_atom)

600
601
602

FORMAT(A60)
FORMAT(8x,I3)
FORMAT(A2,3(2x,F14.10))
end
SUBROUTINE COPIER(icount,l_index,N_ATOMS,sym,lines,R_ATOM)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
character*1 c1
character*2 c2,sym
character*3 c3
character*4 c4
character*5 c5
character*40 filename
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character*60 lines
dimension sym(N_ATOMS),lines(54),R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+6)
if((icount.GE.10000).AND.(icount.LT.100000))then
write(c5,'(I5)')icount
open(21,file='copy'//c5//'.in.',status='new')
else if((icount.GE.1000).AND.(icount.LT.10000))then
write(c4,'(I4)')icount
open(21,file='copy'//c4//'.in',status='new')
else if((icount.GE.100).AND.(icount.LT.1000))then
write(c3,'(I3)')icount
open(21,file='copy'//c3//'.in',status='new')
else if((icount.GE.10).AND.(icount.LT.100))then
write(c2,'(I2)')icount
open(21,file='copy'//c2//'.in',status='new')
else if((icount.GE.1).AND.(icount.LT.10))then
write(c1,'(I1)')icount
open(21,file='copy'//c1//'.in',status='new')
else
write(6,*)'Number of files exceeds 99 999! STOPPING!'
stop
endif
DO iw=1,l_index
write(21,600)lines(iw)
ENDDO
DO iw=1,N_ATOMS
write(21,602)sym(iw),R_ATOM(3*iw-2),R_ATOM(3*iw-1),R_ATOM(3*iw)
ENDDO

1

dummy=0.d0
write(21,600)lines(l_index+1)
write(21,602)' ',R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+1),dummy,dummy
write(21,602)' ',R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+2),R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+3),dummy
write(21,602)' ',R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+4),R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+5),
R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+6)
write(21,600)lines(l_index+2)
write(21,600)lines(l_index+3)
close(21)

600
601

FORMAT(A60)
FORMAT(8x,I3)
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602

FORMAT(A2,3(2x,F14.10))
RETURN
end
SUBROUTINE CONVERTER(N_ATOMS,R_ATOM)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
dimension R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+6)

C converts cartesian coords to crystal coords
C step 1. inverse crystal matrix elements
h11=(R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+1))**(-1.d0)
h21=-1.d0*h11*R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+2)/R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+3)
h22=(R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+3))**(-1.d0)
h31=-1.d0*h21*R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+5)/R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+6)
h31=h31-h11*R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+4)/R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+6)
h32=-1.d0*h22*R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+5)/R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+6)
h33=(R_ATOM(3*N_ATOMS+6))**(-1.d0)
C step 2. convert atomic cartesian coordinates only
DO i=1,N_ATOMS
xn=h11*R_ATOM(3*i-2)+h21*R_ATOM(3*i-1)+h31*R_ATOM(3*i)
yn=h22*R_ATOM(3*i-1)+h32*R_ATOM(3*i)
zn=h33*R_ATOM(3*i)
R_ATOM(3*i-2)=xn
R_ATOM(3*i-1)=yn
R_ATOM(3*i)=zn
ENDDO
RETURN
end
C2345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901
2
C
C
This program takes pwscf output files created via
C
scf_filecopy.exe and extracts the single point energy to then
C
calculate a stiffness matrix and its inverse
C
C2345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901
2
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
character*40 sample
character*15 line
allocatable dr(:),Emat(:,:,:),stiff(:,:),comp(:,:)
write(6,*)'Give sample scf file:'
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304

read(5,*)sample
write(6,*)'Give # of atoms individually displaced:'
read(5,*)nat
if(nat.EQ.0)GO TO 304
write(6,*)'Give atomic displacement:'
read(5,*)drat
write(6,*)'Give lattice strain:'
read(5,*)dc
idm=3*nat+6
allocate(dr(idm))
allocate(Emat(idm,idm,4))
allocate(stiff(idm,idm))
allocate(comp(idm,idm))

C To get lattice vector displacement:

300

301

open(20,file=sample,status='old')
read(20,600,end=301)line
if(line.NE.'CELL_PARAMETERS')GO TO 300
read(20,*)cvec1
read(20,*)cvec2,cvec3
read(20,*)cvec4,cvec5,cvec6
close(20)
DO i=1,idm
DO j=1,idm
DO k=1,4
Emat(i,j,k)=0.d0
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
DO i=1,3*nat
dr(i)=drat
ENDDO
dr(idm-5)=dc*cvec1
dr(idm-4)=dc*cvec3
dr(idm-3)=dc*cvec3
dr(idm-2)=dc*cvec6
dr(idm-1)=dc*cvec6
dr(idm)=dc*cvec6

C Loop through a subroutine to extract the single point
C energy from the Q-Espresso .out file and place value
C in a matrix = Emat
icount=0
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i=0
i1=0
CALL RETRIEVE(icount,i,i1,i,i1,nat,Emat)
DO i=1,2
DO i1=1,idm
icount=icount+1
CALL RETRIEVE(icount,i,i1,i,i1,nat,Emat)
DO j=1,2
DO j1=i1+1,idm
icount=icount+1
CALL RETRIEVE(icount,i,i1,j,j1,nat,Emat)
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
open(22,file='matrices.txt',status='unknown')
C Create the matrix of d^2E/(dxidxj) - stiffness matrix
C and its inverse - compliance matrix
CALL STIFFNESS(nat,Emat,dr,stiff,comp)
C Print to file
write(22,*)'Stiffness matrix = d^2E/(dx_i dx_j)'
DO i=1,idm
write(22,604)(stiff(i,j),j=1,idm)
ENDDO
write(22,*)' '
write(22,*)'Inverse of stiffness matrix = compliance'
DO i=1,idm
write(22,604)(comp(i,j),j=1,idm)
ENDDO
close(22)
deallocate(Emat)
deallocate(stiff)
deallocate(comp)
deallocate(dr)
600
604

FORMAT(A15)
FORMAT(<idm>(F16.8,2x))
end
SUBROUTINE RETRIEVE(icount,i,i1,j,j1,nat,Emat)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
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character*1 c1
character*2 c2
character*3 c3
character*4 c4
character*5 c5
character*32 line
character*17 scf
dimension Emat(3*nat+6,3*nat+6,4)
if((icount.GE.10000).AND.(icount.LT.100000))then
write(c5,'(I5)')icount
open(21,file='copy'//c5//'/copy'//c5//'.out',status='old')
else if((icount.GE.1000).AND.(icount.LT.10000))then
write(c4,'(I4)')icount
open(21,file='copy'//c4//'/copy'//c4//'.out',status='old')
else if((icount.GE.100).AND.(icount.LT.1000))then
write(c3,'(I3)')icount
open(21,file='copy'//c3//'/copy'//c3//'.out',status='old')
else if((icount.GE.10).AND.(icount.LT.100))then
write(c2,'(I2)')icount
open(21,file='copy'//c2//'/copy'//c2//'.out',status='old')
else if(icount.LT.10)then
write(c1,'(I1)')icount
open(21,file='copy'//c1//'/copy'//c1//'.out',status='old')
else
write(6,*)'number of files exceeds 99 999! STOPPING!'
stop
endif
302

303

read(21,602,end=303)line,scf
if(line.NE.'!
total energy
read(scf,'(F17.8)')E
close(21)
if((i.EQ.1).AND.(j.EQ.1))then
Emat(i1,j1,1)=E
else if((i.EQ.2).AND.(j.EQ.2))then
Emat(i1,j1,4)=E
else if((i.EQ.1).AND.(j.EQ.2))then
Emat(i1,j1,2)=E
else if((i.EQ.2).AND.(j.EQ.1))then
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=')GO TO 302

Emat(i1,j1,3)=E
else if((i.EQ.0).AND.(j.EQ.0))then
DO k=1,3*nat+6
Emat(k,k,3)=E
Emat(k,k,2)=E
ENDDO
endif
602

FORMAT(A32,A17)
RETURN
end
SUBROUTINE STIFFNESS(nat,Emat,dr,stiff,comp)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
dimension Emat(3*nat+6,3*nat+6,4),stiff(3*nat+6,3*nat+6)
dimension dr(3*nat+6),comp(3*nat+6,3*nat+6)
dimension amat(3*nat+6,3*nat+6),bmat(3*nat+6,3*nat+6)
dimension l(3*nat+6),s(3*nat+6)

C Numerical calculation of d^2E/(dxi dxj) and initializing comp
idm=3*nat+6
RyB2_Jm2=1.d0
C 2.179872172E-18/(5.2917721092E-11)**2
DO i=1,idm
DO j=i,idm
Eij=Emat(i,j,1)-Emat(i,j,2)-Emat(i,j,3)+Emat(i,j,4)
if(i.NE.j)then
h2=4.d0*dr(i)*dr(j)
else
h2=dr(i)*dr(i)
endif
stiff(i,j)=Eij/h2*RyB2_Jm2
stiff(j,i)=stiff(i,j)
amat(i,j)=stiff(i,j)
amat(j,i)=stiff(j,i)
ENDDO
ENDDO
C Calculates the inverse: d2E*comp=bmat
C Use d2E and not stiff since values modified
C find pivots
DO i=1,idm
l(i)=i
smax=0.d0
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DO j=1,idm
bmat(i,j)=0.d0
smax=max(smax,dabs(amat(i,j)))
ENDDO
bmat(i,i)=1.d0
s(i)=smax
ENDDO
C Gauss elimination: d2E becomes upper triangular
C also applied to bmat so then d2E'*comp=bmat'
C bmat not and identity matrix anymore
DO k=1,idm-1
rmax=0.d0
DO i=k,idm
r=dabs(amat(l(i),k)/s(l(i)))
if(r.GT.rmax)then
rmax=r
j=i
endif
ENDDO
itmp=l(k)
l(k)=l(j)
l(j)=itmp
DO i=k+1,idm
xmult=amat(l(i),k)/amat(l(k),k)
amat(l(i),k)=amat(l(i),k)-xmult*amat(l(k),k)
DO j=1,idm
bmat(l(i),j)=bmat(l(i),j)-xmult*bmat(l(k),j)
ENDDO
DO j=k+1,idm
amat(l(i),j)=amat(l(i),j)-xmult*amat(l(k),j)
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
C Solve d2E'*comp=bmat' once for every column in comp
DO k=1,idm
comp(idm,k)=bmat(l(idm),k)/amat(l(idm),idm)
DO i=idm-1,1,-1
sum=bmat(l(i),k)
DO j=i+1,idm
sum=sum-amat(l(i),j)*comp(j,k)
ENDDO
comp(i,k)=sum/amat(l(i),i)
ENDDO
ENDDO
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RETURN
end

A.2 Fractional reaction path
C2345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901
2
C
C
This program reads a GSSNEB output file and finds the distance
C
between each image and the image corresponding to the reactant
C
The image distance, its fraction and energy are printed out to
C
a file.
C
C2345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901
2
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
character*60 input
character*40 line,line1
character*2 sym
allocatable r_im(:,:,:),E_im(:),Rpath(:),Rpath2(:)
write(6,*)'Give input file'
read(5,*)input
write(6,*)'Give number of images and number of atoms'
read(5,*)n_im,n_at
open(20,file=input,status='unknown')
allocate (r_im(n_im,n_at,3),E_im(n_im),Rpath(n_im))
allocate (Rpath2(n_im))
C reads each image atomic coordinates
DO
read(20,600,end=300)line
if(line.EQ.'
------------------------------ iter')then
DO i=1,n_im
read(20,*,end=300)line1
DO j=1,n_at
read(20,*,end=300)sym,(r_im(i,j,k),k=1,3)
ENDDO
DO m=1,4
read(20,*,end=300)line1
ENDDO
ENDDO
else if(line.EQ.'
image
energy (Ry)
err')then
DO i=1,n_im
read(20,*,end=300)i_im,E_im(i)
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ENDDO
endif
ENDDO
300

close(20)

C calculates the reaction path as the root sum of square differences
C between atomic positions in an image and the preceding image
Rpath(1)=0.d0
Rpath2(1)=0.d0
DO i=2,n_im
Rpath(i)=0.d0
Rpath2(i)=0.d0
DO j=1,n_at
DO k=1,3
Rpath(i)=Rpath(i)+(r_im(i,j,k)-r_im(i-1,j,k))**2
ENDDO
ENDDO
DO l=1,n_at-1
DO m=l+1,n_at
d1=0.d0
d2=0.d0
DO n=1,3
d1=d1+(r_im(i-1,l,n)-r_im(i-1,m,n))**2
d2=d2+(r_im(i,l,n)-r_im(i,m,n))**2
ENDDO
Rpath2(i)=Rpath2(i)+(dsqrt(d1)-dsqrt(d2))**2
ENDDO
ENDDO
Rpath2(i)=Rpath2(i-1)+dsqrt(Rpath2(i))
Rpath(i)=dsqrt(Rpath(i))+Rpath(i-1)
ENDDO
C write to output file
open(21,file='E_frac_path.txt',status='unknown')
DO i=1,n_im
fpath=Rpath(i)/Rpath(n_im)
fpath2=Rpath2(i)/Rpath2(n_im)
write(21,601)Rpath(i),fpath,Rpath2(i),fpath2,E_im(i)
ENDDO
close(21)
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deallocate (Rpath)
deallocate (E_im)
deallocate (r_im)
600
601

FORMAT(A40)
FORMAT(5(F17.10,1x))
end

A.3 Extended Bell model to scan applied stresses.
C2345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901
2
C
C
This program takes BO energies compliance matrices, unit cell
C
vectors and stress tensors for a pair of crystal structures
C
(any of R, TS, P) and computes the force(stress) modified
C
energies and changes in enthalpies. The energies are based on a
C
Taylor expansion, the enthalpy includes an elastic term as
C
given in Parinello and Rahman J. Appl. Phys. 1981.
C
C2345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901
2
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
character*20 input
dimension sig(3,3),h(3,3,3),Fvec(6,3),chi(6,6,3)
dimension sig_p(3,3),hinv(3,3),hinT(3,3)
dimension dh(6,3),dhmat(3,3,3)
dimension
d2E(3),E0(3),E(3),dV(3),Vel(3),sigi(6),nsig(6),dsig(6)
dimension sigv(6),Delh(3,3),ep(3,3,3),trace(3,3),Tr(3)
allocatable s_mat1(:,:),s_mat2(:,:),idm1(:),idm2(:)
write(6,*)'Give input file'
read(5,*)input
write(6,*)'give minimal change from original barrier &
enthalpy'
read(5,*)Elim
write(6,*)'give minimal angle difference between stresses'
read(5,*)theta
open(20,file=input,status='unknown')
open(21,file='case1.txt',status='unknown')
open(22,file='case2.txt',status='unknown')
open(23,file='case3.txt',status='unknown')
write(21,*)'Lower reaction barrier and enthalpy'
write(21,*)'Elim = ',Elim,'theta = ',theta
write(21,600)'s11','s21','s22','s31','s32','s33','sm',
1 'dE_PR(F)','dE_TSR(F)'
write(22,*)'Lower reaction enthalpy'
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1

1
C

C
C

C

write(22,*)'Elim = ',Elim,'theta = ',theta
write(22,600)'s11','s21','s22','s31','s32','s33','sm',
'dE_PR(F)','dE_TSR(F)'
write(23,*)'Lower reaction barrier'
write(23,*)'Elim = ',Elim,'theta = ',theta
write(23,600)'s11','s21','s22','s31','s32','s33','sm',
'dE_PR(F)','dE_TSR(F)'
assumes stress tensor is given as stress applied in GPa
icheck=0
DO i=1,6
read(20,*,end=300)sigi(i),nsig(i),dsig(i)
ENDDO
read E0, h and compliance matrices in order R, TS, P
DO k=1,3
read(20,*,end=300)E0(k)
assumes h is given in bohr
DO i=1,3
read(20,*,end=300)(h(i,j,k),j=1,3)
ENDDO
assumes units are bohr^2/Ry
DO i=1,6
read(20,*,end=300)(chi(i,j,k),j=1,6)
ENDDO
ENDDO
icheck=1

300

close(20)
if(icheck.EQ.0)then
write(6,*)'MISSING INFO! Stopping'
stop
endif

C

zero force barrier and enthalpy
dEr=E0(3)-E0(1)
dEt=E0(2)-E0(1)

C invert and transpose reactant's h
hinv(:,:)=0.d0
hinT(:,:)=0.d0
hinv(1,1)=1.d0/h(1,1,1)
hinv(2,1)=-h(2,1,1)/(h(1,1,1)*h(2,2,1))
hinv(2,2)=1.d0/h(2,2,1)
hinv(3,1)=(h(2,1,1)*h(3,2,1)-h(2,2,1)*h(3,1,1))/
1 (h(1,1,1)*h(2,2,1)*h(3,3,1))
hinv(3,2)=-h(3,2,1)/(h(2,2,1)*h(3,3,1))
hinv(3,3)=1.d0/h(3,3,1)
DO i=1,3
DO j=1,3
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hinT(i,j)=hinv(j,i)
ENDDO
ENDDO
Vro=h(1,1,1)*h(2,2,1)*h(3,3,1)
Ns=0
allocate (s_mat1(1,9))
allocate (idm1(1))
s_mat1=0.d0
idm1=0
DO i1=1,nsig(1)+1
DO i2=1,nsig(2)+1
DO i3=1,nsig(3)+1
DO i4=1,nsig(4)+1
DO i5=1,nsig(5)+1
DO i6=1,nsig(6)+1
sigv(1)=sigi(1)+(i1-1)*dsig(1)
sigv(2)=sigi(2)+(i2-1)*dsig(2)
sigv(3)=sigi(3)+(i3-1)*dsig(3)
sigv(4)=sigi(4)+(i4-1)*dsig(4)
sigv(5)=sigi(5)+(i5-1)*dsig(5)
sigv(6)=sigi(6)+(i6-1)*dsig(6)
C

normalize sigv convert to 2D tensor
sigL=dsqrt(DOT_PRODUCT(sigv,sigv))
sigv=sigv/sigL
sig(1,1)=sigv(1)
sig(2,1)=sigv(2)
sig(2,2)=sigv(3)
sig(3,1)=sigv(4)
sig(3,2)=sigv(5)
sig(3,3)=sigv(6)
sig(1,2)=sig(2,1)
sig(1,3)=sig(3,1)
sig(2,3)=sig(3,2)

C
C

Forces (will later be multiplied by a scaling factor
to increase the reactant's energy by Elim)
DO k=1,3
Fvec(1,k)=sigv(1)*h(2,2,k)*h(3,3,k)
Fvec(2,k)=sigv(2)*h(1,1,k)*h(3,3,k)
Fvec(3,k)=sigv(3)*h(1,1,k)*h(3,3,k)
Fvec(4,k)=sigv(4)*h(1,1,k)*h(2,2,k)
Fvec(5,k)=sigv(5)*h(1,1,k)*h(2,2,k)
Fvec(6,k)=sigv(6)*h(1,1,k)*h(2,2,k)
dh(:,k)=MATMUL(chi(:,:,k),Fvec(:,k))
d2E(k)=DOT_PRODUCT(Fvec(:,k),dh(:,k))
ENDDO
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C

transfer change in cell parameters into a matrix
ic=0
dhmat(:,:,:)=0.d0
DO i=1,3
DO j=1,i
ic=ic+1
dhmat(i,j,:)=dh(ic,:)
ENDDO
ENDDO

C
C

find multiple of stress to fit energy increment
since chi and F are different, use reactant
sm=dsqrt(2.0*Elim/d2E(1))

C

pressure and pressure modified stress tensor
p=sm*(sig(1,1)+sig(2,2)+sig(3,3))/3.d0
sig_p(:,:)=sm*sig(:,:)
DO i=1,3
sig_p(i,i)=sig_p(i,i)-p
ENDDO

C
C
1
C
1

DO k=1,3
BO expansion term
E(k)=E0(k)+0.5d0*sm*sm*d2E(k)
change in V wrt 0 stress reactant
dV(k)=(h(1,1,k)+sm*dh(1,k))*(h(2,2,k)+sm*dh(3,k))*
(h(3,3,k)+sm*dh(6,k))-Vro
Delh(:,:)=h(:,:,k)+sm*dhmat(:,:,k)-h(:,:,1)
strain wrt to 0 stress reactant
ep(:,:,k)=0.5d0*(MATMUL(hinT(:,:),Delh(:,:))+
MATMUL(Delh(:,:),hinv(:,:)))
trace(:,:)=MATMUL(sig_p(:,:),ep(:,:,k))
Tr(k)=trace(1,1)+trace(2,2)+trace(3,3)
Parrinello-Rahman term
Vel(k)=p*dV(k)+Vro*Tr(k)
ENDDO

C

dE_PR=E(3)-E(1)-Vel(3)+Vel(1)
dE_TSR=E(2)-E(1)-Vel(2)+Vel(1)
C
1

identify cases
if(((dE_PR.LT.dEr).AND.(abs(dE_PR-dEr).GT.1.d-8)).OR.
((dE_TSR.LT.dEt).AND.(abs(dE_TSR-dEt).GT.1.d-8)))then
if ((dE_PR.LT.dEr).AND.(dE_TSR.LT.dEt))then
id=1
else if((dE_PR.LT.dEr).AND.(dE_TSR.GE.dEt))then
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id=2
else if((dE_PR.GE.dEr).AND.(dE_TSR.LT.dEt))then
id=3
endif
C
C
C

sort if current stress needs to be added to list
if so dynamicallys allocate and transfer to a matrix that can
accomodate the new data
num=0
if((Ns.NE.0).AND.(mod(Ns,2).EQ.0))then
CALL SORT(s_mat2,Ns,sigv,theta,num)
if(num.EQ.1)then
Ns=Ns+1
allocate (s_mat1(Ns,9))
allocate (idm1(Ns))
s_mat1(1:Ns-1,:)=s_mat2(1:Ns-1,:)
idm1(1:Ns-1)=idm2(1:Ns-1)
deallocate (s_mat2)
deallocate (idm2)
s_mat1(Ns,1:6)=sigv
s_mat1(Ns,7)=sm
s_mat1(Ns,8)=dE_PR
s_mat1(Ns,9)=dE_TSR
idm1(Ns)=id
endif
GO TO 302
else if((Ns.NE.0).AND.(mod(Ns,2).EQ.1))then
CALL SORT(s_mat1,Ns,sigv,theta,num)
if(num.EQ.1)then
Ns=Ns+1
allocate (s_mat2(Ns,9))
allocate (idm2(Ns))
s_mat2(1:Ns-1,:)=s_mat1(1:Ns-1,:)
idm2(1:Ns-1)=idm1(1:Ns-1)
deallocate (s_mat1)
deallocate (idm1)
s_mat2(Ns,1:6)=sigv
s_mat2(Ns,7)=sm
s_mat2(Ns,8)=dE_PR
s_mat2(Ns,9)=dE_TSR
idm2(Ns)=id
endif
GO TO 302
else if(Ns.EQ.0)then
Ns=1
s_mat1(1,1:6)=sigv
s_mat1(1,7)=sm
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s_mat1(1,8)=dE_PR
s_mat1(1,9)=dE_TSR
idm1(1)=id
GO TO 302
endif
endif
302

ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO

C

place stored stresses in appropriate files
if((Ns.NE.0).AND.(mod(Ns,2).EQ.0))then
s_mat2(:,7)=s_mat2(:,7)/5.2917721092d-11**3.d0*2.179872172d-

27
DO i=1,Ns
if(idm2(i).EQ.1)then
write(21,601)(s_mat2(i,j),j=1,9)
else if(idm2(i).EQ.2)then
write(22,601)(s_mat2(i,j),j=1,9)
else
write(23,601)(s_mat2(i,j),j=1,9)
endif
ENDDO
deallocate (s_mat2)
deallocate (idm2)
else
s_mat1(:,7)=s_mat1(:,7)/5.2917721092d-11**3.d0*2.179872172d27
DO i=1,Ns
if(idm1(i).EQ.1)then
write(21,601)(s_mat1(i,j),j=1,9)
else if(idm1(i).EQ.2)then
write(22,601)(s_mat1(i,j),j=1,9)
else
write(23,601)(s_mat1(i,j),j=1,9)
endif
ENDDO
deallocate (s_mat1)
deallocate (idm1)
endif
close(21)
close(22)
close(23)
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600
601
602

FORMAT(13x,A3,5(15x,A3),16x,A2,10x,A8,9x,A9)
FORMAT(9(F16.8,2x))
FORMAT(6(F8.4,2x))
end
SUBROUTINE SORT(s_mat,Ns,sigv,theta,num)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
dimension s_mat(Ns,9),sigv(6)

c
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

pi=4.d0*atan(1.d0)
num=0
check angle between current stress tensor and previously stored
if there exists a previously stored stress tensor that produces
an angle less than theta, go to next iteration
DO i=1,Ns
dot=DOT_PRODUCT(s_mat(i,1:6),sigv)
if(dot.GT.1.d0)GO TO 303
ang=180.d0/pi*acos(dot)
if(ang.LT.theta)GO TO 303
ENDDO
if(id.EQ.idm(i))then
if((id.EQ.1).AND.(dE_PR.LT.s_mat(i,8)).AND.
1
(dE_TSR.LT.s_mat(i,9)))then
s_mat(i,1:6)=sigv
s_mat(i,7)=sm
s_mat(i,8)=dE_PR
s_mat(i,9)=dE_TSR
GO TO 303
else if((id.EQ.2).AND.(dE_PR.LT.s_mat(i,8)))then
s_mat(i,1:6)=sigv
s_mat(i,7)=sm
s_mat(i,8)=dE_PR
s_mat(i,9)=dE_TSR
GO TO 303
else if((id.EQ.3).AND.(dE_TSR.LT.s_mat(i,9)))then
s_mat(i,1:6)=sigv
s_mat(i,7)=sm
s_mat(i,8)=dE_PR
s_mat(i,9)=dE_TSR
GO TO 303
else
GO TO 303
endif
else
num=1
GO TO 303
endif
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C
C

endif
ENDDO
num=1

303

RETURN
end

A.4 Extended Bell model
C2345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901
2
C
C
This program takes BO energies compliance matrices, unit cell
C
vectors and stress tensors for a pair of crystal structures
C
(any of R, TS, P) and computes the force(stress) modified
C
energies and changes in enthalpies. The energies are based on a
C
Taylor expansion, the enthalpy includes an elastic term as
C
given in Parinello and Rahman J. Appl. Phys. 1981.
C
C2345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901
2
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
character*20 input,output
dimension sig(3,3),E0(3),hmat(3,3,3),chi(6,6,3)
dimension sigv(6),hvec(6,3),Fvec(6,3),dh(6,3),hinv(3,3)
dimension dhmat(3,3,3),s_p(3,3),trace(3,3),Tr(2),hinT(3,3)
dimension dV(3),Vel(3),ep(3,3,3),d2E(3),E(3),Delh(3,3)
write(6,*)'Give input file'
read(5,*)input
write(6,*)'give initial stress multiple, #steps, increment'
read(5,*)dsi,ns,ds
write(6,*)'give output file'
read(5,*)output
open(20,file=input,status='unknown')
C reads external stress tensor in GPa
DO i=1,3
read(20,*)(sig(i,j),j=1,3)
ENDDO
C reads energies(Ry), lattice(bohr) and compliance of 1=R, 2=TS, 3=P
DO i=1,3
read(20,*)E0(i)
DO j=1,3
read(20,*)(hmat(j,k,i),k=1,3)
ENDDO
DO j=1,6
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read(20,*)(chi(j,k,i),k=1,6)
ENDDO
ENDDO

1

close(20)
open(21,file=output,status='unknown')
write(21,600)'x*sigma','E_R(F)','E_TS(F)','E_P(F)','dE_TSR(F)',
'dE_PTS(F)','dE_PR(F)'

C convert GPa to Ry/bohr^3
sig(:,:)=sig(:,:)*5.2917721092d-11**3.d0/2.179872172d-27
ic=0
DO i=1,3
DO j=1,i
ic=ic+1
sigv(ic)=sig(i,j)
DO k=1,3
hvec(ic,k)=hmat(i,j,k)
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
C get forces, change in lattice parameters and energy
C these will later be multiplied by the stress multiple dm or dm^2
DO k=1,3
Fvec(1,k)=sigv(1)*hvec(3,k)*hvec(6,k)
Fvec(2,k)=sigv(2)*hvec(1,k)*hvec(6,k)
Fvec(3,k)=sigv(3)*hvec(1,k)*hvec(6,k)
Fvec(4,k)=sigv(4)*hvec(1,k)*hvec(3,k)
Fvec(5,k)=sigv(5)*hvec(1,k)*hvec(3,k)
Fvec(6,k)=sigv(6)*hvec(1,k)*hvec(3,k)
dh(:,k)=MATMUL(chi(:,:,k),Fvec(:,k))
d2E(k)=DOT_PRODUCT(Fvec(:,k),dh(:,k))
ENDDO
C put change in lattice in a matrix (lower triangular)
C needed for Parrinello-Rahman term.
ic=0
dhmat(:,:,:)=0.d0
DO i=1,3
DO j=1,i
ic=ic+1
dhmat(i,j,:)=dh(ic,:)
ENDDO
ENDDO
C invert the reactant's h, and transpose it
C needed for calculating strain in Parrinello-Rahman term
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1

hinv(:,:)=0.d0
hinT(:,:)=0.d0
hinv(1,1)=1.d0/hmat(1,1,1)
hinv(2,1)=-hmat(2,1,1)/(hmat(1,1,1)*hmat(2,2,1))
hinv(2,2)=1.d0/hmat(2,2,1)
hinv(3,1)=(hmat(2,1,1)*hmat(3,2,1)-hmat(2,2,1)*hmat(3,1,1))/
(hmat(1,1,1)*hmat(2,2,1)*hmat(3,3,1))
hinv(3,2)=-hmat(3,2,1)/(hmat(2,2,1)*hmat(3,3,1))
hinv(3,3)=1.d0/hmat(3,3,1)
DO i=1,3
DO j=1,3
hinT(i,j)=hinv(j,i)
ENDDO
ENDDO
Vro=hmat(1,1,1)*hmat(2,2,1)*hmat(3,3,1)

C creates the stress multiples
DO i=1,ns+1
dm=dsi+(i-1.d0)*ds
DO j=1,3
E(j)=E0(j)+0.5d0*dm*dm*d2E(j)
ENDDO
C Parrinello-Rahman term from eq. 2.19 and 2.20
C reactant volume, assumes h(R) is lower triangular
C
Vr=(hvec(1,1)+dm*dh(1,1))*(hvec(3,1)+dm*dh(3,1))*
C
1 (hvec(6,1)+dm*dh(6,1))
C
Vts=(hvec(1,2)+dm*dh(1,2))*(hvec(3,2)+dm*dh(3,2))*
C
1 (hvec(6,2)+dm*dh(6,2))
C
Vp=(hvec(1,3)+dm*dh(1,3))*(hvec(3,3)+dm*dh(3,3))*
C
1 (hvec(6,3)+dm*dh(6,3))
s_p(:,:)=dm*sig(:,:)
p=dm*(sig(1,1)+sig(2,2)+sig(3,3))/3.d0
DO j=1,3
s_p(j,j)=s_p(j,j)-p
ENDDO
DO j=1,3
C change in volume V-Vro
dV(j)=(hvec(1,j)+dm*dh(1,j))*(hvec(3,j)+dm*dh(3,j))*
1
(hvec(6,j)+dm*dh(6,j))-Vro
C strain with respect to hr(0), from eq 2.19, A1
Delh(:,:)=hmat(:,:,j)+dm*dhmat(:,:,j)-hmat(:,:,1)
ep(:,:,j)=0.5d0*(MATMUL(hinT(:,:),Delh(:,:))+
1
MATMUL(Delh(:,:),hinv(:,:)))
trace(:,:)=MATMUL(s_p(:,:),ep(:,:,j))
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Tr(j)=trace(1,1)+trace(2,2)+trace(3,3)
C elastic energy of deformation 1=TS, 2=P, from eq. 2.20
Vel(j)=p*dV(j)+Vro*Tr(j)
ENDDO
dEtsr=E(2)-E(1)-Vel(2)+Vel(1)
dEpr=E(3)-E(1)-Vel(3)+Vel(1)
dEpts=E(3)-E(2)-Vel(3)+Vel(2)
write(21,601)dm,(E(j),j=1,3),dEtsr,dEpts,dEpr
ENDDO
close(21)
600
601

FORMAT(9x,A7,12x,A6,11x,A7,12x,A6,2(9x,A9),10x,A8)
FORMAT(7(F16.8,2x))
end

A.5 Similarity index
C2345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901
2
C
C
This program takes an MD output file from Quantum Espresso and
C
a file with 3 structures (R,TS,P) and calculates the average
C
difference between the crystal coordinates and lattice
C
parameters. The output created can be plotted in Excel to
C
determine which structure the MD simulations most resembles.
C
C2345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901
2
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
character*50 input1,input2,output,sym
character*21 line
dimension href(3,3,3),h(3,3),rtemp(1,3),hinv(3,3),cref(3,6)
dimension cell(6),dif(3),dravg(3,3)
allocatable rref(:,:,:),r(:,:),amass(:)
write(6,*)"give MD output file, 3 structure file"
read(5,*)input1,input2
write(6,*)'give output file'
read(5,*)output
open(20,file=input2,status='unknown')
read(20,*)nat
allocate(rref(3,nat,3),r(nat,3),amass(nat))
DO i=1,3
totm=0.d0
DO j=1,nat
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read(20,*)sym,(rref(i,j,k),k=1,3)
CALL SCALER(sym,j,nat,amass)
totm=totm+amass(j)
ENDDO
DO j=1,3
read(20,*)(href(i,j,k),k=1,3)
ENDDO
C

1

convert reference atomic positions from cart to crystal
hinv(1,1)=1.d0/href(i,1,1)
hinv(1,2)=0.d0
hinv(1,3)=0.d0
hinv(2,1)=-1.d0*href(i,2,1)/(href(i,2,2)*href(i,1,1))
hinv(2,2)=1.d0/href(i,2,2)
hinv(2,3)=0.d0
hinv(3,1)=(href(i,2,1)*href(i,3,2)-href(i,2,2)*href(i,3,1))/
(href(i,1,1)*href(i,2,2)*href(i,3,3))
hinv(3,2)=-1.d0*href(i,3,2)/(href(i,2,2)*href(i,3,3))
hinv(3,3)=1.d0/href(i,3,3)
DO j=1,nat
rtemp(1,:)=0.d0
rtemp(1,:)=MATMUL(rref(i,j,:),hinv(:,:))
rref(i,j,:)=rtemp(1,:)
ENDDO
ENDDO
close(20)
open(21,file=input1,status='unknown')
open(22,file=output,status='unknown')

301

read(21,600,end=300)line
if(line.NE.' new lattice vectors')GO TO 301
DO i=1,5
read(21,*,end=300)line
ENDDO

C

MD atomic crystal coords
DO i=1,nat
read(21,*,end=300)sym,(r(i,j),j=1,3)
ENDDO

C

average shift vector
dravg(:,:)=0.d0
DO i=1,3
DO j=1,nat
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dravg(i,:)=dravg(i,:)+(r(j,:)-rref(i,j,:))
ENDDO
dravg(i,:)=dravg(i,:)/nat
ENDDO
C

1

average atomic displacement with respect to ref structures
dif(:)=0.d0
DO i=1,3
DO j=1,nat
rtemp(1,:)=rref(i,j,:)-r(j,:)+dravg(i,:)
dif(i)=dif(i)+amass(j)/totm*
dsqrt(DOT_PRODUCT(rtemp(1,:),rtemp(1,:)))
ENDDO
ENDDO
write(22,601)(dif(i),i=1,3)
GO TO 301

300

600
601

close(21)
close(22)
deallocate(rref,r)
FORMAT(A21)
FORMAT(3(F16.9,2x))
end
SUBROUTINE SCALER(sym,j,nat,amass)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
dimension amass(nat)
character*2 sym
amass(j)=0.d0
sym=trim(sym)
if(sym.EQ.'H')then
amass(j)=1.008d0
else if(sym.EQ.'He')then
amass(j)=4.0026d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Li')then
amass(j)=6.94d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Be')then
amass(j)=9.0122d0
else if(sym.EQ.'B')then
amass(j)=10.81d0
else if(sym.EQ.'C')then
amass(j)=12.011d0
else if(sym.EQ.'N')then
amass(j)=14.007d0
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else if(sym.EQ.'O')then
amass(j)=15.999d0
else if(sym.EQ.'F')then
amass(j)=18.998d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Ne')then
amass(j)=20.180d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Na')then
amass(j)=22.990d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Mg')then
amass(j)=24.305d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Al')then
amass(j)=26.982d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Si')then
amass(j)=28.085d0
else if(sym.EQ.'P')then
amass(j)=30.974d0
else if(sym.EQ.'S')then
amass(j)=32.06d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Cl')then
amass(j)=35.45d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Ar')then
amass(j)=39.948d0
else if(sym.EQ.'K')then
amass(j)=39.098d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Ca')then
amass(j)=40.078d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Sc')then
amass(j)=44.956d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Ti')then
amass(j)=47.867d0
else if(sym.EQ.'V')then
amass(j)=50.942d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Cr')then
amass(j)=51.996d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Mn')then
amass(j)=54.938d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Fe')then
amass(j)=55.835d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Co')then
amass(j)=58.933d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Ni')then
amass(j)=58.693d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Cu')then
amass(j)=63.546d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Zn')then
amass(j)=65.38d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Ga')then
amass(j)=69.723d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Ge')then
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amass(j)=72.630d0
else if(sym.EQ.'As')then
amass(j)=74.922d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Se')then
amass(j)=78.971d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Br')then
amass(j)=79.904d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Kr')then
amass(j)=83.798d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Rb')then
amass(j)=85.468d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Sr')then
amass(j)=87.62d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Y')then
amass(j)=88.906d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Zr')then
amass(j)=91.224d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Nb')then
amass(j)=92.906d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Mo')then
amass(j)=95.95d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Ru')then
amass(j)=101.07d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Rh')then
amass(j)=102.91d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Pd')then
amass(j)=106.42d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Ag')then
amass(j)=107.87d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Cd')then
amass(j)=112.41d0
else if(sym.EQ.'In')then
amass(j)=114.82d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Sn')then
amass(j)=118.71d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Sb')then
amass(j)=121.76d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Te')then
amass(j)=127.60d0
else if(sym.EQ.'I')then
amass(j)=126.90d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Xe')then
amass(j)=131.29d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Cs')then
amass(j)=132.91d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Ba')then
amass(j)=137.33d0
else if(sym.EQ.'La')then
amass(j)=138.91d0
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else if(sym.EQ.'Ce')then
amass(j)=140.12d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Pr')then
amass(j)=140.91d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Nd')then
amass(j)=144.24d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Sm')then
amass(j)=150.36d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Eu')then
amass(j)=151.96d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Gd')then
amass(j)=157.25d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Tb')then
amass(j)=158.923d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Dy')then
amass(j)=162.50d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Ho')then
amass(j)=164.93d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Er')then
amass(j)=167.26d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Tm')then
amass(j)=168.93d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Yb')then
amass(j)=173.05d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Lu')then
amass(j)=174.97d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Hf')then
amass(j)=178.49d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Ta')then
amass(j)=180.95d0
else if(sym.EQ.'W')then
amass(j)=183.84d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Re')then
amass(j)=186.21d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Os')then
amass(j)=190.23d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Ir')then
amass(j)=192.22d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Pt')then
amass(j)=195.08d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Au')then
amass(j)=196.97d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Hg')then
amass(j)=200.59d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Tl')then
amass(j)=204.38d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Pb')then
amass(j)=207.2d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Bi')then
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amass(j)=208.98d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Th')then
amass(j)=232.04d0
else if(sym.EQ.'Pa')then
amass(j)=231.04d0
else if(sym.EQ.'U')then
amass(j)=238.03d0
endif
RETURN
end
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